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INTRODUCTION
In the mid-lSUOs an awful famine devastated larce
regions of Southern Ireland, spreading death and misery
among an already impoverished people and forcing a
massive emigration. One area in which they sought to
begin anew was Holyoke, Massachusetts, then a rural
backwater just entering the early stages of industrial-
ization. The local bourgeoisie cherished the labor of
the newcomers - without it their capital would lay idle
and their dreams of wealth go unfulfilled - but other-
wise despised them. Too preoccupied with matters of
simple survival, the Irish seemed scarcely to notice
and set about establishing an ethric enclave no less
isolated from native born workers than it was from the
millowners. Tradition and the harshness of day to day
existence dictated that the saloon and church would
dominate the early community: in one immigrants found
a brief respite from life's crushing burdens, while in
the other they established claims to a heavenly reward
that a neo-feudal relicrlor promised those who meekly
submitted to poverty and deprivation in this world.
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But these conditions would not persist indefinitely
and two generations later the grandchildren of the
first immigrants would lead a vigorous labor movement
more interested in changing than escaping the world in
which it existed. This is the story of that transfor-
mation.
It is a study of class development. It is also a
study of class relations. As E.P. Thompson has written,
"the notion of class entails the notion of historical
relationship." For class is not a "thing," but some-
thing that "happens:" "And class happens when some men,
as a result of common experiences (inherited or shared),
feel and articulate the identity of their interests as
between themselves, and as against other men whose in-
terests are different from (and usually opposed to)
theirs." Early chapters thus examine the local bour-
geoisie and the social relations of production within
the city's two principal industries, paper and textiles.
Their purpose is to delineate the world view of Holyoke
manufacturers and show how they sought to protect and
further their interests in the community as well as the
factory.
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Yet class development involves more than the in-
teraction o\f structurally discrete social groups.
Class, as Thompson further observes, must be seen as
a cultural as well as a social formation. Following
a course charted by such historians as Alan Dawley,
Paul Paler, and Bruce Laurie, the study proceeds to
explore how the family interests, religious beliefs,
and leisure activities of Holyoke workers conjoined
with changing productive relations to produce three
distinct cultural experiences: a saloon culture, and
Yankee and Catholic variants of working class respect-
ability. Catholic respectables proved to be the hard-
iest and most enduring of the cultural groupings, and
by the turn of the century they would dominate the
local labor movement. A final chapter examines the
mature post-1900 expression of the culture of Catholic
trade unionist respectability.
vii
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C K A P I' E R I
INDUSTRIAL BEGINNINGS
In the late eighteenth century a traveler Jour-
neying north of Springfield along the bank of the
Connecticut river would have soon come to the beautiful
Hadley Falls , where the swiftly moving waters of the
great river plummeted nearly sixty feet. Aside the
falls on the western bank of the river lay a tiny farm-
ing village called Ireland Parish in memory of John
Riley, a Protestant Irishman who had first settled the
area a century earlier. Ireland's rich lands yielded
ample crops of hay, corn, rye, potatoes, and oats as
the Connecticut's annual overflow regularly replenished
the mineral content of its broad meadows. Larcrely a
subsistence economy, local farmers produced enough to
meet their basic needs and a small surplus which they
marketed at Northampton or Springfield, the region's
principal trade centers.
The first attempt to develop the area came in 1792
when a group of Northampton and Springfield merchants
«
1
2formed the "Proprietors of the Locks and Canals on the
Connecticut River," a corporation whose purpose vras
to facilitate the movement of goods upriver from
Springfield. In 1795* the proprietors completed con-
struction of a canal around the falls at South Hadley
and during the next decade undertook similar ventures
at Turners Falls and Bellows Falls, Vermont, thus
allowing a three-fold increase in the amount of merch-
andise shipped above Hadley Falls between 1795 and 1820.
The improvements at the falls did little to disturb the
tranquility of Ireland Parish, where the corporation's
local agent, Whiting Street, oversaw the unloading of
cargoes. When the water level fell in summer or froze
In winter, Street organized local farmers to transport
the shipment by land, using oxen in summer and horses
2in winter.
Although the proprietors did much to stimulate
commerce, they showed little interest in developing the
vast industrial potential of the Hadley Falls, Before
mid-century Ireland's major enterprise was a small
cotton mill, which employed less than seventy operatives
and in 18^5 produced goods valued at a modest *60,000.
Indeed, local residents viewed the falls more as a source
3of salmon and shad than water power. When the fish
began to run each spring as many as 1,500 horses at a
time could be seen aside the falls as farmers came
from throughout the region to exchange news and supple-
ment a meat, grain, and vegetable diet,^
All this began to change during the 18i^-0s
, a de-
cade which saw a dramatic expansion of the New England
railroad network. Where in 18^0 even the Southern
states eclipsed the region's 512 miles of track, by
1850 the length of New England roads had increased
five-fold and not only exceeded that of the South, but
was only slightly less than that of the Middle y\tlantic
states; relative to its size. New England had more rail
road mileage than any region of the country. In 1839
»
the Western Railroad reached the Connecticut river at
Springfield and a few years later the merger of the
Springfield and Northampton Railroad Company with the
Greenfield and Northampton resulted in the formation of
the Connecticut River Railroad, which in 18^6 bridged
the Connecticut at Williamansett and ran a line throup^h
Ireland Parish. Besides its cotton mill, Ireland at
that time contained a grist mill, planing mill, two
physicians, a shoemaker, tailor, wheelwright, painter.
blacksmith, one school, two churches, and a "tavern
of modest appearances, but of wide fame." As its
residents would soon realize, however, the arrival of
the railroad sip:nalled the beginninp^ of a new era for
the sleepy agricultural village.^
A group of eastern capitalists, collectively-
known as the Boston Associates, held a controlling in-
terest in the Connecticut River Railroad. "Merchant
princes" of Boston, the Associates comprised a group
of families bound together by marriage and financial
interest who by the mid-forties had already erected in-
dustrial towns at Lowell, Chicopee, and Lawrence in
Massachusetts, and at Manchester, Dover, and Nashua,
New Hampshire. At mid-century they controlled forty
per cent of Boston banking capital, thirty nine per cent
of Massachusetts insurance capital, and thirty per cent
of the state's railroad mileage. Because of its inter-
ests at Chicopee, the group had long been aware of the
tremendous industrial potential offered by the Hadley
Falls. The construction of the railroad considerably
enhanced the site's value. That a dam had not already
been constructed at the location "would be inexplicable,"
a study later commissioned by the group observed, "were
5it not obvious that the extraordinary magnitude of the
enterprise required, in a corresponding degree, more
than ordinary forethought, skill, and capital for its
accomplishment." In 18^1-7 the Associates decided they
possessed those prerequisites and obtained an act of
corporation under the name of the Hadley Falls Company
"for the purpose of constructing and maintaining a dam
across the Connecticut River.
The Associates chose George Ewing as their local
agent. Ewing was an official of the Fairbanks Scale
Company who had been urging investors to develop the
area. His first task which he accomplished in short
order, was to purchase all land adjoining the proposed
dam site. The only obstacle was Sam Ely, a local farmer
who owned a critically placed piece of property close
to the falls. Declaring that he would not sell to the
"cotton lords" of the Kadley Company "if they covered
the entire field with gold dollars," Ely further remark-
ed that "he was damned if he wanted to see the corpora-
tions control everything." None of Ely's neighbors
shared his aversion to the new order and he soon found
himself alone. Just as local farmers welcomed the corainp:
of the railroad because it promised to lower trans Dorta-
6tion costs, they readily acceded to the generous
offers of the Hadley Company. Although Ely lashed out
at surrounding farmers for abandoning him, he too sold
out/
The company next began construction of the dam.
In January, 18U8, a brief strike by Irish laborers in
protest against a pay cut, required the intervention
of Northampton militiamen and a Catholic priest from
Springfield, but otherwise the project proceeded with-
out delay. By November the dam was completed. A large
crowd lined the Connecticut to witness its opening and
as the last gates closed a roar of approval rose from
the interested onlookers. But complications soon de-
veloped. At noon a company official telegraphed Boston
that "the dam is leaking badly;** a further report an
hour later evinced growing panic: "we cannot stop the
leaking." The last message to Boston that afternoon
simply read, "dam gone to hell by way of V/illimansett . "
The structure's collapse did not dim the enthusiasm of
the watching crowd. "Well, some of that property was
mine," one local farmer reportedly remarked, "but it was
worth all the money I put into it, to see it go." Mean-
while, one thoughtful observer sent off a telegram to
7Springfield, warning that there was a "big freshet
coming. "'^
A second dam, which proved more durable, vras fini-
shed the following October. The year also saw the
establishment of two new churches and a number of small
businesses, while each week additional shopkeepers,
artisans, and professionals arrived to seek their for-
tune at what the Hadley Company heralded as the "New
City." In March, I850, the locale also obtained a new
political status when Ireland Parish became the town
of Holyoke. Now that the area had a growing Irish
population, the company did not wish to advertise the
fact and, as Constance Green observed, "hoped that the
Puritan label would lend the place dignity.**®
Whatever dignity a town charter and new name gave
Holyoke it was not enough to insure its continued growth.
Much to the disappointment of the Hadley Company's di-
rectors no major manufacturers chose to locate there
during the early fifties. Moreover, before I852, de-
pressed market conditions held down textile production
and an ISS^ treasurer's report showed the company owed
more than $1,000,000 with little revenue coming in. In
order to raise additional capital, the directors divided
8the company into two separate corporations: the water
power and real estate operations retained the name of
the parent concern, while its textile mills became the
Lyman Company. Despite extensive publicity measures,
the prosperity promised by the promoters of the "New
9City" remained elusive.
Conditions had not appreciably improved three
years later. The Parsons Paper Company, which began
manufacturing in 1855, built a second mill and in 1857
the Holyoke Paper Company and a small iron-wire factory
opened for business. But these were the only new mills
established at Kolyoke during these years and in the
fall of 1857 a financial panic brought a sharp curtail-
ment of production at the Lyman Mills and hobbled opera-
tions at other local businesses as well. Fart-time
employment at reduced wages made it a bleak winter for
Holyoke workers. By the following spring the Lyman Com-
pany had returned to full production, but the Kadley
Company was not so fortunate. i\lthough short-lived,
the panic of 1857 sent the corporation under.
In September, 1857, the failure of the Boston sell-
ing house of Charles H. Mills and Company dealt the
Hadley Company a crippling blow. Among the leading offi
9clals of the bankrupt firm was company treasurer James
K. Mills and to prevent creditors from seizing the
corporation's Kolyoke property its assets were placed
under the name of newly appointed treasurer, George W.
Lyman. But this was only a stop-gap measure and the
following spring creditors attached the Holyoke prop-
erty. Faced with a choice between recapitalization
or bankruptcy, the directors unsuccessfully attempted
to market a new stock issue before finallly conceding
defeat. In January, 1859, the company's property was
sold at public auction: investors received '*^1,32 on
each hundred-dollar share.
In commenting on the company's failure, one of its
directors, Alfred Smith of Hartford, wrote that "I
trusted quite too much to my notion that so many Boston
gentlemen would never invest so large an amount of
money, without knowing what was to be done with the
property, nor without backing up their investment with
money to put the property to some profitable use."
Smith fixed the blame for the corporation's dismal per-
formance on its policy of absentee control: "the manage-
ment of larcre stock capitals, at Boston, is not in ac-
cord with principles on which private business operations
10
are managed." Such an arrangement, he contended, pre-
vented "that strict attention to details or to economy,
which I deem dispensable." Smith refused to subscribe
to the company's new stock issue but still believed that
under responsible management a power project at Folyoke
could yet prosper. He accordingly purchased the de-
funct company's property at auction and organized the
Eolyoke Water Power Company. Buttressed largely by
local capital, derived from the proceeds of commerce,
land sales, and small industrial ventures, Eolyoke 's
industrial development began in earnest during the foll-
owing decade.
By 1870 Eolyoke vras no longer the agricultural
backwater it had been two decades earlier. Population
had increased from 3*2^5 to 10,733 and it was well on
its way to becoming the "Paper City." Eleven paper mills
employed more than 1,000 workers who produced tissue,
book, collar, and the fine white writing paper that would
make the city famous, A decade later the population had
more than doubled to 21,915 local industries had
grown briskly. Nearly 1,900 workers now labored in its
paper mills and another i^,000 produced cottons, woolens,
thread, and silk. V/ith but a few notable exceptions, the
mills were locally c^wred and managed by entrepreneurs
who could be seen daily on the shop floor as well as
in the front office. The business careers, social
activities, and social outlook of these men provide
the focus of the next chapter."''-^
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CHAPTER II
THE UPPER AND MIDDLE CLASSES
One story proes that in the boom and bust decades
of post-Civil VJar America a hardy breed of rup:p:ed in-
dividualists of modest backgrounds but extraordinary
entrepreneurial talent made the United States an in-
dustrial power of the first rank. Popular writers cele-
brated these men, their achievements, and the values
they embodied - hard work, thrift, self-discipline - in
proclaiminp: this an ac:e of the self-made man. The faith
which provided the foundation for this national celebra-
tion was simple: individual labor was the source of all
wealth J and hard work and self-improvement would brinp:
material success to those willing to expend the necessary
effort. Few Holyokers who had acquired a comfortable
portion of this world's possessions questioned the na-
tional faith. Ihe city's middle and upper classes seem-
ed, in fact, only too ready to join the celebration.
Editorials declared that all early industrialists had
begun at some manual occupation and that one could emu-
late their success through a comparable application
of industry and thrift; only the lazy and spendthrift
had anything to fear in this land of boundless opportu-
nity. At an 1871 meeting of the local debating society,
both the judge and audience affirmed that "individual
sjuccess is due more_to_jtalent than circumstances ,
"
after a one-sided debate in which "local illustrations
were freely cited." An examination of the careers of]
Holyoke's leading millowners reveals that there vras
some basis for such self-congratulation .
^
One indication that not all local manufacturers
had moved effortlessly from the paternal mansion to the
family mill was the degree of geographical mobility
which characterized so many of their early careers. Of
the thirty three men for whom sufficiently detailed
career information is available, only six had grown up
in the area and started out in family owned enterprises.
Another thirteen had, with varying degrees of success,
entered the labor market elsewhere before embarking upon
profitable careers in Holyoke. The early careers of the
remaining fourteen exhibited a great deal more variety.
Timothy Merrick began work in a Connecticut mill at age
ten before apprenticing as a shoemaker. In 18^7 » when
16
he was twenty four, he entered the employ of the
Vlillington Thread Company and thirteen years later
established a bleaching and thread company in partner-
ship with his father-in-law at Mansfield, Connecticut.
In 1868, Merrick moved to Holyoke and formed the
Merrick Thread Company. Jones Davis ' career paralleled
Merricks. He worked at mills in Springfield, Chicopee,
and Nashua, New Hampshire, before advancing to agent of
the Lyman Mills in 1853.2
The sparse educational background of many manu-
facturers also suggests the degree to which individual
effort outweighed familial sponsorship as a factor in
thel^r_success
. Of the twenty seven men for whom perti-
nent data is available, only two attended collepre and
only one of them was graduated. An additional twelve
attended high school, but only a few remained to comp-
lete their course of studies. The remaining thirteen
advanced no further than the district school.
In place of an extended formal education, many
manufacturers undertook managerial or craft apprentice-
ships. Thirteen manufacturers started out as apprent-
ices, but for six of them this involved something more
than close instruction in the mysteries of a specific
17
craft. They learned not so much how to fabricate or
repair a p-iven Item, but how to coordinate the mani-
fold processes of modern Industry for mass production.
The typical managerial apprentice spent his indenture
moving from department to department within a factory.
In a paner mill, he might begin in the beater or engine
room, learning how the stock was prepared. Later he
would tend one of the massive Fourdrinier paper mach-
ines and move on to the finishing department. In the
course of his training, the apprentice became intim-
ately familiar with the vagaries of production. He
also learned who the key figures were in the process:
machine tenders and beater engineers could halt pro-
duction and were not easily replaced; the women in the
rag-cutting or finishing departments were vastly more
dispensable. Throughout the late nineteenth century
managerial apprenticeship programs existed in many of
Eolyoke's paper mills and machine shops.
Before drawinc; any conclusions about the degree to
which our manufacturers were self-made men, we need also
to look at their ethnic and family background. All but
six were native born sons of native born parents and the
immigrants in the group were from either Scotland or
18
England. Of the native born, at least ten came from
families that traced their origins to seventeenth-
century Mew England; most of the remaining families
had settled in the region no later than the mid-
eighteenth century. The manufacturers' ethnic back-
ground did not in itself aid them in their rise to
entrepreneurial success
, but did insure that not even
the immigrants among them would be subject to ethnic
discrimination, which was no slight advantage during a
period of pervasive ethnic hostility.^
Also, the fathers of our manufacturers, while sel-
dom men of great wealth, pursued substantial occupations.
Of the twenty seven fathers for whom such information is
obtainable, seven were merchants, and nine were either
manufacturers, small businessmen, or factory managers.
Another six were farmers, a number of whom owned exten-
sive acreage or were characterized as "successful" in
biographical reviews. Even fathers with less prestigious
occupations - tavern keeper, shipping porter, tanner, and
harness maker - followed respectable vocations.
Finally, family aid and connections were a factor
in the success of a number of the manufacturers, particu-
larly in the crucial early stages of their careers.
19
Not everyone had access to a managerial apprenticeship.
A well placed relative or family friend often sponsored
and gave general supervision to the young trainee.
James and John Ramage served their apprenticeship as
papermakers at a Scottish mill with which their father
was "connected" and D.P. Crocker's father guided him
through a similar program. A propitious marriafre help-
ed some of these men: C.H. Heywood married the niece
of Jones Davis, agent of the Lyman Kills; Timothy
Merrick married the daughter of Origen Hall, the nation's
first thread manufacturer; and E.G. Taft married the
daughter of Joseph C. Parsons, Holyoke's first paper
manufacturer. Filial ties also helped, as in the case of
the four Newton brothers. Their father was a successful
Bernardston lumber dealer who insured that each of his
sons had an extended formal education. Added to this
support was the mutual aid which the brothers gave each
Other. A careful division of labor characterized their
many business ventures: Daniel and James handled finan-
cial matters t while John and Moses supervised numerous
construction projects.
What can we conclude about the careers of these
manufacturers? If they are compared with the typical
20
mid-century Irish or French-Canadian Iramiprant, the
advantages of family and social background loom large.
Ethnicity alone insured easier access to capital. For
our purposes it is most important that they saw them-
selves as self-made men who believed that individual
effort vras the key to success and who denied that a
propitious set of circumstances in any way explained
their own material advancement. The apprenticeship
programs through which many passed reinforced this con-
viction.
Family sponsorship alone was by no means a suffi-
cient condition for completion of a managerial appren-
ticeship, Holyoke manufacturers insisted that success-
ful apprentices also needed "pluck" or "grit," in
addition to "brains, mechanical aptitude, ambition,
acute observation, (and) executive ability." Expressed
at the turn of the century, such observations were not
simply the self-approving pieties of men who had under-
gone such training during their youth. In the Kolyoke
mills a managerial apprenticeship required four years
of hard labor, which was intended to test one's charac-
ter as well as competence.^
Holyoke manufacturers who received craft training
went through a comparable re^^lmen of character develop-
ment. Durlnpr the years that these men served their
indentures, the traditional master-apprentice relation-
ship was undergoing important changes, as Increasingly
fewer apprentices lived with their master's families.
In this new and more formalized relationship the app-
rentice simply exchanged his labor for training, and
the master no longer assumed responsibility for the
moral development as well as the craft instruction of
his charge. Yet problems of labor control led master
artisans in many locales to establish organizations
that would function as a surrogate for the vanishing
family-based mode of craft training. In some communi-
ties the churches served this role . In neighboring
Springfield, during the years 182^1- to 18^8, the Hampden
Mechanics • Association was such an organization.^
Comprised of the city's artisans and manufacturers,
the Hampden Mechanics* Association promoted good rela-
tions among Springfield employers. On one level, the
Association sought to regulate the local labor market:
members agreed not to hire apprentices who prematurely
left the employ of a fellow member; and, at the comple-
tion of the training period, apprentices of members were
22
awarded a document from the Association certifying
that they had successfully completed their course of
Instruction. The especially dutiful apprentice also
received a medal which declared that he had "entirely
abstained from the use of ardent spirits, or the in-
temperate use of any intoxicating liquors, during his
apprenticeship, and has otherwise conducted himself
in an honest, obedient, and orderly manner.""^
As the foregoing attests. Association members
were deeply concerned about the behavior of the city's
apprentices. This concern reflected more than the an-
xieties of an employer seeking a pliant labor force.
Association members also worried about the social posi-
tion and reputation of the tradesman during a period
when economic change threatened the venerable status of
this social group. One member declared that "mechanics
discredit themselves by bringing up their sons to the
professions or to be merchants, thus showing that they
are ashamed of their own trades." Such artisans, he
added, by attempting to appear "above their calling ,
, . are apt to think any other trade or profession is
more respectable than their own." In order to maintain
the tradesman's reputation and social position, master
23
artisans needed to devote more time and care to the
training of their apprentices. The relationship bet-
ween a master and apprentice, this member reminded his
fellow tradesmen, should be the same as the "obligation
and connection which exists between a father and a son."
Masters had to be particularly observant of the company
their apprentices kept. This was especially true of
female companions, he observed, as too many apprentices
"think, in the outset, they are shut out from what is
called the first and fashionable class, and will mingle
indiscriminately with those who fall in their way." As
a consequence, many young trainees found that they had
to assume family obligations at a point in their careers
when they were ill prepared to meet them, which retarded
their subsequent advancement. Thus, in addition to
controlling the supply of skilled labor, the Hampden
Mechanics* y\ssociation sought to ensure its own reproduc-
tion as a reputable social group.
At the school which the Association sponsored, the
principal subjects included book-keeping, simple arith-
metic, writing, and other skills that the apprentice
would need to secure and maintain an independent exist-
ence as a petty producer in a marketplace society. The
Zh
Association also opened its :i.ibrary to the city's app-
rentices and urged its members to give their appren-
tices "friendly counsel" on the most appropriate texts.
An ISJU, report reinforced this recommendation with an
arresting commercial metaphor: the library's books
"like the Bills of a bank in order to do good, must be
put in circulation and no one need feel a pressure for
want of this currency as the Cashier has no wish to
keep his funds in deposit, but discounts liberally to
every applicant."
Not all apprentices observed the many strictures
imposed by an organization like the Hampden Mechanics'
Association; the very need of such an association is in
itself evidence of that. Even fewer qualified for a
temperance medal, but those that did found they could
use the award as evidence they were good credit risks.
Thus , the Holyoke manufacturer who began work as an
apprentice was an eminently ambitious man; he was exact-
ly the type of individual such organizations wished to
develop - a person who was hard vrorking, sober, thrifty,
calculating, and self-disciplined.
Located immediately beneath the millowners in Holy-
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oke's social hlerarchj was a middle class of profesjslon-
als, merchants, contractors, realtors, and petty manu-
facturers. The principal difference between this social
grouping and the upper class was that it contained an
emergent Irish petty bourgeoisie and thus lacked the
ethnic and religious homogeneity of the manufacturing
elite. The most prosperous members of the Irish middle
class lived in the same neighborhoods as their Yankee
counterparts and in their business activities dealt
regularly with both the Yankee middle and upper classes.
This was especially true of builders who received many
of their contracts from local manufacturers. Yet
ethno-religious differences were hardly negligible. An
1889 Bluebook contained a separate listing for "Catholic
Society" and the associational lives of the Irish middle
class centered around the Catholic Church and its lay
associations, the Democratic Party, and such Irish na-
tionalist organizations as the Ancient Order of Hiber-
nians and the Land League, where they came into regular
Q
contact with Irish workers.
By contrast, the Yankee middle class mixed freely
with the manufacturing elite in its associational life.
They lived in the same neighborhoods, belonged to the
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same clubs, attended the same churches, and Joined
together on election day to vote for the Republican
Party. The 1889 Bluebook offered further evidence of
the close ties between the two groups by the inclusive
and indiscrimate manner in which they appeared in its
listings. Furthermore, both groups shared a common
faith in the self-made man which left an indelible
imprint upon Holyoke's institutional life during the
late nineteenth century.
Before 1880, the Lyceum and debating society
served as a popular winter retreat for the city's middle
and upper classes. At its meetings, Holyoke's establish-
ed citizens presented and refined their views on the
major issues of the day. The level of discourse, with
some embarrassing exceptions, was generally high, indi-
cating that the participants took their duties seriously.
The audience closely followed the proceedings and, with
the Judge, rendered its verdict at the conclusion of a
debate. To the degree that a coherent world view emer-
ged from these debates, it embodied the primitive labor
theory of value contained in the ethic of the self-made
man. At an 1871 debate, the audience refused to affirm
the proposition "that capital is more powerful than
labor," even thoujrh the Judpe decided the question in
the affirmative. The character of the debate was one
reason for the audience's decision. "With one or two
exceptions." the Trapscrtpt reported, "the question was
discussed as if it read, Resolved, 'that jrold is more
powerful than labor.'" But beyond that these people
would not accept any statement which implied that fac-
tors other than individual effort accounted for their
own success. At the same time, they unquestionably
supported the principle of private property. At an
1873 debate, the house decided unanimously in the nega-
tive "that communism as a system of property holding
is correct in theory and efficient in practice." While
the speakers for the affirmative cited the examiDle of
the Shakers and noted that the "Golden Rule calls for
a more equal division of the arood things of life," the
audience found the argument for the negative vastly
more compelling: "such a division would be a death
blow to energy and ambitions, . . . would be fatal to
Q
intelligence, and transform men into a set of drones."'^
Labor reform also elicited the attention of the
Lyceum and debating society. At an I87I debate on
whether labor reform in Dolltics should be encouraged.
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Henry A. Chase, son of a prosperous local lumber
dealer, asserted that "Not a man In this place who
stands at the head of his business inherited his money.
Everyone was__borrL„paQr and worked himself upward by /x
Ihls^own exertions. Equalization of property is the d^^^
Ijrrand hobby of the labor reform party." Henry C. Ewinc-. ~-
^on of one of the town's foundinpr fathers, reinforced
Chase's argument with the declaration that "If labor
re formers^_^s h qu1d . equal ize property there would be some
•
• • ^'l^J!?™? " ^® then asked, "VJhat would
labor do without capital?" Mo one answered, but James
Ramage, then a paper mill superintendent who would
later establish his own mill, insisted that capital
also had its duties to meet: "If a corporation cannot
afford to pay its workmen, to support them without get-
ting in debt, it had better take Greeley's advice and ^ i
'go West.'" Workers did not receive their fair share,
he further declared, and it would be far better to have
the legislature correct this abuse than to have the
workers take the matter into their own hands through
trade unions and strikes. As a former manaprerial app-
rentice, Ramap'e knew better than to underestimate labor's
capacity for independent action; and as a self-made man.
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still on the way up. he had fully internalized a "root,
hog. or die" business ethic. The Transcript did not
record the audience's verdict on the debate, but a year
later the house unanimously rejected the proposition
that it was the "function of the legislature to regulate
the hours of labor." In 1872, even the self-serving
ameliorisin of James Ramage proved unacceptable. In
later years, however, other manufacturers would demon-
strate that they shared the sophisticated approach to
labor relations embodied in Ramage 's declarations
.
Elite Holyoke's approach to public education con-
tained a mixture of social control and social duty, in-
formed by the self-reliant values of the dominant ethic.
Early school reports declared that the maintenance of
a republican form of government required that the
"masses" be educated; that those who did not attend good
schools would find their learning in "schools of vice;"
and that it was thus "cheaper to support good schools
than poor farms, penetentiaries , Jails, and prisons •I
The same reports enjoined teachers to stress self-reliance
as the only sure means to success. The town's industrial
development and its attendant division of labor made good
schools even more necessary. The I863 report observed
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that the division of labor tended "to dwarf, it not to
crush out the power of the mind, to defeat all breadth
of culture, to beget little men, the subjects of mere
caprice in the social and civil actions, neither fit to
govern, or to be governed, upon the basis of our free
institutions." This did not mean that industrial de-
velopment should be slowed, or even that greater recog-
nition should be given to its effect on the operative;
the fulsome editorial praise accorded modern machine
porduction indicated that such reform continued, the
degenerative effects of the division of labor must be
countered by the 'liberalizing influences of an effici-
cent, early education.
. . . Then though the hum of spin-
dles and machinery be heard on every side, we know, that
manhood will not be swallowed up in the exacting, cramp-
ing routine of daily life." The school would, in short,
protect society from industrialization's more baleful
effects by instilling in working class youths those
values and skills which the factory tended to obliterate,
At the same time, the school offered an avenue out of
the mill, which the established classes had a duty to
keep open for the city's workers. "We must remember,"
Mayor William Whiting stated in his 1878 inaugural address
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"that the capital trained here is the only reliance of
many a poor boy and pirl
, and that accordinp;ly a preat
resT3onsibility rests upon us."-^-^
In the same year, one of the town's foundinp-
fathers, George C. Ewing, also reminded Holyoke citi-
zens of that responsibility. Noting that many families
would sink into pauperism without their children's
earnings. Ewing proposed a law that would draw on state
funds to Day such families the amount that their child-
ren would have earned while attending school. The suc-
gested reform elicited little support and was soon for-
gotten. But in this and his other activities Ewinp:
demonstrated that the dominant ethic also included a
reform dimension. Ewing himself was an inveterate acti-
vist who m.anaged to com.bine the roles of businessman,
lay preacher, prohibitionist, and labor reform.er within
a coherent world view. Whether attacking intemperance,
calling for school reform, or endorsing shorter hours
in the name of working-class self-improvement, his mani-
fold efforts were all of a piece. They reflected an
unqualified belief in the dominant ethic. He once ar-
j
gued in an I87I debate;
It is important that yountr men should be im-
pressed with the fact that there is no royal
road to wealth and influence. Your success
in life will not depend upon your capital,
but upon your ovm individual effort. Let aknowledge of this truth put a restraint upon
all immoral tendencies and prompt you to
habits of activity and industry.
As it turned out, few others appeared to share Swing's
literal belief in the dominant faith; most favored an
interpretation which sanctified accumulated privilege
rather than one which sought to equalize opportunity.-^^
At the apex of Holyoke's public school system
stood the high school. The town's first high school
was established in I852, but the town meeting did not
regularize its operation for another decade and not un-
til I865 was its first class graduated. Still, the
town had high expectations of its high school students.
After a disappointing annual examination in 186^1-,
Superintendant Buckland complained that "there was not
that independence of thought and power of expression,
which is expected in those who are soon to be men and
women. The public have a right to demand that the re-
cipients of such advantages shall ever display a spirit
of eager and thorough research, of vigorous and self-
reliant thought and mature and critical study." Four
years earlier the school committee had appointed Buck-
land principal of the high school after his nredecessor
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resigned under fire for having given his students the
questions prior to the annual examination. The com-
plaint revealed the town authorities' special concern
for the high school student. Since the high school
Driraarlly served their own children, Holyoke's middle
and upper classes demanded ritrorous preparation for
the larger world they would soon be entering. It was
especially necessary that they internalize the
moral- pecuniary values contained in the ethic of the
self-made man. A review of some published high school
essays and orations shows that they did just that.-"-^
In many cases the titles of these essays and ora-
tions alone indicated the values inculcated by home
and school: essays entitled "Labor and Its Rewards,"
"Self-Denial," "Success Through Toil," and "Self-Reliance"
did little to veil their prescriptive import. The
necessity of hard, unremitting, and self-disciplined
labor was a recurrent theme. In her essay, "The Race is
Not to the Swift," Carrie y\verill observed that "moral,
patient Industry often accomplishes more than the most
brilliant tastes," while in "Perseverance," Alice Flan-
ders declared that one would Invariably find that per-
servering men viere "more competent, reliable, and devoted
3^
to the interests of their employees than any other
class." Edward Whiting gave speculators a justly de-
served flaying in an oration which concluded by asking
his auditors to judge "which is preferable, the life
of the unscrupulous speculator, or the life spent in
honest toil and devotion to the cause of right and
justice?" Mo one needed to poll the audience for
their response to that question. Production also tri-
umphed over finance in Matilda Hardy's essay on "Borrow-
ing." This "disagreeable habit" was so prevalent, she
wrote, because it "is so much easier to borrow than to
make or purchase." The successful entrepreneur would
do well to eschew the bank, she concluded, as "men are
often ruined before they are well aware of the fact,
simply by unnecessary indulgence in this habit. ""^^
By the mid-seventies , the competitive and indivi-
dualistic aspects of the prevailing ethic dominated the I
li:ves of high school students, locking them into an
increasingly ri^d meritocracy. In 1875t monthly rat-
ings of the top ten high school students began to appear
in the Transcript ; at the close of the school year, the
paper also published a numerical ranking of the gradua-
ting class. Not all educators approved of the trend.
"We should doubt the sanity of a clergyman vrho esti-
mated the state of religion in his parish as .83 or
.97t" remarked Superintendent L.H. Marvel. "Is it
not as great a fallacy," he then asked, "for a teach-
er to submit the statement of education in his school
in accordance with any such arbitrary standard?"
Others apparently felt that it was not, for the prac-
tice continued. A decade later, when an anonymous
writer complained to the Transcript that "I have stood
low marking as long as I can," the editor unsympathe-
tically replied that "if the writer would spend the
time in study that is wasted in writing anonymous
letters ... he or she might perhaps have better
marks ."-^^
Yet the manner in which the dominant ethic influ-
enced Holyoke's institutional life did not secure the
nodding approval of everyone. In his 1881 high school
valedictory address, Walter A. Tuttle, presented a
damning critique of the city's school system. "The
popular idea of education," Tuttle began, "supposes it
to be a proposition for money-making." In the schools,
he continued, "children are taught that money making is
the chief aim of their existence, . . . and to so wide
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an extent do these Ideas prevail that studies are
examined as to their practical nature before they are
admitted to our high school course. Teachers are
frequently called upon to explain the relation of
certain studies to business life and if they do not
have that use, parents protest against the so-called
waste of time." Tuttle conceded that the practical side
of education was necessary, but only to provide that
material development which frees man for "loftier
thoughts." In concluding, he asked that greater atten-
tion be given to moral education and criticized a recent
proposal for the elimination of free high schools, re-
marking that a "city is frequently without a respectable
government because of the selfish spirit of its business
til6
men.
Walter Tuttle 's Indictment of the Holyoke school
system exposed the harsh, utilitarian underside of the
dominant ethic; it also revealed the extent to which
the schools had become a caricature of the broader so-
ciety. As William Whiting had stated a few years earli-
er, education was capital. The new marking system pro-
vided a means of raeasurlnc just how much of this capital
a student had amassed. Also, Increased grade competition
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presumably maximized production by impelling the
ambitious student to work harder and exercise an ever
greater measure of self-discipline in the accumulation
process. By applying the dominant ethic to schooling,
Holyoke's established classes thus hoped to create a
system that would produce individuals who were not only
hard working, sober, thrifty, but also acquisitive and
intensely competitive. Walter Tuttle's oration elo-
quently described the effort? it also provided evidence
that the project was less than a complete success and
that competition was not an imperative spur to achieve-
ment •
Holyoke's Protestant churches provided another
prop to the ethos of the dominant classes. Although one
local businessman was heard to quip that his sole re-
ligious and temporal belief was that "life is too short
for a man to smoke poor cigars," the majority of his
peers took their religious duties more seriously. In
their churches, entrepreneurs received further confirma-
tion that the world they were creating was Just and, in
periods of crisis, ministers provided their congrega-
tions with moral support and a comforting analysis of
events. The Reverand J.L.R. Trask of the Second Congre-
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gational Church ascribed the depression of I873 to the
unscrupulous manipulation of a few gamblers and specu-
lators and assured his affluent auditors that "confid-
ence and action will cure all," so long as one did not
lose faith. -^"^
God and the businessman seemed often to occupy
coterminous spheres. This became nowhere more evident
than at an 188^1- fellowship meeting of the area's Con-
gregational churches, where clergy and laity discussed
the question, "From the temporal side, is the mainten-
ance of the Christian church worth its cost?" Respond-
ing to the question, "By what evidences must Christians
vindicate the Church's value?", a South Hadley Palls
minister noted that the churches supplemented the
school's secular education by the teaching of morality
and concluded that "What is done for the church is one
of the best Investments a community can make for the
right going forward of its interests," No one disagreed.
Nor did they dispute Moses Newton, a Holyoke manufacturer,
when he declared that "the church paid in a business way
as well as spiritually," In support of this contention,
Newton asserted that "By resting and attending church
on the seventh day people can accomplish more on the
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other six days." Furthermore, he concluded, "the
church (indirectly) fosters interests which create
demands, out of which comes the necessity of manufac-
tures, be it of wool, silk, or paper. ""^^
In addition to reassuring Holyoke's established
classes of their rectitude, the city's churches also
reminded them of their duties. Ministers periodically
cautioned against the sin of display, while the Rever-
and Trask told his congregation that "it is the busi-
ness of man to recognize evil and reform it." By a
wide margin, the most recognized evil in Holyoke was
intemperance. The city's first temperance society was
formed in I857 and in ensuing decades concerned citi-
zens established a host of similar organizations, hoping
to extinguish what they saw as the community's one be-
setting sin. As elsewhere, women dominated the ^'olyoke
temperance movement, attacking liquor dealers in the
name of home protection. For many of these reformers,
intemperance was not simply an evil in itself, but the
root of all evil: a diseased growth that ultimately
produced a harvest of crime and poverty. From time to
time, local temperance lodges achieved some success.
In the I87OS, numerous reformed drunkards told the Sun-
day Evening Temperance Meeting of past sins and current
prosperity: stories of the "guilt, shame, and degrada-
tion of drunkenness," vast earnings "squandered in
dissipation," and "the delightful consciousness of man-
hood that comes to one who truly reforms" inspired the
wavering tippler; they also reinforced the reformer's
conviction that intemperance directly engendered broader
social ills, and that by taking the pledge one could
place himself on the road to material comfort as well
as moral regeneration.
Not all of the city's temperance societies could
demonstrate the achievement of the Sunday Evening Tem-
perance Meeting. More typical was the experience of
the Reform Club and Temperance Union. In 18??, when
its supplies ran out, a number of the group's converts
left with them, one man boasting that the reformers
"didn't make much out of him. He had his 'nip* every
day all the while." Some Holyoke clersrymen maintained
that upper class indifference was one reason that the
temperance cause did not attain greater success. "If
all our citizens in the upper walks of life would take
the pledge," said the Reverand R.J. y\dams of Second
Baptist Church, "many a poor drunkard, seeing the res-
pectability of the blue-ribbon company, would be
encouraged to take shelter in the only asylum which
offers him safety." The men who would comprise this
"blue-ribbon company" failed to respond. The city's
middle and upper classes refused to transform temper-
ance into a holy war. After an 1873 debate, a commi-
ttee of five decided, by a three to two margin, that
prohibition laws did not furnish the best means of
checking intemperance. Those supporting the majority
position argued that only the sale of hard liquor
should be restricted, as "men will have some stimulant."
This common sense approach stemmed as much from experi-
ence as any conviction of tolerance.. An 1868 experiment
with prohibition had failed abysmally, resulting: only
in increased corruption, ill feeling, and, some insisted,
greater drunkenness.^^
Probably the best summary of the many factors con-
ditioning one*s reaction to the temperance issue in
Folyoke appeared during the course of an 1881 debate
between "Peasant" and the Reverand William S. Heywood,
a prominent local prohibitionist. Claiming to be a for-
mer prohibitionist himself, "Peasant" exposed the many
tensions engendered by the issue in a merciless attack
^2
on Heyvrood:
I read an article in which the MaDoleon ofthe prohibition army wandered about amonp-
the dismantled c^uns and other wreck of war
surveyed the field of his defeat, and laid
some of the thintrs it revealed, to heart.
As V/aterloo was more than Wellin£^ton a^^inst
Bonaparte so was the Waterloo of the pro-
hibitionists more than license against pro-
hibition. ... It was tolerance versus in-
tolerance. It was the lessons of experience
against zealous bigotry.
The claim of this Napoleonic prohibition-
ist that God Is on the side of prohibition
has no weight with thinking men. It was the
claim of Cotton Mather when he persecuted and
hung (sic) innocent women as witches.
The prohibitory law was a 'farce.' Hotel
proprietors knew in advance of the raids by
state constables ; , . . gold watches vrere pre-
sented to officials by liquor dealers;
. . .
it was almost Impossible to obtain a conviction
before a Jury.
y\c:ain, - the prohibitory law allowed the
rich man to buy Imported liquors in 'the orip-i-
nal packages' so that V.v, Bullion could nurchase
cases of imported brandy and champagne and Mr.
Shinplaster could look on and see Mr. Bullion
allowed by law to indulge in stimulants to his
heart's content while he, Mr. S. , was prohibited
by the same law from even having a small of 'the
critter. '
In closing, "Peasant" acknowledged the imperfections
of the current license law and scorned city officials
for lax enforcement. But, he added, the law had dimi-
nished whiskey consumption in favor of ale and beer and
forced "Intemperate men to aid in supporting the paupers
in the city."^-^
^3
^mong Holyoke's established classes many found
"Feasant"'s argument more compelling than Heyvrood's
rejoinder that a city without a prohibitory law was
one in which "the elements of barbarism helda-ray."
They disliked intemperance; it made a mockery of the
moral-pecuniary code vjhich croverned their lives. But
they liked impractical experiments which only exacer-
bated existing evils even less. "Peasant "'s thrust
at the element of class discrimination in the temper-
ance issue also struck a responsive chord. 3y 1880,
the chasm between classes had become uncomfortably wide
and no one gratuitously sought to expand it.^^
Eolyoke's elite attempted to moderate class ten-
sions in other ways as well. Although the common ethic
shared by the city's upper and middle classes contained
a number of harsh features, it did not preclude reform
altogether. There were always some people who realized
that life existed below Figh street. George Ewing was
one, who using his own literal interpretation of the pre-
vailing ethic, sought to bridge the growinp: culf between
the established and working classes. He was ultimately
unsuccessful, but the effort is still noteworthy. For
if his prescriptions vrere generally ignored, his implicit
warnings of impending class conflict were not. Like-
wise, James Ramage's declarations did not bring higher
wages or shorter hours, but they did reflect a certain
sophistication among some manufacturers that would
mitigate the intensity of later struggles between capi-
tal and labor.
Finally, the church's warnings to moderate display
were not the idle preachings of conscience-stricken
clergy. Compared to their workers, Holyoke manufactu-
rers did live lavishly but viewed conspicuous consump-
tion as a vice, which heightened class tensions. These
observations are important because class development
does not occur in a vacuum - not in Holyoke , nor any-
where else.
As we shall see, the_JIolyoke working class absorbed
portions of the dominant ethic, but not because it was
imposed from above. Instead many workers recocnized
the simple utility of some of its elements. And in adopt
ing these elements, they transformed them into something
that was uniquely an expression of themselves as a class.
In sum, the ideological hegemony exercised by the city 's
established classes was real: it manifestly shaped local
institutional development. But there were limits to its
^5
sweep: Walter Tuttle's valedictory oration Drovided
evidence of that; so did the Holyoke x^orking class in
its development.
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-^Holyoke Transcript (HT). 16 Jul. 1885; 20 Jul.
1»72; 18 Feb. I87I. Contemporary writings on the ethic
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Apostles of the Self-Made Man; Changlnp: Concepts of
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Success In America (Chica prol University of Chicap:o
Press, 1965); and Irwin G. Wyllle , The Self
-Made Man
in America; The Myth of Rag^s to Riches (Mew Yor'kl
Free Press paperback edition, 1966). For the analysis
which follows, I have compiled profiles on thirty five
Holyoke manufacturers, twenty seven of whom lived in
Folyoke, the remainder residlnp: in Sprlnprfleld . The
men chosen were either the president, vice-president,
or treasurer of mills employlnp: at least fifty workers
in 1880; in most cases, they employed s iflrnificantly
more than that. Two local agents of mills controlled
by outside capital were also Included. Because these
mills employed large numbers of workers, the agents
exercised enormous economic power locally. In 1880,
the group's average age was nearly fifty and most had
been clearly among the city's largest employers for at
least a decade. Collectively, they would continue to
wield significant economic power for the remainder of
the century. Appendix one contains a list of their
names, positions, and the sources employed to construct
the profiles. A number of studies aided me in shaping
the questions which I subsequently asked of the data
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""^^^ Holyoke as a way station onhe oad to worldy success. Newspaper items frequently
mentioned mill overseers who had secured an apiency orbegun a small business elsewhere. Membership turnover
at the Second Congregational Church, the town's mostprestigious congregation, provides some indication of
the extent of geographical mobility in mid-century Holy-
oke. By October, I858, three-quarters of the church's
January, I856 membership had departed the town. Holyoke
Mirror (HM), 30 Oct. I858. The extensive geographical
mobility of these years is dealt with at much greater
length in Peter R. Knights, The Plain People of Boston
.
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of Hamilton, Canada West; Family and Class in a Mid-
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Crusade
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Nativism (New York: Quandranprle paperback edition,
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'^This and the following two paragraphs are based on
materials found in the manuscript collection of the
Hampden Mechanics' Association at the Springfield Public
Library.
^These generalizations are based on biographical
profiles which have been compiled for twenty four mem-
bers of the Yankee middle class and five Irish petty
entrenreneurs . Appendix two contains a list of their
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names, occupations, and the sources employed to con-
struct the profiles. Relations between the Irish
middle and working classes are examined in chapters
four and five. The Bluebook and Social Direct ory ofHolyoke, Massachusetts, 1889 ( Sprlngf iTTTn iHdex
Publishing Company, 1889) can be found at the Kolvoke
Public Library. . ^
1^ Jan. 1871 J 11 Jan. 1873. No one who could beidentified as an Irish Catholic participated in the
lyceum's debates during the 1870s.
^°HT, 2 Dec. 1871; 21 Dec. 1872.
^^Holyoke Town Records (HTR), 1853, 7-8; I85U, 7.
1863 f 16; Folyoke Municipal Register ( HMR ) , I878, I5.
A typical editorial on modern machine production asked
the reader to "Examine the spinning wheels and looms
of our mothers
. . . Look upon the coarse fabric that
at length comes from this toilsome operation. When
you have satisfied your curiosity in that direction,
step Inside of our Lyman Mills, and behold the wonderful
problem that multiplication is daily solving." HM, 26
Apr. 1856. Michael Katz provides the best available
analysis of mid-nineteenth century educational ideology
in The Irony of Early School Reform; Educational Inno-
vation in Mid-Nineteenth Century Massachusetts (Boston;
Beacon paperback edition, 1970 ) , part 2
.
^^SR, 15 y\ug. I878; HT, 1^ Jan I87I; 2 Dec. I87I;
23 Nov. 1872; 23 Sep. 187H7 School superintendent
Kirtland also addressed the problem in his 1879 report.
7\fter tracing the relationship between poverty and
truancy, Kirtland recommended the establishment of a
permanent benvolent organization designed to aid child-
ren who could not attend school regularly because of
family need. The proposal elicited a somewhat more en-
couraging response than Ewlnpi's, but hardly dealt ade-
quately with the oroblem. Report of the School Committee ,
1879, 32.
-^^HTR, 1853, ^; I863, 18; HT , 11 Mar. 1865; HTR ,
I86ij-, 22-23; HM, 17 Mar. I860; 2^1 Mar. i860.
U9
1^
HT. 10 Jul. 1869; 17 Jul. 1869? 27 Nov. 1869.For a time the YMCA supplemented the work of the hip-h
school by attempting to reach the city's younp- clerks
As part of its lecture series, Horace Greeley deliveredhis oration on "Self-Made Men." But the institutionfailed to prosper and in I87I one member resignedly
observed. "How encouraging it is that our blessed Saviordoes not command us as much to look st the harvest as
he does to sow our seed." HT, ^ Jan. 1868; 11 Mar. I87I
-Allan Forlick examines the organization's presumably
more successful efforts with New York City clerks in
Country Boys and Merchant Princes ; The Social Control
of Young Men in New York (Lewisburg, Pa.: Bucknell
University Press, 1975 )f chap. 9.
^^HT, 15 Nay 1875; 3 Jul. 1875; 26 May 1875; 25
Mar. 1885
.
The dominant ethic was not the sole cause
of the new trend, which stemmed more from the bureau-
cratization of the Holyoke schools and education gener-
ally during the period. It did, however, legitimize
and encourage the trend. For more on bureaucratization
of schooling during the late nineteenth century, see
Michael Katz
,
Class, Bureaucracy, and Schools; The
Illusion of Educational Change in America (New York;
Praeger paperback edition, 1975); and David Tyack, The
One Rest System; A History of American Urban Educat ion
(Cambridge : Harvard University Press
,
I97U )
.
^^HT, 2 Jul. 1881.
'"'^SR, U Jun. 1878; HT, 12 Nov. 1873.
^^HT, 8 Mar. 188i^^.
l^HM, 21 Mar. 1857; HT, 27 Feb. I878; 9 Dec. I87I;
16 Dec. 1871. The role of women in the late nineteenth
century temperance movement is examined in Ruth Bordin
Woman and Temperance; The Quest for Power and Liberty,
187 3-19 00 (Philadelphia; Temple University Press, I98I).
2^HT, 7 Nov. 1877; 2 Mar. I878; 8 Feb. 1873; 20
Apr. 18^.
^%T, 28 Dec. 1881; also see 21 Dec. 1881; 2U Dec.
1881.
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HT, 31 Dec. 1881.
CHAPTER III
SOCIAL RELATIONS OP PRODUCTION:
PAPER AND TEXTILES
In 1856, when the Lyman Mills Installed a new
bell, the Holyoke Mirror observed that "We could but
think how much more pleasant, to be summoned to work
by the musical sounds of such a bell as this, than by
the harsh discordant twan^^ of the one to which we have
listened a few weeks Dast." The statement revealed
both the paper's boosterism and assumption that it
spoke for all elements in the community. But the bell
did not call the Mirror *s editor to work each mornin<r.
For those whom it did summon, the throbbing resonance
of the Lyman Mills* bell and others like it sounded
considerably less mellifluous, tolling not of wealth
and progress , but of long hours , low wages , and depend-
ency. This chapter looks at their lives.''"
In 1880, the more than 3f600 textile workers who
entered Holyoke 's mills each morning comprised about
half of the local workforce. Six of_every ten of these
workers were vromen. Through their sweat and skiDl they
I
—
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provided the ballast of the local economy, enriched
their employers, and helped clothe the nation. Ten
hours a day, six days a week, they performed the many
operations necessary to transform raw cotton, wool,
and silk into finished cloth. Because their Productive
activity formed so large a part of thier own lives and
was so essential to the economic life of the city, it
would be worth our while to follow them into the mills
for a day and observe them at their work.^
Imagine, then, that the resounding peals of the
second morning bell have Just rippled through the crisp
air of a cool spring morning, warning textile workers
that the yard gates will be closing in another ten
minutes. At the picker house of typical cotton mills,
three powerfully built men weigh a bale of cotton, the
first task in the process of cloth production. After
weighing the bales , the pickers open them and mix the
cotton in a larpre bin to form a "bing. " This operation
homogenized the raw cotton before the hands feed it into
the picker, which filters out the dirt that had escaped
the gin. The picker hands then take the fleece and put
it through the blower, producing a long smooth sheet or
"lap," ready to be wound on wooden drums and delivered
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to the carding engine. Although most Folyoke picker
rooms were clean and well-ventilated, this was hot
and dirty work, as the operation of the picker filled
the air with flying dust.^
At the carding room, the card tender takes the
tangled mass of cotton that emerged from the picker
room and runs it through the carding engine, which
straightens out the individual fibers so that they lay
roughly parallel with one another. Afterwards, male
card strippers clean the fibers and other residual
materials from the teeth of the card cylinders. The
most skilled and highly paid carding room worker is
the card grinder, who keeps the cylinder teeth sharpen-
ed and adjusted the machine so that the teeth are set
at a proper distance for the grade of cotton being card-
ed. The most important nineteenth century innovation
affecting this department is the development of a re-
volving flat card. Widely adopted after the mid-eighties,
its steel construction permitted more accurate adjust-
ment. Employment of the revolving flat card also reduced
the labor cost of carding, because it required less skill
to operate and engendered greater output both per machine
and per operative.^
5^
The loosely twisted rope of carded cotton is not
yet ready for spinning, but still demands further
twisting and drawing. After I860, twisting was per-
formed on fly frames, which were longer than the speed-
er they replaced, and required the twister to tend a
greater number of spindles. During the seventies the
application of electricity to the fly- frame's stop-
motion forced the operative to watch over an Increased
number of frames. After twisting, the cotton goes to
a drawing frame and then to a roving frame, which pro-
duces a filament that is wound on bobbins and readied
for the spinner. Post-war improvements in the drawing
frame's stop-motion also Increased the number of frames
which these operatives had to tend.^
The dominant figure in the spinning department is
the mule spinner. Assisted by piecers and doffers , who
remir breaks in the roving and removes full bobbins
of spun yarn, the highly skilled mule spinner manipu-
lates the mule's spindles, which were mounted on a mov-
ing carriage, so that the roving is simultaneously drawn
and twisted, thus producing a particularly fine and even
yarn. In the post-x^rar years, mule spinner militancy led
many manufacturers to replace their mules with ring
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spindles, a much less complex frame. The ring spin-
ner's principal task is to piece together breaks in the
roving, a Job which could be done by vromen and child-
ren; they were paid about half of what the mule spin-
ner had received. Moreover, post-war improvements in
the ring frame's design r^erraitted manufacturers to in-
crease its speed from 5»500 revolutions T5er minute in
1865 to 7f500 revolutions a decade later; in subsequent
years ST^eeds reached 10,000 revolutions per minute.
A similar phenomenon occurred in woolen spinninc:.
After 1870, manufacturers installed self-operatinc:
frames in place of hand-operated jack spindles. In the
process, semi-skilled operatives replaced the highly
skilled jack spinner, reducing the labor cost of spin-
ning by half. In 1881, when a dozen jack skinners at
PTolyoke*s Beebe and Webber woolen mill struck in_resist-
anc e to piece work, the owners immediat_el;5L-_r£_plac e
d
them, commentinp: only that they "were intending to dis-
charge them for cheaper JiglP. ""^
The SDun yarn is then wound onto bobbins or cods.
The cops of mule-SDun yarn c:o directly to the vmaving
room, but spoolers transfer the warD yarn from the
small bobbins onto larger spools and take the latter to
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the dressing room. Before the Civil War dressers
wound the warp yarn onto a yardwide beam, after which
dressing frames sized the yarns with a starch and
tallow solution and a blower dried them. Dressers then
rewound them onto another beam and, using a steel hook,
drew the sized yarns individually by hand through the
loom reed and harness. During- the post-war years many
mills divided this complex operation between warpers
who wound the yarn onto beams and slasher tenders who
sized the warps. The installation of slashers allowed
one man and a boy to do the work formerly performed by
seven or eight workers,^
Weaving is the last process in cloth production.
In the weave room, a largely female workforce tend looms
which weave the various yarns together according to a
specified pattern. Because weavers comprise as much as
half or more of the textile workforce in many mills , the
operation forms a significant part of the labor cost of
manufacturing, particularly in fine mills where weavers
had to be especially careful. Manufacturers thus evince
a lively interest in technical innovations designed to
reduce the labor cost of weaving. Between i860 and 1880
increased loom speeds led to a twenty per cent rise in
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output per machine. Later improvements so routinized
tasks that manufacturers could reduce the supervisory
staff and assign more looms to each weaver. By I890.
most weavers operate six looms, where a decade earlier
they had tended four; some weavers would later be p-iven
as many as eight or ten looms. Again, the critical
innovation was an improved stop-motion, which automati-
cally brought the loom to a halt when a thread broke or
a shuttle slipped out of place.
^
Kolyoke's other major industry was paper. In
1880. nearly I9OO workers, comprising about twenty five
per cent of the workforce, found employment in paper
mills, where they produced book, collar, tissue, and
fine white writing paper. y\lthough the history of paper
production leads back into antiquity, the labor process
changed little prior to the mid-eighteenth century, when
the Dutch developed the first beater engine. Until the
introduction of the Fourdrinier paper machine nearly a
century later, however, paper production larp-ely remained
a hand process. At the traditional one-vat mill, the
workforce consisted of four men and a boy, who began
work early each morning, stopping for breakfast and a
grog break before noon. The work day lasted nine hours
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and early In the afternoon when the small force had
completed its daily task of twenty posts, the workers
departed for the village tavern. The vat-man was the
key figure in hand production. With large hands red-
dened by frequent dipping into warm water and pulp and
shoulders prematurely rounded from long days over the
vat, the pre-industrial papermaker stood out among his
fellow workers. But his appearance did not detract
from his prestige, for all respected the skill and
strength necessary to produce a sheet of paper by hold-
ing the mold vrith its fiber and vrater at a carefully
balanced level. "'"^
All this changed during the second quarter of the
nineteenth century with the introduction of the Fourdri-
nier paper machine. The Fourdrinier met the need for
hastening the transformation of pulp into paper created
by the development of the beater engine, which had sub-
stantially increased pulp production. By mid-century
the vat-man and one-vat mill had become symbols of a
passing era. Improved transportation facilities extend-
ed the market and manufacturers constructed ever larprer
establishments, frequently concentrated in favorable
locales. In the post-war years Folyoke became one of
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these centers. Its tremendous water power and ample
supply of chemically pure water made it a Propitious
site for the production of the better grades of paper.
In 1880, Holyoke's seventeen caper mills had an average
workforce of Ih-O employees each.-^-^
^Manufacturers sought to create a fluid work flow
in the new mills and often constructed separate build-
ings to house each major process. In the ideal mill,
rags moved in a continuous stream from the receiving
platform of the rag department through the boiler,
engine, and machine rooms, and emerged as finished
paper at the shipping platform of the finishing depart-
ment. In addition to facilitating the work flow, the
design of the new mills isolated workers from each ot-
her, exacerbating craft and sex differences. To obtain
a better understanding of the divisions amonp- paper
workers , we need first to venture onto the shop floor
and follow the latest delivery of rags through one of
these mills.
After the stockmen remove the rags from the bales
in which they had been shipped, women rag sorters
differentiate them according to quality of fabric, re-
move any buttons or hooks, and loosen seams and hems.
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Because some suppliers wet their troods in order to
increase the weight, the sorter often takes a few
handfuls of rags, weighs, dries, and then reweip-hs
them in order to insure that the company has not been
defrauded. In performing her job, the rag sorter has
to exercise judgment to prevent the mixing of better
quality rags, which she sets aside for writing paper,
with fabrics of an inferior composition. It is also
dirty and dangerous work as the rags are often filthy
and sometimes carry disease. Health officials invari-
ably began their investigation of smallpox epidemics
at the rag rooms of the city's paper mills.
The sorted rags go to the rag cutters, who reduce
them to fragments sufficiently small that they float
in the rag engine without becoming entangled in the
roller, but not so minute that an excess of fiber would
be lost during the willowing and dusting operation.
The rag cutter also removes any impurities missed by
the rag sorters. Prior to 1880, women performed this
task by hand, but the subsequent introduction of the
Coburn rag cutting machine largely replaced the female
hand cutter. This was the first in a series of innova-
tions which significantly reduced the proportion of
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voT^er. ir. the rarer vcrkforce. Az Holyoke
, zr.e Whitir.sr
Paper Ccnrarv clai-el that ^Ith the Cocurr rag cutter
thirty five oreratives cc-:l~ -'-^ —
'
-
' jr
rerfcr-ei :::ore thar. one hundred xcrien, %^.ere vczer
ccnsriwUted stxzy two rer cer.r of Hoiyo>e rarer vor>:ers
Ir. 1880, rhree ar.l a -^alf decades later tr.ev ^c^red
sli^rhtly less t-ar. cre-trird cf the statewide tctal.
Yet tr.e hard cutter did ret disarrear er.tirelr, re-
cause the cuttirs: rachir.e screti-es rissed urric^ed
sears ard failed to ellrirate all irr^aritles, rills
rrcducirg fire vritirg rarer often rairtaired a r'^'rer
of hand cutters ir their errlcv ,
"
At sere rills r rale creratlves r^it *"^e "^ac^
thrcufrh a rachire called the xillcv, xhich loosered
their text'jre • Ir ether rills , a cerhiratier villex
ar.d duster rerove dust frer the racs as well as Icoser-
i r-.-r t h e r . ? e 1 1 ew i r ^ this e re ra t i e r , wor >rre r -O' e . r as
"rotary fillers" rlace the racs ir lar>re t revolvinc:
wrourht-iron boilers that ellrirate ary creasy suhst-
arces ard dissolve the starch sire ir cotton fabrics.
The boiler orerater 'u«d te he careful t^'^at t'-^e tark xas
rot set at t ec hisrh a rressure , otherxlse the dirt ard
COl0^ir^ materials veuld he fixed or. the racs ra:rer
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than dissolved. -^^
From the rotary boiler the stock passes to the
washing and breaking engine. Constructed on the same
principles as a beating engine, with a rotary cylinder
washer, beater roll, and knife-studded bedplate, this
device reduces the rags to tiny fragments, while a
constantly flowing stream of water carries away the
dirty. When the stock is adequately "broken" and the
water flow appears clear, the washer engineer adds a
bleach solution and continues agitating the stock until
the pulp is thoroughly saturated with bleach. He then
runs the engine's contents through an auxiliary pipe
into the large brick vaults called drainers, where the
bleaching liquor slowly seeps away through the chamber's
perforated tiles. In performing his job, the washerman
has to insure that he does not break the rags so tho-
roughly than an excess of fiber is lost.-'-^
Workmen next place the caked masses of pulp, now
called "half-stuff," in boxes and transports it to the
beating engine, where the engineer's helpers slowly
fill the beater until the mass becomes so thick that it
barely moves. The engineer first eliminates any linger-
ing traces of chlorine from the pulp by adding a neut-
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rallzing a^ent to the half-stuff. if he does not
adequately neutralize the bleach, it could later render
the size ineffective and corrode the strainer plates
and wire gauze of the paper machine. European authori-
ties considered beating the most important operation in
paper production, because the paper's strength depends
on the length and quality of the fiber which emerges
from the beater engine. As one French expert explained:
Upon the management of the beating engine the
character of the paper produced largely de-
pends. What is wanted is not a mincing or
grinding of the fiber, but a drawing out or
separation of the fibers one from another..
. ,
Long, fine fibers can only be obtained by keep-
ing the roll slightly up off the bed-plate, and
giving it time to do the work. Share actions
between the roll and the bed-plate will, no
doubt, make speedy work of the fiber, but the
result will be short mrticles of fiber only,
which will not interlace and make a strong
felt.
. . . Practice and careful observation
can alone make a good beater-man, and for the
finer classes of Daper none but careful, experi-
enced men should be entrusted with the manage-
ment of the beating-engine . 16
In addition to supervising the reduction of the
half-stuff, the beater engineer loads, sizes, and colors
the pulp. The first operation involves adding sulphite
of lime to the stock. This makes for the production of
a stronger and smoother paper by closing the paper's
pores and rendering it non-absorbent. To size the loaded
6it
stock, the beaterman applies a resin soap solution to
the pulp, followed by an alum mixture, which sets the
resin free in the form of tiny particles that would
later, durinp: the drying process, cement together the
fibers and alumina, making the paper non-absorbent
and improving its whiteness. In completing this ope-
ration, the beater engineer needs to make sure that
the resin is thoroughly dissolved, or it would form
clear, transparent spots in the finished paper. Last-
ly the beaterman adds a small quantity of blue and pink
coloring to the pulp so that it would not acquire a
yellow tinge when converted into paper. "^"^
By opening a valve at the bottom of the engine,
the beaterman sends the pulp throuprh a pipe to the
"stuff-chests" - large, cylinderical vessels, twelve
feet in diameter and six feet deep, usually located in
the basement. The stock is then pumped into a supply
box. which furnishes a uniform measure of Dulp to the
sand tables , where it is rinsed with water and diluted
for the machine. The diluted pulp passes through a
number of bronze-plated strainers with narrow slits in-
to a vat. There horizontal apritators thoroughly mix
the pulp and water and transfer it to the endless wire
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cloth of the Fourdrlnler. As the pulp and water i^ro-
ceded alonp: the pacer machine, the water fell throutrh
the fine wire cloth, leaving only the white pulp,
which a series of rollers press into consistency. Dry-
ing cylinders and the cast-iron, steam-heated smoothing
rolls then flatten the paper before it passes through
the final drying cylinders. During the course of
these operations, which occur at a greater speed than
any description of them could suggest, the machine
tender has a number of important tasks to perform. Fe
regulates the paper's thickness by coordinating the
suDply of pulp with the speed at which the machine is
running. He also guarantees the smooth transference
of the Daper from the couch roll to the felt of the
final drying cylinders by adjusting a series of levers
that govern the pressure of the upper couch roll upon
the lower roll. Finally, the tender periodically exa-
mines a completed sheet of paper to determine that it
-) ppossesses the desired uniformity.
In a final series of operations, workers finish,
cut, and inspect the paper. Like the rag room, the
finishing department contains a predominantly female
workforce that manufacturers soujrht to reduce throucrh
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the installation of labor-saving machinery. In I878,
a Whiting Paper Company workman invented an automatic
self-feeder, which, when applied to a calender machine,
allowed one woman to watch several calenders. In the
same year a local company experimented with a foldinp;
and cuttintr machine that, it was claimed, did the work
of five women. This is not to sujrgest that the skilled
workforce in the engine and machine rooms was entirely
immune to technical innovation. The introduction of
larger machines, running at increased speeds, affected
workers in both departments.. Yet the differential im-
pact of these innovations is worth noting: where new
machinery eliminated rags and finishing department
workers, the employment of larger and faster paper
IQ
machines made the tender's job more difficult.
The men and women who performed these Jobs in Foly-
oke*s textile and paper mills comprised a natchwork
quilt of nationality groups. Between ^LB6_i_and IB90
Folyoke regularly had_a higher perc_entage of foreip^n
born in__JLts total population than any other city in the
stat_e; only Fall River occasionally eclipsed it. Or its
streets and in its factories, men and wom.en from Ireland,
Great Britain, Canada, and Germany lived and toiled
tofrether. In leaving the lands of their birth, they
took with them distinctive cultures vrhich they did
not willingly surrender here. Once in Holyoke, each
ethnic group staked out its own territory and attempt-
ed to preserve its cultural heritage, while adapting
to the strange ways of a new homeland.
Before 1880, the Irish comprised the larp:est
immigrant group. In Ireland, falling grain trices
after the Peace of I8I5 led landlords to turn ever
greater expanses of land into pasture. ;\s a consequence,
many already impoverished peasants were driven from the
land. In subsequent years, persistently deteriorating
conditions reached a fateful climax in the mid-forties
when the potato rot triggered the horrific famine. The
18^6 repeal of the Corn Laws, which destroyed Ireland's
protected position in the English market, intensified
existing pressures to depopulate the countryside.
The first Irish to settle in Holyoke hailed from
the famine ravaged southern counties. y\rriving shortly
^before mid-century, they came in search of work and
quickly took jobs as laborers on the dam; they also dup-
the canals of the Fadley Falls Company and helped con-
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struct the first mills. Some later entered the mills
in hopes of establishing a more stable existence than
that of a casual laborer. Many women and children
also filed into factories in order to do their part in
supporting an often precarious family economy. Mere
survival thus became the first goal of the town's ear-
liest Irish settlers. But amid much death they did
survive and amid an even greater degree of transiency
they stayed in Holyoke. As early as I855, the Irish
constituted more than one-third of the town's popula-
tion.
The second largest immigrant group in Holyoke con-
sisted oi* French
-^Cajiad^ Between the years I78U and
188U, the population of French Canada increased more
than ^00 per cent, without a commensurate expansion of
available agricultural lands. This in itself placed
tremendous pressure on those who wished to maintain
the family farm as the basic unit of rroduction. But
there were other problems as well, A reluctance to
adopt modern farm techniques led, after 182^, to decli-
ninpT harvests, while during the 1830s and IP^Os a severe
agricultural depression struck the region. At the same
time, the area's underdeveloped industrial sector offer-
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ed little in the way of alternative employment.
Survival ultimately compelled movement and in the last
four decades of the nineteenth century more than 3OO.OOO
French-Canadians left for New England. ^2
Throughout the latter mrt of the nineteenth cen-
tury the city's two major industries constituted sepa-
rate, if overlapping, labor markets for the Irish and
French-Canadians. In 1880, the Irish formed thirty
eight per cent of the paper workforce. By contrast,
barely more than one in ten paper workers were
French-Canadians. In textiles, French
-Canadians comp-
rised forty three per cent of the workforce, while only
seventeen per cent of textile workers were Irish.
French-Canadian predominance in textiles was not simply
numerical, but, by I9OO at least, extended to all de-
partments and skill levels. At Manchester's ;\moskeag
Mills
,
Tamara Fareven found that French-Canadians in-
fluenced Job placement and assisted newcomers throuprh
the ODeration of a shop floor metwork of kin relation-
ships. In all likelihood, they established similar
arrangements at Holyoke's textile mills during the clo-
sing decades of the century. Irish textile workers in-
*
itially resisted French-Canadian Incursions , sometimes
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wltv. violence. But the prreater access of Irish workers
to Jobs in the local mper industry mitigated tensions
between the two groups
.
The higher wages paid at paper
mills doubtlessly drew at least as many Irish workers
out of the textile workforce as the French-Canadian in-
flux forced out.^^
Great Britain and Germany furnished smaller, but
important, additions to the Holyoke working class. In
1880, five per cent of the populace were from Enc-land
and Scotland. Most worked at skilled positions in the
cotton, woolen, and paper mills. Possess inc: much the
same cultural heritage as native born workers, they
mixed freely together with the host population and avoid
ed close contact with other immicrrant groups, Polyoke's
German community was even smaller? in 1880 Germans com-
prised little more than two per cent of the total popula
tion. Most worked at the Germania Woolen Mills in South
Holyoke, where they established a culturally distinct
neighborhood that set them apart from the city's other
2k
ethnic trrouDS .
^ Through the eighties class harmony was the princi-
pal feature of social relations within Holyoke 's two
Table 1: Textile and Paper Wages, 1880^
Position
Overseer
Second hand
Picker
Card Stripper
Grinder
Doffer
Spooler
Spinning Section-hand
Weaver (female)
Spinner
Common Laborer
Lyman Mills ( Cotton )2
igSO 1876 lg7T~187^ 1870
3.50 3.50 3.50 3T50 3T50
2.10 2.00 1.8/+ 2.00 2.25
.88 .90 .91 1.00 1.25
.88 .90 .91 1.00 1.25
1.15 1.17 1.31 1.^+2 1.63
.^^ .28 .30 .40
.47
.50 .50 .61 .65 .72
1.50 1.50 1.57 1.70 1.69
.96 1.02 1.05 1.21 1.25
.72 .83 .95 1.01 1.05
1.37 1.25 1.25 1.28 1.33
Foreman
Overseer in rag-room
Rag sorter
Rag engineer
Rag engineer's helper
Fachine-tender
Back-tender
Boss Finisher
Finisher's helper
Loftman
Calenderer (female)
Folder (female)
Machinist
Carpenter
Laborer
Whiting Paper Company
5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 3. 25
2.00 2.50 2. 00
.90 1.00 1.17 1.16 1. 00
2.50 2.75 3.00 3.00 3. 00
1.35 1.50 1.75 1.75 1. 50
2.75 2.75 3.00 3.00 3. 00
1.25 1.50 1.75 1.75 1. 67
i+.OO 4.00 u.oo 4.00 ^. 00
1.75 2.25 2.25 2.00 1. 87
1.50 1.85 2.00 2.00 2. 00
.90 1.00 1.00 1.00 1. 00
1.50 1.75 1.25 1.35 1. 75
2.35 2.50 2.75 2.75
2.35
1.35 1.50 1.50 1.75 1. 50
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Table 1 (Cor.tirued)
Fositior
Foreman
Overseer in raff--rooin
Racr-s orter
Bleacher
i^ssistant Bleacher
Rag engineer
Rag engineer's helper
Machine-tender
Back- tender
Boss Finisher
Finisher's helper
Cutter (female)
Calenderer
Folder
Mil]wright
Carpenter
Laborer
\
Crocker Paper Commny
X C " u 1 Q.nC
? ^0J • J •
0 nn
c. • UU
1.27 1.50
1.15 1.^0
2.25 2.25
1.25 1.25
2.50 2.75
1.25 i.a-o
2.25 2.50
1.75
.80 .90
1.25 2.25
1.25 .90
2.75 2.75
2.25 2.25
1.25 l.iiO
^ates
1^7 1 P'7 0JL "V ^
3.50 3. 50 3. 50
2. 50 2.50 2. 50
1.25 1.25 1.25
1.75 1.75 1.75
1.50 1.50 1. 50
2.75 2.75 2.75
1.50 1.50 1.50
3.00 3.00 3.25
1.75 1.75 1.75
3.00 3.00 3.00
1.25 1.25 1.25
1.25 1.25 1.25
3.25 3.25 3.25
2.75 2.75 2.00
1.50 1. 50 1. ^0
^Tenth Census of the ignited State s, IPSO;
Statistics of Wages in Marufacturl np- Industries, vol.
20, 27^, 3^P.
'
2 The census did rot include the I.ym.an Mills ' 1880
nay scale. In accordance with a vrap-e increase announced
in February, 1880, the figures presented here are ten
Der cent higher than the 1879 listinpr. Without further
wage data it is impossible to determine the representa-
tiveness of these rates for the local textile industry.
In a 1918 communication, the company agent wrote that
the Farr Alpaca Company, because it offered wages that
were twenty per cent higher, regularly lured away the
Lyman Mills' best loomfixers and weavers. y\lthough it
is uncertain how long this condition had pertained, lo-
cal firms with a strong market position based on quality
production like the Farr y\lpaca Company, Fadley Thread
Commny, and Skinner Silk Mill probably paid somewhat
hicrher wap:es earlier as well. SR, 8 Feb. 1880; Green,
Folyoke, 78-79, 1^0-1^3; j.A. Burke to S. levering, 26
Aug. 1918, vol. FD-13, LMP.
Table 2: Textile and ^aiDer '^^o^kforce
,
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i-v.o icon r ^^ollowine- tables are taken fromthe 1900 manuscript population census and include nativeborn workers of forei^rn parentage. The tables representan attempt to locate Folyoke's two largest ethnic groups
on the shop floors of its two principal industries.' The1«80 census could not be employed because it did not
specify the occupations of the workers listed, ^'or are
the below listings wholly inclusive. In some enumerationdistricts, census takers again recorded only the industry
In which one worked, rather than the specific Job a work-
er performed. These workers are not included in the
tables. Despite this limitation, the figures clearly
reveal the existence of two labor markets for the city's
Irish and French-Canadians.
TEXTILES
Carding Irish
M F
picker 2 2
carder 26 39
speeder 1 k
twister 6 29
drawer 1 16
FT
Spinning K F
3^ 77
19 17
55 9^4:
Dress ing M F
winder 7 190
s Dooler 6U
warper 11
beamer 17 1
reeler 1
3^ 283
French-Canadians
F
E 3
33 32
1 Is
8 33
1 u
E7
M F
153 205
U? ZLi
200 229
M F
3 85
21 183
2 32
1 0
2
29 303
Table 2 (Continued)
7I1
T T *
Irish
r: r
weaver 152
Finishing M F
dyer 53 0
pac ker 1 11
11
Skilled M F
looTTif ixer • 13 0
mules pinner 6 0
dresser 18 1
37 3
Pre Daratory Operations
French-Canadians
M F
f-\ ^ 0298 326
M F
5 0
1 1"
8 3
P
33 0
32 0
6 0
71 0
Irisb Frencb-Canadians
F M F
raff cutter, duster, and sorter 27 5 15
washer 8 0 2 0
s izer h 0 0 0
37 ^^-76 7 15
Skilled M F TT*.
beater engineer 35 0 I 0
machine tender
papermaker
56 0 8 0
132 0 26 0
millw5right 3 0 0 0
226 0 37 0
Finishing; M F M F
finisher 70 105 30 9
calanderer 57 66 8 7
loftman 19 0 7 0
Dlater 2 31 1
cutter 19 7^ lij. 9
ruler \h 12 2 2
counter h 39 3 10
others2 15 7 9 1
200 33ii, TIT T^,2
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main industries. A mixture of paternalism, ethnic
conflict, and craft exclusiveness diffused any sustain-
ed movement toward united class action. ;\t times it
even seemed that workers had greater grievances against
each other than the bosses
. Yet, amid this quiescence
there existed ample cause for dissent. Why these hard-
ships did not spark greater resistance is worthy of
some discussion, for these earlier inhibitions per-
sisted in attenuated form and remained a latent de-
terrent to class development.
Ar\y investigation of the social relations of pro-
duction should include some mention of what day to day
operations looked_.like from the top. The treasurer
stood at the apex of a textile mill's operating hier-
archy. In addition to overseeing all financial matters,
his principal duties included buying cotton and, togeth-
er with the selling agent, determining the specifica-
tions of cloth output. Although treasurers frequently
Intervened in daily mill operations, the agent or super-
intendent had primary responsibility for production.
Each day he attended to a host of prodi:iction related
concerns. The I873 notebook of one local atrent Included
formulas for determininc: horse power, the weight of
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^^oods, and the amount of i^ower required to drive
different spindles, looms, and cards, in addition to
price lists for different weavin^r cuts. The notebook
also contained model forms for affidavits and invoices,
as the agent Inspected Incoming cotton shipments and
often sought appointment as a Justice of the peace so
that he could sign claims against poor cotton.
Despite the overlap in their activities, treasurers
and superintendents viewed the industry from much differ-
ent perspectives. Where the treasurer saw it as part
of a broader system of political economy, superintend-
ents believed that the technical side of production was
"the life_and_Jthe success of manufacturing. " This diff-
erence of outlook was most evident in the trade associa-
tions which each group established. The principal organ-
ization of the region's agents and superintendents was
the New England Cotton Manufacturing Association, founded
in 1865 by Jones S. Davis, then agent at the Lyman Mills.
The organization functioned chiefly as a clearinghouse
through which these officials exchanged information on
the latest technological developments. Although trea-
surers were allowed to Join after 1867» they were never
really at home in the organization. In fact, the only
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attempt to change the association's focus came in the
nineties when a group of treasurers unsuccessfully
sought to add political and economic questions to its
agenda. Thus dissatisfied with the New England Cotton
Manufacturers Association, the treasurers in 1880
formed their own organization. Boston's Arkwright Club.
The club Initially lobbied against labor legislation
in the General Court, but soon expanded its concerns.
With declining demand and falling prices during the
crisis of the eighties, it attempted to enforce a pro-
duction curtailment program. This never took hold, but
the treasurers did manage to effect a number of short
term price-fixing agreements at the club's monthly
luncheons. Before the nineties, treasurers found these
unstable accords more than satisfactory, as most believed
the industry's problems were only a temporary condition.
One reason why the crises of the seventies and
eighties did not rattle the basic confidence of textile
manufacturers can be found in their cost of manufacturing
reports. This monthly statement served as the Drism
through which the treasurer and superintendent viewed
the workforce. It recorded the labor cost per pound and
per yard of the four major departments (carding, spin-
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ning. dressing, and weaving) and permitted a comparison
between the total labor cost and the total cost of
production. In the two decades following: I870, tech-
nical innovations engendered increased work loads and
speeds combined with a steady downward Pressure on wages
to reduce labor costs in all departments. In making
wage reductions, manufacturers tried to undercut worker
discontent by acting in concert. y\lthough superinten-
dents were sometimes reluctant to exchange wage data
with local competitors, treasurers usually took a broad-
er view of the matter. Furthermore, cutbacks injoroduc-
tion often accompanied wage slashes, thus creating a
t i gjrt labor marke t . This explains why workers at a
given mill did not more actively resist the cuts: they
had nowhere else to turn. But it does not tell us why
deteriorating work conditions failed to produce a city
or state-wide organization of textile workers. For
this, we must probe more deeply into the nature of so-
cial relations vrithin Holyoke's textile mills.-'''
In textiles, paternalism was the major character-
istic of local labor pol icy. V/illiam Skinner had con-
trolled a mill village which bore his name before coming
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T^ble 3: Labor Cost of Manufactnrin;? at the Lyman
Mills, I87O-I890I
Total Labor Cost per yard fine coarse(in cents): goods goods
1870 3.795 ITM^
1880 2.697 1.335
1890 2.115 1.236
Spinning; I870
.633 .538
1880 ,1^18
.311
1890
.335 .2^5
Spooling, Warping, and
Dressing: I87O
.505 .26^-
1880 .366 .161
I890 .189 .158
Weaving: I87O I.988
.722
1880 1.5^3 .609
I890 1.209 .5^1-8
-^Cost of Manufacturing reports, vols. My\E-2, k, 5,
7. For each year indicated, an average figure was
calculated from the January, April, July, and October
reports
.
to Holyoke in 187^ » where paternalism vias the principal
motif of his approach to labor relations. During the
seventies the Germania Mills and the Farr j'\lpaca Com-
pany both instituted -nrimitive employee welfare prog-
rams. But it was the seemingly remote Lyman Mills which
•oerhaps best appreciated the benefits of mill paternal-
ism. At the Lyman Commny, paymaster SteDhen Holman
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maintained a repcular correspondence with a number of
people in England and Scotland, who served him as labor
recruiters. They included not only banks, travel
agencies, and the like, but a network of former emp-
loyees as well. The worker recruiters assured Holman
that the women whom they recommended were both compe-
tent and of good character. In 1857, Jane Wallace
wrote from Glasgow that she had drafted fifteen weavers,
whom she "knew to be good girls and good weavers of
fine cloth." Folman's reputation for paternalism was
such that one Scottish woman wrote him inquiring whether
he knew anythiniz: about her daughter, who had not comm-
kinicated with her in more than a year.^^
As it turned out, the Scottish weavers did not
prove sufficiently docile for Lyman agent Jones Davis
and in 1857 he took steps to replace them with a number
of Belgian women. Two years later Davis hired Nicholas
Froulx as a labor agent to direct the grovring stream of
French-Canadian emicration towards Folyoke, For five
dollars a head, plus travel expenses, Proulx brought
nearly 500 of his countrymen to work at the town's lar-
gest cotton mill. In addition to seeking out the most
docile labor force available, Davis consciously culti-
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vated a paternalistic presence in the workers' lives.
Though a non-Catholic, he sometimes attended mass and
contributed generously to the Catholic Church, urging
his workers to do likewise. At annual Christmas par-
ties, he personally distributed gifts to workers'
children and reminded them that "you must not forget
your duties to each other, to your parents, or, above
all things else, your duty to your savior. "^^
The key figure in the day to day functioning of
textile paternalism was the overseer. Fe hired work-
ers
,
gave them their orders and often ruled on their
petitions for better working conditions, Job transfers,
and individual pay increases. Manufacturers preferred
to hire married men as overseers, because, as Lyman
Mills agent Ernest Levering explained, "it is easier
to keep them contented." Married overseers were also
less likely to make sexual advances upon female opera-
tives, which threatened to slovr production and m.orally
affront raanufac turers . ^
^
Folyoke textile workers well understood the deci-
sive role the overseer played in their work lives. Local
news-papers contained frequent notices of operatives pre-
senting them with crifts . Although the Dractice was most
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prevalent at the absentee controlled cotton mills, it
occurred at one time or another at most of the city's
textile establishments. Occasionally overseers reci-
procated. In 1873 » the weavers at the Fampden Mills
crave demrtin.o: overseer Milo Chamberlain a watch
chain. Three years later, Chamberlair
, then an over-
seer at a Roclcville, Connecticut cotton factory, ob-
tained work at the latter mill for many of the same
and now unemployed weavers. After 188
O
j.„,t_h.e,-.prac:t ice
of giving presents ^to overseers declined: a less sub-
missive second industrial generation found such acts
degrading. Yet paternalism remained a major feature
of social relations at Folyoke's textile mills. The
large wave of French-Canadian immigrants who entered
the mijls in the late seventies were often as submiss-
ive as their more seasoned predecessors had once been
and veteran workers continued to look to overseers for
special favors. i\lso, craft exclus iveness functioned
as an adjunct to managerial paternalism.^-^
This was especially true in weave rooms, the lar-
gest department in a textile mill, where male loom
fixers exhibited fatherly oversight in their relations
with female weavers. The loom fixer's duties entailed
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cuttinp; off the cloth and replacinp- the beam in warps
that had run out, repairincc broken loons, and r^eriodi-
cally checking the looms In his section to insure that
the cloth was weaving properly. Pe was the most
skilled and indispensable worker in the department
and he knew it. Indeed, loom fixers hardly considered
themselves ordinary workers. An 1899 pamphlet of the
National Loom-Fixers Association listed a number of
do's and don't *s to guide them at their work. One of
its injunctions read: "Don't explain to a weaver or
any one who is not a member of the union the reason why
you did so and so to a loom to m.ake it run." But a
desire to guard craft secrets was not the only matter
dividing loom fixers and weavers. The pamphlet also
recommended that loom fixers maintain a social distance
between themselves and weavers : "Be pleasant and cour-
teous to the helD, patient and forebearing, and do your
duty like men. . . . Don't be partial to one or more
weavers but serve all alike, without regard to sect,
creed, or nationality." Lastly, loom fixers were urged'
to exercise the punitive role to which their superior
skills presumably entitled them: "Don't hold an argu-
ment with the weaver over any part of your work, but do
8k
your duty and if they fail to do theirs report the
case to the second hand or overseer." Given these
attitudes on the part of loom fixers, it is scarcely
remarkable that no broad-based organization of textile
workers occurred.
In failing to mount a sustained resistance to
the manufacturers* attack on wages and working condi-
tions, Folyoke textile workers were not alone. Signi-
ficantly, the only city in which such a counter-offensive
occurred was Fall River, where a veteran force of English
workers, steeped in militant traditions and obtuse to
the wiles of employer paternalism, adamantly opposed
capital's impositions. Elsewhere, employer paternalism
and ethnic divisiveness undercut organized resistance.
At Kolyoke, textile quiescence would continue into the
twentieth century. -^-^
As in textiles, class harmony was the principal
characteristic of social relations within the Holyoke
paper industry, but it rested upon an uncertain economic
foundation, y^lthoucrh mper prices soared during the war
years
,
brincring unprecedented profits , the next few de-
cades saw a Drecipitate decline, as many new mills enter-
ed the field and manufacturers installed ever larger and
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/faster paper machines in their establishments. The
\
better grades of paper in which the Holyoke mills
specialized were particularly affected. Between I865
j and 1880, the orice of superfine writing Daper
j
Plummeted fifty eic-ht per cent and machine-finished
i
;
book paper dropped fifty three per cent. In rest^onse
I
to this situation, area manufacturers formed the Writ-
,ing Paper Makers* Association, which was superseded
jby the broader-based American Paper Makers* Association
;in 1878.3^
From the outset the problems of declining prices
and overproduction absorbed the attention of associa-
tion members. They initially proposed a number of pro-
duction curtailment agreements, but, for reasons that
were not far to seek, seldom adhered to them. As a
Paper World correspondent noted, after s^eakinp: with
some of the association's most prominent mem.bers at
the 1880 meeting, such conversation brought "to light
everywhere, sometimes in the most unexpected quarters,
a decided tendency to exert a large share of individual
independence." Accordingly, by the eighties, while cur-
tailment agreements continued to be made, manufacturers
began to search elsewhere for a solution to their woes.-
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The most popular new panacea was the export
trade. Senator Warner Miller of New York told the
1881 meeting that "South of us are the great non-
manufacturing countries
. . . (and) their trade should
be ours and our government should see to develoTDing it
at once." In 1883, the association's exiDort committee
called upon the government to establish foreign depots,
while individual members later recommended strengthen-
ing the navy and government subsidization of steam
transport. But the campaign was no more successful
than the various curtailment programs. i\lthough paper
exports rose steadily during the seventies, they peaked
in 1881 at $1,^08,976; a decade later they stood at
only *^1,226,686 and that figure comfortably eclipsed
any of the intervening years. The .Association's 188^
meeting concluded that cooperative efforts to boost ex-
ports had failed and recommended the pursuit of indivi-
dual initiatives .36
As successive Production limitation projrrams failed
and hoDes for increased exports proved illusory, manu-
facturers protected profit margins in the only other
way they knew how: by slashing wages, first durinp: the
mid-seventies and again in 188^, The second round of
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reductions brought a heated reaction from local paper
workers, who asked what had happened to the increased
profits created by the introduction of the Coburn
rag-cTitter and other labor saving devices. The manu-
facturers declared that a wage reduction was preferable
to half-production because the latter would decrease
"
pay even further and place workers in "the undesirable
state of being idle one-half of the time." This met
\
with a cold response. "PAPER MAKER" felt that he spoke
for most of his fellow workers when he stated that he
"would prefer to work four days for six dollars, than
six days for the same amount." Yet, the manufacturers
refused to rescind the reduction and little more was
heard of the matter. That 188^ was a depression year
partially explains worker reluctance to resist the re-
duction more actively. Squally important was the fact
that divisions__ among major paper workers inhibited a
37
concerted response.-^'
Although craft exclus iveness formed the basic
line of demarcation separating beater engineers and
machine tenders from semi-skilled rag and finishinpr
department workers , differences in wages , hours , and
relations \^ith the owners reinforced the division. Rap-
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and finishing room workers put in a sixty hour week
at wages that ranged from thirty to sixty per cent of
what engineers and tenders received. With the excep-
tion of a partially successful loftmen's strike in
1882, job actions for higher wages led to the summary
dismissal of strikers. This was in stark contrast to
the cautious, even sympathetic manner in which manu-
facturers resDonded to the grievances of skilled work-
ers. ;\n 1888 speech before the American Paper Makers'
Association by Warner Miller, a United States Senator
and paper manufacturer from New York, highlighted the
difference. "It is the almost universal rule of the
paper industry," Killer stated, "that proprietors pre-
fer that their skilled men should be owners of their
homes. This is the key to the situation. In the con-
cern that I am connected with we almost required the
skilled married men at least, to own their homes,"
Where necessary. Miller continued, manufacturers furn-
ished down payments vrhich would subsequently be repaid
in monthly installments. There is no evidence that
Folyoke paper manufacturers followed this practice, but
the r^tatement does reflect the careful attention they
gave their skilled vrorkers on other matters.-^
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Ty^e mjor c^rlevance of heater enfrlreers ard mach-
ine tenders concerned the lone- workday. because it
took from two to fi^re hours to prepare stock for Dro-
duction once it cooled, paper manufacturers kept their
machinery in continuous operation, twenty four hours a
day, six days a week, and required engineers and tend-
ers to work a twelve hour daily "tour," which they
reasoned was not very tiresome since the workers had
only to watch the machinery. The tour workers felt
otherwise. In 188^ a group of beater engineers and
machine tenders organized Eagle Lodtre and began a move-
ment for shorter hours that drew on a broadly conceived
social and economic rationale. By closinp- t^e mills
from six m Saturday to seven A¥. l^onday, an 1P86 peti-
tion contended, tour workers would be able to SDend the
Sabbath with their families. "If instead of sendinp-
missionaries to y\frica," one worker declared, "they were
sent to the manufacturers of Kolyoke , this matter of a
little leisure for the men who work hard might be help-
ed. " The tour workers also maintained that the intro-
duction of larger engines vrhich were more difficult to
manipulate and the employment of a broader variety of
stock required the almost uninterrupted attention of
1
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beater engineers during a given tour; and in the
machine, room, the installation of larger and faster
paper machines, producing a more diverse range of
papers, had appreciably increased the physical and men-
tal strain of machine tenders. Lastly, they argued,
shorter hours would reduce production and raise Drices.39
The initial response of mny manufacturers to the
movement differed considerably from the manner in which
they treated the wae^e demands of semi-skilled workers.
Orrick Greenleaf stated that the petition had his sym-
pathy, "for he was a working man himself once." "The
paDer industry has been singularly fortunate in its
freedom from labor troubles," another manufacturer de-
clared, "Let us keep it so."
In our mills the help have always been loyal
to us, and we mean to keep them loyal. It
is truer economy for us to keep our help
loyal than to make petty savings in vjages and
working hours and make our men dissatisfied.
William Whiting congratulated the tour workers or • the
"firm yet orderly and respectable way in which the mat-
ter of short hours has been atritated. There was a laud-
able lack of that braaradocio which is so common in con-
nection with such movement." Yet, with the exceDtion
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of Whitir.p- and James F. Newton, few nanufacturers
reduced v^ours before August. 188?, when tour workers
affiliated with the Kniphts of Labor threatened a
strike; and within a short while thereafter most had
returned to a seventy-two hour week. ;\s the failure
of numerous production curtailment agreements had ear-
lier revealed, a lack of unanimity among manufacturers
doomed any movement that relied upon the goodwill and
cooperation of the owners.
The failure of the shorter hours movement marked
a turning point in labor-capital relations witv^in the
paper industry. Feretofore, tour worker relations with
catJital had in many ways been no less paternalistic .
than social relations within the textile industry. The
defeat brought a new understanding of the basic antago-
nism between capital and labor, a recognition that some
measure of struggle was necessary to secure industrial
justice. As one paper worker declared during the midst
of the 1887 petition campaign:
Tour workers can have their wrongs reduced
by becoming organized and raising a gip-antlc
fund; we then and not until then can compel
manufacturers to crive us our rights. They at
"Dresent take advantatre of our unorp-anized con-
dition, and vrhile we remain so vre may erDect
in;]ustice meted out to us ( ; ) . . . orsranized
we are an irres is table newer. ^''^
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CHAPTER IV
WORKER CULTURES
The world of the Holyoke workinpr class embraced
more than the workplace. Outside the mill existed the
family, church, benevolent society, saloon, and other
Institutions which enriched working class life, and
shaped the social personality of their adherents.
Within these Institutions workers defined themselves
and created a number of distinct cultural worlds. One
was a world of respectability based on the duty to
family Inculcated from an early age. Here young work-
ers developed the means and values necessary to main-
tain families of their own. Before entering this world,
however, many lingered for a time in another: the
raucous, hard drinking world of saloon culture.
Saloon culture emersred as a separate working class
culture durlncr the course of the industrial revolution.
In the pre- Indus trial vrorld work and leisure were in-
extricably mixed. Periods of conviviality, in which the
master often Joined his workmen in a few bowls of rum
or some equally heady brew, punctuated each day's work.
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Workers regularly observed "St. Monday," beginning a
week-end's revelry on Saturday afternoon and not
commencing work again until Monday afternoon. Elec-
tion day. fire and militia musters were holidays marked
by gambling, drinking, and not a little fighting.^
The spread of Industrial production changed all
this. The capitalists who spearheaded the Industrial
revolution demanded a more disciplined workforce.
Apprentices now received temperance medals, rather than
lessons in how to drink. Schools and evangelical
chiirches Inculcated a new industrial morality which
stressed hard work, temperance, and self-discipline.
Intensified competition forced an increasing proportion
of employers to require such behavior of their workers.
Those that did not risked falling into the growing army
of wage labor. Yet not all workers conformed to the new
Industrial morality. Some persisted in following the
more casual lifestyle of the previous era. As capitalist
production first divided traditional crafts and later
obliterated them altogether through the development of
machinery, such men often refused to enter the new fac-
tories and sought casual labor in the interstices of the
emergent industrial economy. At raid-century in Holyoke
,
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the Immigrants who had only recently left the pre-
Industrlal southern counties of Ireland comprised the
i
group most resistant to the new industrial morality.
The laborers who built the dam and dug the canals
formed the backbone of saloon culture within the early
Irish community. But as the initial wave of construc-
tion abated, many of those who did not move on sought
work at the city's mills, where they encountered the
new industrial morality. Beginning at l^:kO AK, a
succession of bells punctuated the workday, telling
workers when to get up, when to eat, and when they might
return home in the evening. Not all mill operatives
Immediately internalized the new morality. In 1881,
one South Holyoke mill discharged eight workers when
they failed to appear the day following pay day. But
it was not among factory workers that saloon cultiore
flourished. The dangers alone of such work made clear
headedness imperative. Rather, it was among those who
continued a more casual occupational existence that sal-
oon culture flourished. As late as 1897 » the Transcript
complained of laborers who chose to work irregularly for
the city at $2 a day rather than enter the mills where
they could obtain an assured weekly wage of between
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^7.50 ard *.10. These men simply would not accept the
disciplined routine of factory work, l^ey remained
a small but regular part of the working class and
their lives revolved around the saloon.
^
The dominant faction within the Democratic party
also centered its activities on the saloon. Character-
ized by the Transcript as "Rumsellers who never did an
honest day's work." but sought the votes of local work-
ingmen, these politicians most assiduously courted the
laborers. During the closing decades of the nineteenth
century the wages of municipal laborers became one of
the most heated issues in local politics. Democratic
aldermen regularly fixed the scale above the local
market rate for that grade of labor. The policy enraged
local capitalists
, who saw it as a violation of one of
life's verities: to ignore the dictates of the market,
they argued, only in^^ited catastrophe. Furthermore, the
practice encouraged workers to leave the mills, where
they received less for a day's vrork. In return for this
aid, laborers became the shock troops of the Democratic
machine. They yelled the loudest at party rallies and
on election day worked to get out the vote. y\s a supole-
ment to this more routine work, they occasionally shower-
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ed stones and mudballs on a Republican parade.
^
Successive waves of young, unmarried workers
Joined the laborers as the mainstays of saloon culture.
Although no one was fated to enter this cultural world,
the city's truants passed through a fitting apprentice-
ship. Holyoke school authorities considered truancy
a major problem, and in some cases, parents abetted
truant children. One woman boasted that her children
had not attended school in two years and that no one
could make them go. Yet, by the mid-seventies, when
this statement was reported, such declarations repre-
sented a minority opinion. Only a few months later the
Transcript insisted that "all classes of parents" ac-
tively assisted the truant officer, "even those who at
first were strongly opposed to him." The truants them-
selves were seldom as accommodating. In one 1877 in-
cident, a group of boys stationed a safe distance behind
the truant officer, could be heard "reviling him with
insulting words," A decade later, after the courts de-
cided that a truant officer could not arrest a boy with-
out first obtaining a warrant, a group of eight five
"incorrigible and defiant truants" regularly assailed
truant officers investigating their neighborhood with
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"derisive and defiant talk."^
School authorities offered a number of explana-
tions for the prevalence of truancy: child labor,
parental neglect, and the group life of the youths
themselves. The I89O school committee report blamed
the "older boys, fifteen and sixteen years old. that
neither work nor attend school, 'only the school of
idleness and vice.* (and who) entice the younger ones
away and encourage them to play truant and commit
depredations upon property, or else train them to a
life of idleness," In its indictment the report re-
flected a growing late nineteenth century concern with
the activities of youth gangs. In I900. the Folyoke
Sunday correspondent of the Springfield Republican
observed that gangs had recently become more organized,
establishing their own clubhouses, "The roaming of
•de gang' haphazard about the streets was bad enough,"
he wrote, "but the selecting of a rendezvous where mat-
ters could be deliberately planned, was a step in ad-
vance of the haphazard method of mischief." The obser-
vation revealed more than middle class fears. Gang
membership constituted an important part of growing
up for working class youth.
5
10k
By the eighties, if not earlier, the gang had
become an established fixture in the lives of working
class youths. In that decade, gangs exhibited a clear
ethnic basis, as rival groups of Irish and French-
Canadians regularly beat each other senseless. At
times gangs seemed to recognize that their activities
stemmed from a culture of their own making and they
did not lightly accept or tolerate outside interference.
In 1889, when three newspapermen attempted to stop a
rock-throwing battle between rival gangs of Irish and
French-Canadians
, "they no sooner interfered than they
were made the object of the vengeance of both sides.
Moving from the streets, poolrooms, and back alley
clubhouses of the city, the gang later reconstituted
itself within the saloon. In the process, it acquired
new pursuits. Drinking was the most obvious of these,
and one's capacity for drink became a further test of
the young worker's manhood. In 1883, one saloon staged
a competition to determine which of its regulars could
drink the most within the shortest period of time. As
a prize, the young man who won the contest received a
leather medal with a star in the center, surrounded by
the words, "For the biggest drunk in Folyoke," At these
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events, saloon regulars laughed at themselves and the
shocked reaction of the dominant culture."^
In embracing drink as a new activity, the gang
did not forsake its former pursuits. Gambling and
fighting were also integral parts of saloon culture.
Here exotic competitions like cock fighting supple-
mented the more customary games of chance. With the
rise of organized boxing matches, one could vicarious-
ly indulge in a favorite pastime, while making a bet
on the side. Local boxers like John Scully, whose great
dream in life was to go "bare knuckles to a finish, for
a purse of f.25 or .«'50 a side" with a South Hadley Palls
slugger named Hickey, could find ready suDport in the
city's saloons. Some did not confine their martial
enthusiasm to witnessing staged contests.^
Saloon culture contained a host of colorful, if not
very pleasant, characters like "Shack Nasty" Jim Sulli-
van. One day at the circus Jim knocked down three men
and chased any number of women around, until one of the
circus employees stopped him - "with a blow from a
sledge-hammer of a fist." The Irish did not have a
monopoly on such desperadoes. Fred Barney, "the fighting
Frenchman," almost killed Eugene Sullivan in one saloon
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brawl. Barney received four months in the county Jail
for the assault, but it did not deter him from nearly
chewing off the ear of one of his countrymen in a
subsequent encounter.
^
Within the world of saloon culture work related
ethnic tensions erupted into open violence. In one
incident, a local contractor secured a prroup of
French-Canadian strikebreakers to replace thirty Irish
laborers seekinpr a pay increase. Before the French-
Canadians could begin work, however, the Irish laborers,
who had awaited their arrival in ambush, assaulted them
with a barrage of rocks. At the city's mills, numerous
disputes between Irish and French-Canadians were later
settled in the streets. And where the Irish had once
attempted to protect their neighborhoods from the arbi-
trary intrusions of Yankee policemen, French-Canadians
later sought the same protection against a predominantly
Irish police force. One evening in I89O Officer Ryan
manhandled a disorderly French-Canadian youth who had
dilatorily responded to Ryan's order that he go home.
The young man's friends, who had initially departed, soon
returned with reinforcements and attacked Ryan. But be-
fore they could disable him, another policeman happened
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upon the scene and together with Ryan clubbed the
crowd into submission. "''^
Although principally a man's world, some women
also made their mark in saloon culture. Catherine
Moran managed a small drinking establishment on the
Patch and actively participated in its brawls, split-
ting a policeman's nose with a tea-pot in one fight.
In 1879, a visiting fourteen-year old girl from West-
field, who obviously did not know Catherine Moran,
refused to move when Moran ordered her from the steps
of a tenement where she had been sitting. Incensed by
the girl's temerity, Moran threw her into the street
and then beat her "black and blue" with a broomstick.
Occasionally an unseasoned youth failed to realize that
not all Holyoke women closely observed the prescriptions
of female decorum. On a Sunday evening in 1882 one such
young man recklessly thrust himself against all the
young women who passed him on the sidewalk. To his re-
gret, he tried it once too often. The last woman whom
he insulted that evening struck him with a solid blow
"straight from the shoulder," dropping him where he
^ 11
stood.
For all its boisterousness and rowdiness , saloon
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culture held a certain appeal for many workers
. if only
as a brief escape from life's burdens and worries. But
the escape could be no more than brief, for the culture's
activities conflicted too sharply with other responsibi-
lities, the principal one being the duty workers had to
their families. Many of those who remained habituated
to saloon culture became a reproach to their class.
Frequent newspaper articles about wife-beatin«^. deser-
tion, and non-support reflected more than the middle
class biases and fears of their authors? they also spoke
of a serious problem which plagued working class life
and was as much a source of fear to the majority of work-
ers who sought some form of respectability as it was to
the middle class Journalists who reported it and the
women and children who were its victims. One could al-
ways jest about the other excesses of saloon culture,
but when it impinged upon family life. It became subject
to the attacks of the whole community - workers as well
as middle class reformers. In the end, the young worker
who wished to establish a family of his own had to leave
the saloon and the old gang behind. Even where workers
did not totally sever these connections, the break was
real nevertheless. Henceforth, the emotional focus of
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their lives lay elsewhere. "^^
In sum. saloon culture contributed little to class
development. Arguably. Its partisans did possess an
incipient sense of class consciousness which made them
resistant to upper and middle class intrusions into
their world. But this consciousness remained still-born,
ethnically Isolated, and often geographically confined
to a single neighborhood. It was a consciousness that
was acutely aware of the differences, but obtuse to the
commonalities between it and other groups ; the road to
class cohesion was not paved with the stones and brick-
bats of intra-class ethnic violence. As the unquestion-
ing foot soldiers of a Democratic machine more interested
in the self-aggrandizement of its leaders than ameliora-
ting the abysmal social conditions of working class life,
the culture's adherents contributed even less in the
political sphere. Finally, by appearing as a threat to
the family, saloon culture threatened the very existence
of the working class. It was this last perception which
drove many workers to seek some cultural alternative
upon which to base their lives.
Working class respectability had at least two faces.
The first, a Yankee artlsanal form, derived from an
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earlier era of craft production, where the adherents
of saloon culture, when challenged by factory produc-
tion, attempted to maintain pre- indus trial work rhythms
and lifestyles, the respectables embraced the new in-
dustrial morality and its emphasis on self-improvement.
The other form of workinpr class respectability, a
Catholic trade unionist variant, emerped durin<^ the
closinp: decades of the century. After 1R60, the Catho-
lic Church and later the trade unions conducted a cul-
tural assault on the peasant traditionalism of Irish
immigrants. By the turn of the century, if not earlier,
these attacks had reduced saloon culture to a marginal
place in local working class life. In the process of
its development, Catholic trade unionist respectability
absorbed the earlier Yankee artisanal variant, while
incorporating many of its characteristics.
The rise of factory production shattered a number
of traditional crafts. By mid-century in such indust-
ries as paper, textiles, and shoes, most workers had he-
come factory operatives, enga;red in routinized, if some-
times still complex, productive tasks. But the rise of
the factory system did not destroy all crafts at the same
time; nor did it make factory operatives of everyone
Ill
pursuing the trades which it did transform. Many
craftsmen avoided the factory for decades. The am-
bitious and the fortunate established themselves as
petty producers; others worked in small shops along-
side such independent proprietors. Independent pro-
duction marked the pinnacle of ambition for many
Yankee artisans
.
providing the autonomy which they
cherished above all else. At mid-century, in a young
and growing town like Holyoke there existed ample
opportunity for those possessing the requisite skills
and capital.
In I85O, besides one small cotton mill, Holyoke
contained nineteen craft-based shops which employed
less than six workmen. Brickmakers
, shoemakers, harness
makers, blacksmiths, coppersmiths, and others conducted
small, independent enterprises. As more mills were
built in subsequent years, a host of small supporting
businesses grew up around them. Some did not remain
small for long. Thomas Kelt arrived in Kolyoke in I859
and established a foundry and machine shop which soon
employed thirty workers. Before coming to Holyoke,
Kelt had worked at the Whitin Machine Shop for thirteen
years, where he had acquired a reputation as a gifted
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craftsman based on his skill m turning a wide range
of castings
,
Whatever their ambitions, not all Yankee artisans
found their position agreeable. In I850, one group
formed a local chapter of the New England Industrial
League and sought a ten hour day. in order to have
additional time for education and self-imDroveraent
.
But the Holyoke chapter did not maintain a long exist-
ence. The extensive geographical mobility of the
period coupled with the wide range of opportunity av-
ailable in a growing town like Holyoke precluded the
careful nurture such a movement then demanded. More-
over, a number of local institutions bridged the narrow
gap between the Yankee artisan and his employer.''"^
One was the fire company. Unlike some antebellum
cities where fire companies served as an extension of
saloon culture, Holyoke companies functioned as models
of respectability. The resolutions of Engine Company =^1
stated that anyone appearing intoxicated in uniform
would have his uniform taken from him; and only those
"well known by the community as a good respectable citi-
zen and not addicted to intoxication" could parade with
the company. One Sunday in I86I the Mechanics Engine
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Company staged an annual ball, while other companies
invited artisan-firemen from neighboring communities
to their dances. m 1861. the Mechanics Company form-
ed a baseball team and bested a local Irish squad in
its first encounter, 31-15."'"^
The Yankee artisan also found relaxation in the
rituals of the Masonic order. Like the social affairs
of the fire companies, the masons provided a means of
staying in touch with artisans in surrounding commu-
nities. Nearly twenty five members of the local lodge,
the Transcript reported in I863, "made a friendly call
upon their brother craftsmen in Chicopee." The order
looked after the dead as well as the living. When
S.C. Oliver, the foreman of the blacksmith shop at
the Folyoke Machine Company, died, his obituary noted
that he "was a man of much personal worth and a member
of the Masonic fraternity, and was buried Thursday
with masonic honors." No respectable Yankee artisan
17
could ask for more. '
The most important event in the lives of this genera-
tion of Yankee artisans was the Civil War. Of the first
thirty six volunteers at Holyoke, twenty four vrere either
artisans or skilled factory operatives. Many others sub-
sequently went, and those who did not gave their un-
qualified support to the Union cause. When R.P. Crafts,
a local Democrat, refused to allow the establishment
of a recruiting office at the Hook and Ladder Company's
room at the Exchange building, the company voted to
vacate the premises. Another expression of the Yankee
artisan's commitment came from Thomas Kelt, the mach-
inist who had established a foundry at Holyoke. Upon
a brief return visit to Holyoke from Newark, where he
had moved in I863, Kelt reported finding some Newarkers
a little "copperish
, particularly the "blue noses;"
but he was trying his best to "instill into their veins
some of the good old Massachusetts loyalty." Regarding
the war's impact on this generation of workers. Alan
Dawley and Paul Faler have written that the "mythology
that came from the Civil V/ar tended to persuade workers
that their power and destiny were inextricably linked
to the military heroes, civilian leaders, and existing
frame of government that had won the war. It was not
necessary for bourgeois ideologists to ro about preach-
ing a 'false* consciousness to working- people vrho risked
their lives to bring dovrn the slave power." There is
no evidence that Folyoke 's artisans constituted an ex-
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ception to this generalization. For more than a decade
after the war's end there was no revival of the feeble
strains of pre-x-rar protest. ^8
In the decades following the Civil War, petty
entrepreneurship remained a viable alternative for some
artisans. The 1880 manufacturing census showed fifty
seven establishments employing ten workmen or less.
In these shops, machinists, blacksmiths, coppersmiths,
tailors, printers, and others practiced their craft
free from the grinding routine of the factory. On the
whole, such establishments exhibited a remarkable degree
of stability. A decade later, thirty remained in opera-
tion, a few having grown considerably in the interim:
the Perkins ^!achlne Shop now employed twenty men rather
than five, while the workforce at Watson Ely's lumber
company had expanded from ten to forty. Another eleven
businesses survived at least four years before going
under. As late as the eighties, the Yankee artisan who
hoped to establish his own business was not living in a
fool's paradise - the material basis existed for such
hopes
.
Economic growth thus sustained hopes of independ-
ent production. Yet corollary developments mitigated
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the promise and transformed the commTinlty In ways which
some Yankee artisans found hard to accept. The flrrowln^r
concentration of capital meant that proportionately
fewer artisans now operated their own shops. Also, by
the late seventies
.
the power rental arrangements of
the Kolyoke Water Power Company clearly favored the
large mills, making it even more difficult for the
aspiring petty entrepreneur. In an I879 letter to the
Transcript criticizing local boosterism, "ARTISAN"
gave vent to the growing discontent of Yankee craftsmen.
"The indiscriminate 'hollering' for everybody to 'come
to Holyoke' without regard to their character or repu-
tation is stupid," he wrote. The city already had
"enough of tramps
,
enough of loafers
,
enough of swind-
lers
,
but not enough of honest men, laborers, artisans,
skilled workers, sound business establishments, etc."
The complaint contained an apt summary of the forces
then impinging on the artisan's world: immigrants who
had not internalized the new industrial morality; specu-
lators who did not engage in productive labor; and, one
suspects, the whole process of industrial growth which
20in the end threatened his very existence.
Yankee artisan respectability entailed more than
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playing a productive role in society. It also embraced
a host of behaviors disseminated by the home and school.
In addition to Its role In teaching basic cognitive
skills, the school proved a conveyor of values which
complemented the work of the home. The published
essays of some local grammar school
. students
, although
written late In the century, shed some llcrht on this
facet of the classroom. In an essay entitled "Habits,"
Isabel Kagwin outlined the more conventional forms of
behavior
:
We ought to stand erect and keep our heads
up and not drag our feet and stamp when we
walk.
We should speak plainly and pleasantly and
we should not run our words together. We
should talk low.
We should not get our mouths full of food
at once. We should chew our food well be-
fore swallowing it. We should not talk
while eating.
Another student offered some observations on social re-
lations. In an essay entitled "Good Habits," Alice Russ-
ell wrote that "However rude others are, we ourselves
should form the habit of being polite. Form the habit of
giving a person his or her Droper name. Never interrupt
two persons speakincr, " She concluded that "We should ne-
ver put anyone lower than ourselves , nor think ourselves
?l
above others .
"
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Although some of the recommended "habits" may
seem amusingly quaint, they occasioned little mirth
on the part of Yankee artisans. For the symbols of
respectability
- be it a masonic funeral. marchin;r
erect with the local fire company, or simply chewing
one's food properly
- were integral components of his
sense of self-esteem and reinforced a conviction of
self-worth that made him fiercely protective of what
he deemed to be his rights. These same symbols also
led him to doubt the worth of anyone outside of their
compass. And while the Yankee artisan would agree
that "We should never put anyone lower than ourselves,"
he would add that the deportment of some Holyokers
marked them as inferior.
Beyond the symbols, it was the Yankee artisan's
role as producer that formed the core element of his
notion of respectability and conditioned his attitude
toward class relations. At Holyoke during the post-wr
years
,
the cooperative pro;5ects of the Sovereigns of
IndTistry provided the most visible expression of the
producer ideology. The first Massachusetts chapter of
the Sovereigns was formed in 18?^ at Springfield. A
group of Holyoke cooperators
,
formerly organized as the
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Folyoke CooperatiTre Association, established a local
council shortly afterwards. Actlntr In concert with
the Patrons of Husbandry, the Sovereigns made bulk
purchases of commodities, which they sold at a small
mark-up designed to cover operating expenses. The
organization's stated purpose was to "establish a
better system of economical exchanges, and to promote
on a basis of equity and liberty, mutual fellowship
and cooperative action among the producers and consu-
mers of wealth throughout the world. "'^
A secret society, steeped In ritual, the Sovereigns
admitted "Any person engaged In Industrial pursuits,
not under sixteen years of age, of good character, and
having no Interest In conflict with the purposes of the
order." The vagueness of this standard - which seemed
to accept all but lawyers, politicians, liquor dealers,
and some merchants - reflected the organization's atti-
tude toward class relations. Plttlnsr Itself ac:alnst
l|
the "personal and class pursuit of selfish Interest,"
the Sovereigns sought to abolish the "monopolized privi-
leges" of the "aristocratic classes." At the same time,
however. It denounced any form of class struggle. Much in
contrast to the adherents of saloon culture, who were unable
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to recognize their friends, the Sovereigns had difficulty
locating Its foes. Nevertheless the organization re-
mins noteworthy. As an early response to the increas-
ing Inequities and functional disorder of late nineteenth
century industrial capitalism, the Sovereigns served as
a local precursor to the Knights of Labor and demonstra-
ted a growing willingness on the part of Yankee artisans
to see their plight as part of a larger struggle.
The heritage of Yankee respectability did not prove
urj-eservedly beneficial to the early labor movement. It
provided the confidence and organizational skills which
the movement dearly needed, but also reinforced tenden-
cies which confined the early movement to a narrow organ-
izational base. In the mid-eighties building tradesmen,
metal workers, clgarmakers, and other skilled workers
formed the main body of Holyoke trade unionism. Yet it
is easy to focus upon the exclusiveness of the early move-
ment and to forget that it brought together Yankee and
Irish Catholic workers who only a short time before had
despised each other. At Folyoke, as elsewhere, the Irish
had less than enthusiastically supported the war effort.
This alone placed a formidable barrier between the two
grouDS . To understand how they were able to unite during
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the eighties vre must take a closer look at the Catholic
variant of working class respectability.^^
Jay Dolan has written that many mid-century Irish
immigrants had not been to mass or taken the sacra-
ments for years and only became closely affiliated
with the Catholic Church after arriving in this country.
It is not now possible to determine the spiritual con-
dition of Folyoke's first Irish immigrants, but if a
significant number had drifted away from their reli-
gion, the city's first Catholic pastor, Father Jeremiah
O'Callaghan, was Just the priest to reclaim them.
;\fter nearly a quarter of a century at Burlington, Ver-
mont, O'Callaghan came to Holyoke in 185^ and establish-
ed St. Jerome's parish. Born in County Cork, Ireland,
in I78O, he spoke fluent Gaelic and often delivered
sermons and heard confessions in his native tongue. An
unpretentious man. Father O'Callaghan mixed freely with
his parishioners and despite the financial needs of a
struggling young parish, he adamantly refused to charge
pew rents or employ other means of extracting from his
congregation more than they would willingly contribute.
He also posed as a feisty and articulate defender of
the Church and by extension, the entire Irish commu-
nity.^^
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In the winter of 1857 Father O'Callaghan attack-
ed the practice of bible reading in the public schools.
In response, a Mirror editorial set the tone of the
subsequent debate by characterizing O'Callaghan's
criticisms as a "foolish and pitiable spurt of Catho-
lic bigotry." A further claim by the local Presbyterian
minister that Catholic priests exploited the poor and
used the confessional for purposes of extortion placed
the exchange on an entirely new level and allowed
O'Callaghan the necessary topical breadth for the full
employment of his forensic powers and a more inclusive
expression of his social concerns-. "The cap he has
prepared for me," O'Callaghan retorted, "fits his own
head." "For if report be true," he explained,
pew selling with all its abominations - regard
for the rich, contempt for the poor, respect
of persons , are practiced without disguise in
his meeting house; and he would not accept his
office, nor even open his lips, before the
society had guaranteed him a fat salary.
Where the Catholic priest attended the sick and admini-
stered the sacraments, Protestant ministers apparently
had no greater duties than to lounpre around all vreek
reading newspapers and concocting "foul and filthy
slanders." Now fully warmed to his subject, O'Callaghan
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added that Protestantism's shortcomings extended beyond
its contempt for the poor and the craven behavior of
its clergy. The true measure of its moral vacuity
could be found in its endorsement of usury, a matter
of no small concern to O'Callaghan, who reportedly re-
fused absolution to money-lenders and had once been
suspended from his clerical office for his outspoken
views on the subject. In concluding, he observed that
the "laborinp- classes" were fast becoming the "slaves
and serfs of rag money makers , " and called for the
formation of a popular movement that would "concentrate
unon one issue - NO BANKS. "^^
Father Jeremiah O'Callaghan was one of those mave-
rick priests who have forever been the bane of a con-
servative Catholic hierarchy. His social critique
clearly drew on the anti-bank ferment of the Jacksonian
era, but probably had its roots in Irish anti-landlordism
Addressing a conp-regation that had only recently escaped
the oppression of British landowners, his manifest piety,
concern for the poor, and attacks on privilege secured
him the intense loyalty of his parishioners. When an
i860 Mirror article erroneously reported that he had
returned to Ireland, a member of his congregation noti""
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fled the paper that as much as some "higher church
dignitaries" desired his departure, he was still in
Holyoke: "true to duty - true to his convictions of
right
- true to the poor and unfortunate and true to
his God." O'Callaghan passed away a few months later,
but even in death he remained a source of contention.
"JUSTITXAE" corrected the Mirror 's report that the
Bishop of Boston had attended O'Callaghan's funeral:
"The Bishop is a man who takes more pleasure in visi-
ting the living than the dead; and the better persons
live the more he is inclined to call upon them.
"
"JUSTITIAE" also complained that Father O'Callaghan's
successor had not honored his last wish: "that his
bones find a resting place in that church which he
erected, and presented free to his people, but which
alas! is free no longer. "^"^
O'Callaghan's successors belonged to a generation
of Catholic clergymen aptly called "brick and mortar
priests," who evinced as great a concern with temporal
matters as the priest's traditional duties of visiting
the sick and hearing confessions, Neither pew rents,
nor money-lenders ever elicited their scorn. This
complicates any assessment of Father O'Callaghan's im-
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pact on Folyoke's Irish Catholics. Their later attrac-
tion to greenbackerism may have been influenced by his
social preachings. Wore important than any of his
specific prescriptions, though, was O'Callaghan's re-
jection of Catholicism's static, neo-feudal view of
society as a place where the Church mediated between
the benevolent rich and the hard working poor, teaching
each its rights and duties : the poor that this was a
world of wearisome toil, where poverty and suffering
were part of God's design, before which one could only
submit with resignation; and the rich that they held
their wealth in trust, and were enjoined by God to
expend it in a socially beneficial manner. Fis forth-
right encouragement of social change made it difficult
for any of his successors to counsel social resignation
2 8
without evoking the contempt of their parishioners,
O'Callaghan's most prominent successor was Father
Patrick J, Earkins , who served as pastor at St. Jerome's
for nearly half a century until his death in 1910. In
the first decade alone of his pastorate Harkins demon-
strated why many referred to him as "the builder:" in
186? he secured land for a cemetaryj the following year
he built a convent and school; and later he acquired
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the land for a church and school at South Kadley
Falls and Holyoke's Sacred Heart Church. Of these
projects, Harklns' greatest interest was m school
construction. Ihe school would not only introduce
Catholic youths to the mysteries of their faith, but
also inculcate a respectable mode of behavior. From
the outset of his long pastorate Harkins took a daily
walk about the city and quickly concluded that in-
temperance was a serious problem among Kolyoke's Irish,
sapping their health, undermining their morality, and
marring their reputation. As late as 19OO, he denounced
local comedians who parodied the Irishman as a "coarse,
drinking, fighting buffoon," thus perpetuating a ste-
reotype he spent much of his life trying to eradicate.
Harkins saw the school as one of his most potent wea-
pons in what became a life-long personal war against
saloon culture. By 1880, parochial school students
constituted thirty five per cent of the total school
population, a figure that rose to nearly forty per cent
a decade later.
The statements of nineteenth century Catholic
educators reflected a keen awareness of the predominant-
ly working class composition of parochial schools. In
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1866. the Second Plenary Council of Baltimore voiced
one of the most frequently heard criticisms of T^ublic
education when it warned parents that giving their
children a public school education would leave them
discontented with their social position. In the
classroom, school readers urged children to accept
their station in life, reinforcing the message with
numerous stories about the saintly resignation of the
Church's early martyrs. In part, these injunctions
issued from a fear of social disorder. They also stem-
med from a concern with family life. By encouraging
the poor to rise out of their class, said one Catholic
spokesman, the public school made "the youns- discon-
tented, ashamed of their parents, and eager for show
and display." Such an education, this writer continued,
was "adapted to the children of the middle and wealthy
classes and is in no respect a suitable preparation for
a life of toil." Public school ridicule of Catholicism,
others contended, further undermined the family, ;\ny
questioning of their religion led children to lose re-
spect for their parents and often resulted in anti-social
acts, as the child's moral development depended more on
the parents* character than any schooling the youth
TO
might receive.
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It is easy to dismiss these declarations as
self-serving cant, concerned more with the welfare of
the church than that of the family. But they should
not be ignored altogether, without recognizing that
most Catholic parents were immigrants and without con-
sidering the attitude of public school authorities
toward these parents, A number of educators maintained
that immigrant parents were unfit to raise their own
children, at least not without the aid of the public
school. "With the old not much can be done," said one
mid-century contributor to the Massachusetts Teacher ,
"but with the children, the great remedy is EDUCATION."
In Holyoke at mid-century, school authorities regular-
ly assigned the blame for classroom disturbances to a
"want of proper and salutary home restraints and dis-
cipline." An 1867 Transcript editorial recommended
against abolishing corporal punishment until there was
"less laxity in family discipline." Within the class-
room, teachers sometimes humiliated immigrant parents.
In 1888, one parent wrote to the Transcript that a
local teacher "had the ill-breeding to expose before
the whole school his mis-spelling of a word in a note
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he had written" for his child. The same teacher also
sent children to the school basement, "because their
breath smelled of onion and cabbage." It is against
this background, as well as the Church's own needs,
that its statements concerning education must be Judged.
For it was within this context that immigrant parents
made decisions about the respective merits of public
and parochial schools. ^-^
The principal mission of the parochial school was
to introduce children to Catholic doctrine. Instruction
in the workings of the sacramental system was especially
important, as it not only formed the core of church
practice and Justified the priest's role, but also ser-
ved as a means of social control. The keystone in the
arch of sacramental control was the practice of con-
fession. What should be understood about the sacrament
of Penance is that it was not, at least so far as the
Church was concerned, a mere shame mechanism, allowing
the penitent momentarily to externalize his sins so
that he could cheerfully sin again. Public school text-
books sometimes portrayed the sacrament in that manner:
As for old Fhelim Maghee , he was of no part-
icular religion, Vfhen Phelim had laid up a
good stock of sins, he now and then vrent over
to Ki Harney, of a Sabbath morning, and got
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relaaf be conflssln? them out o* the way.
as he used to express it. and sealed hissoul up with a wafer, and returned quiteinvigorated for the perpetration of new
offenses.
The passage presents more than just another reason
for Catholic antipathy to public education. It also
touches uDon a deep concern of Catholic educators.
Because confession could easily deprenerate into a rou-
tinized device for sin disposal, the Church emphasized
that the remission of sins had to be accompanied by a
conviction, on the penitent's Dart, that he would not
sin again. If confession was to function as an effect-
ive acrent of control, Catholics had to be made to feel
uneasy with sin and to understand that absolution re-
quired a continual searching on one's soul, an ongoing
interior battle with the forces of evil. To inculcate
Catholic youth with this understanding demanded care-
ful catechistical work by dedicated teachers.
It is not easy to assess the actual impact of
Catholic schoollnq:. On one occasion Father Farkins
maintained that parochial school students were clearly
more obedient than their public school counterparts.
But his regular denunciations of youth excesses and active
support of a I900 cuffew law suggest even he sometimes
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had his doubts. In large part, the parochial school's
influence on youth behavior depended on the degree to
which it elicited submission to the sacramental system.
For obvious reasons any conclusions on this matter must
be conjectural. Some youths responded to Catholic
sacramentalism with cynicism and unhesitatingly reject-
ed the Church's admonitions when they conflicted with
life's pleasures. The confessional held no terrors for
these youths; it was simply irrelevant to their lives.
Others deeply internalized the Church's teachings and
for the sake of a spotless soul sublimated worldly
temptation through a disciplined regimen of work, study,
and the like. The majority probably fell somewhere in
between. Catholic sacramentalism placed some restraints
on their behavior without dictating it altogether. But
this could be enough to nudge one toward the world of
working class resnectability. -^-^
Beyond the parochial school a number of lay org-
anizations served as an institutional expression of the
culture of Catholic working class respectability. The
first of these was the Kolyoke Catholic Mutual Benevo-
lent Society. Founded in 1857 t It provided sick mem-
bers ^3 a week, unless the Illness was "Induced by
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intemperance or other immorality." The most prominent
later organization was the St. Jerome's Temperance
society, established in I869 by Father Harkins as
another instrument in his war upon saloon culture.
Within a year the organization had more than 500 mem-
bers. 150 of whom belonged to the juvenile branch. The
early formation of a debating society and reading room
indicated that self- improvement was a major concern.
In terms of class, the society had a mixed membership.
Builders, grocers, foremen, and professionals joined
with papermakers, textile workers, machinists, and build-
ing craftsmen to take the pledge and engage in the soci-
ety's various activities .^^
Existing sources do not provide a clear occupational
profile of the society's working class members. This is
unfortunate because it involves the important matter of
just which workers comprised the culture of Catholic
working class respectability. And despite the paucity of
good occupational data, the question demands some atten-
tion. We can start by noting that, in 1880, the culture
was Irish and it was male, but this is scarcely suffici-
ent given the differences in skill level, income, and
lifestyle among Irish workers. An I875 Bureau of Labor
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Statistics study found that where metal workers and
building craftsmen relied on the earnings of children
under fifteen for less than one per cent of total fam-
ily Income, this source provided twenty four per cent
of the family budget of unskilled mill operatives.
Differences in total annual income were reflected in
the manner in which each group lived. Unskilled mill
operatives expended slightly more than half the amount
building tradesmen and metal workers paid for housing.
In a mill town like Holyoke this determined whether one
lived in a relatively spacious and clean apartment or
in one of the tenements described in the 1875 report:
The sanitary arrangements are very imperfect,
and in many cases, there is no provision made
for carrying the slops from the sinks, but
they are allowed to run wherever they can make
their way. Portions of yards are covered with
filth and green slime, and, within twenty feet,
people are living in basements of houses three
feet below the level of the yard. One large
block, four stories high, and basement, has
eighteen tenements , with ninety rooms
,
occupied
by nearly two hundred people; and yet there are
only two three-feet doorways on the front, and
none on the back, with an alley-way in back of
only six feet in width. At present there is
some spare room at the front, but it is uncer-
tain how long it will remain so. There are al-
so quite a number of six and eitrht tenement
houses , with only one door at front and none at
back, overcrowded, dirty, and necessarily un-
v^ealthy. Our agents visited some tenements ha-
vincT bedrooms Into which neither air nor llcrht
could penetrate, as there were no windows and
13^
no means of ventilation, and some of them
were actually filthy.
Within the home, skilled workers were far more likely
to have carpentlnp; on the floor, and it was only in
their residences that one could find that ultimate
symbol of working class respectability, a piano. They
also spent more on clothes and owned sewing machines
so that they could be kept in a suitable state of re-
pair. These distinctions did not prevent mill opera-
tives from Joining an organization like the St.
Jerome's Temperance Society, where ethnicity, religion,
and behavior were more Important than occupational sta-
tus. In this sense, the culture of Catholic working
class respectability contained an admirable potential
for Indus Iveness
. Yet. the absence of mill operatives
from the early labor movement suggests that they were
second-class citizens in this cultural world.
Although the middle class dominated the leadership
ranks of the St. Jerome's Temperance Society durlncr its
early years, by the eighties an equal number of working-
class members could be found amons- the group's officers.
Within the society, there was initially little social
distance between its working class supporters and an
emergent Irish middle class. Many shared the same back-
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cr^ound and ext^erience. For e:.ample
. Maurice Lynch, an
up and coming contractor and the organization's
vice-president, was born in County Kerry, Ireland in
1837 and came to the United States a decade later when
the potato rot devastated the region. As a boy he sold
apples at the Lymn Mills' gate and later apprenticed
as a brickmaker. ;\fter operating a grocery store for
a short while, he formed a successful contracting busi-
ness in partnership with his brothers. Although he had
little formal schooling, Lynch placed a high valuation
on learning and saw that each of his children received
an extensive education. In addition to being a model
of self-improvement, he also led the society in its
struggle to obtain greater independence from the con-
trolling hand of Father Harkins.^^
In 1875, Father Harkins assigned the brickwork on
a new Kolyoke church to a local Yankee contractor rather
than the Lynch brothers, because, he remarked, their
previous efforts had been "unworkmanlike." To protect
his reputation. Lynch felt compelled to disclose the
details of a recent rift between Harkins and the members
of the St. Jerome's Temperance Society. Parkins was .?n
acrreeable man if one submitted to his opinions
,
Lynch
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explained, but those who dared disagree with him were
soon "marked out for slaughter." His own troubles with
Karkins began when some members of the society demon-
strated a capacity for independent thought. After
Harkins had "declared war against the society," the
organization reciprocated and ultimately defeated
Karkins in the battle for control. The Lynch incident
was only one skirmish in a struggle that continued
for another six years. In I877, when the society asked
Harkins to resume his position as spiritual director,
he demanded that he be given full control and that the
members again take the pledge before him. They refused,
calling the conditions "an infringement upon their
self-respect and their rights as a society." A few
years later the organization further clarified its po-
sition: "the priest is to be respected and obeyed in
all that pertains to the church, (but) when it comes to
outside matters, (Laymen) have a right to do as they
think best; and when the priest comes into their society
he is but one of them, although from courtesy they call
him SDiritual director . "-^"^
V^.ost members of the St. Jerome's Temperance Society
also took an active interest in Irish nationalist acti-
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vlties. Long after they had departed their native
land. Irish-Americans remained preoccupied with the
liberation of Ireland from British oiJDression. In
1869, a band of local Fenians joined in an ill-fated
invasion of Canada. During the eighties the I^nd League
acted as the principal expression of Irish nationalism.
Throu^rh picnics, parades, indignation meetlnp-s
, and
torchlight processions the League both advanced the
cause of a free Ireland and served as an important cen-
ter of social activity. At its meetings supporters
sang traditional Irish ballads and listened to members
recite essays on current events and English. Irish, and
American history and literature. The recitations, "A
CONSTANT NATIONALIST" noted, reflected the note of
self- Improvement which permeated the organization and
"set men thinking, reading, writing, and then speakinr. "^^
Initially the Leage had two branches at Folyoke.
The Farnell League, headed by Father Harklns
.
supported
the parliamentary aims of Charles Stewart Parrell: the
formation of a peasant resident proprietary which would
allow Irish tillers to purchase the land they farmed,
and the establishment of Home Rule under conditions sim-
ilar to those which existed from 1782 to 1800. In addi-
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tlon to raising funds for Irish relief, the organization
petitioned Congress to embargo all British imports.
The Michael Davitt League began in I878 as the Thomas
Francis Burke Skirmishing Club. Its officers included
labor leader F.J. Moore and it stressed the need for
land redistribution. In 1881. the organization united
under the banner of the Davitt League, but not before
Father Farkins had engaged the Davitt leaders, a
number of whom also belonged to the St. Jerome's Tem-
perance Society, in yet another dispute. The stated
reason for the conflict was Harkins • objection to the
activities of the women's branch of the Davitt League.
Characteristically, he took to the pulpit to declare
the conviction that "women ought to do their part
through the men" and to denounce the women who joined
the organization. When "LAND LEAGTJER" Issued a public
rejoinder, asking "Why are women condemned in certain
parishes for joining this movement and streams of vitu-
peration and ridicule heaped on their devoted heads,
while In other Darlshes they are lauded to the skies?,"
Harkins temporarily withdrew from League activities,
tacitly acknowledging defeat.^^
Harkins probably also objected to the more pro-
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nounced radicalism of the Davltt league, which endorsed
the writings of Henry George and asked the sister of
Irish world editor. Patrick Pord. to address the first
meeting of the united organization. As politically
conscious spokesman of the Irish-American working class.
Ford sought to Join League activities with "the war of
the great army of the disinherited of all lands, for
their Heaven-willed possessions." His sister's pre-
sence at the meeting led Father Lawrence Walsh, trea-
surer of the American League, to boycott the gathering,
much to the anger of League members, ^0
Yet the Land League was by no means the "first
class socialistic movement" which the local Socialist
Labor Party claimed It to be. At Holyoke. the close
ties between Irish respectables and the Immigrant middle
class fixed the parameters of Irish radicalism and en-
gendered an approach to class relations that closely
resembled the producerlsm of Yankee artisans. This ves
most evident In the enthusiastic support which Irish
workers and petty entrepreneurs accorded the Greenback-
Labor Party. As David Montgomery has noted of greenback-
Ism In general, a basic assumption of the Holyoke move-
ment was that "employer and employee were natural allies.
exploited alike by the financier." The state's leading
prreenbacker, Ben Butler, further enhanced the doctrine's
appeal for the Irish by Unking It to Irish nationalism
Massachusetts Irishmen applauded Butler's vitriolic
denunciations of the British no less lustily than they
did his attacks on "monopoly and aristocracy. " As with
Yankee artisan producerlsm, however, the monopolists
were never clearly defined. The producerlsm of Irish
respectables also eschewed class struggle and approached
strikes warily, positions which the Catholic Church did
much to reinforce.
Whatever their problems with Father Parkins and
other priests, Irish respectables remained loyal to the
Church. Indeed, the conflict at St. Jerome's might be
seen as but a small part of a much broader upheaval that
during the closing decades of the nineteenth century
led the Church to reassess Its traditional social out-
look. In the face of the widespread labor imrest that
began during the late seventies, pious admonitions to
submit meekly to God's will seemed absurdly anachronis-
tic. By the eighties, some Catholic spokesmen had bep-un
to appraise labor in a new light. The working class had
finally come to recognize its power, wrote one contri-
butor to the American Catholic Quarterly Review :
the power and the force that He In numbers. ^
It has sore grievances;
. . . Intellljrence and
enerery at its head. The Intelllp-ence may be
used as a false light; the energy may be mis-directed. But there they are and stand, li-
ving forces in the world, never more to be
expelled.
In addition to voicing a new awareness on the Church's
part, the mssage reveals another concern: who would
lead the growing labor movement? Deeply worried about
the spread of socialism, but recognizing the need for
reform, Catholic leaders wanted social change without
class struggle. Their statements on labor leadership,
strikes, and government intervention in the economy
indicated the manner in which they sought to deal with
the dilemma. ^
On the question of labor leadership. Catholic
spokesmen counseled the selection of conservative men
who would avoid violence and do nothing that would
threaten private property. John Talbot Smith, a fre-
quent contributor to the Catholic World on labor matters,
asked workers to look outside the ranks of labor and to
seek "the advice of all good men in the community. " The
same desire to avoid class struggle and preserve the
existing structure of class relations characterized
1^2
Catholic declarations on strike policy, others declared
that restrictions should be placed on their conduct,
one priest stating that strikes were permissable so
long as the strikers did not "prevent men working at
lower wages than they themselves are willing to accept."
The most popular approach condoned strikes, but urged
the prompt submission of grievances to arbitration,
where a Presumably neutral panel would settle the dis-
pute. The popularity of arbitration among Catholic lead-
ers reflected the Dersistance of traditional notions
about the dynamics of class relations. Where the Church
had once mediated between the benevolent rich and the
hard-working poor, it now encouraged surrogates to assume
a similar role in dealing with capital and labor. One
of these was the arbitration panel; another was the gov-
ernment.^-^
Once workers found sober, conservative men to lead
them and developed efficient organizations. John Talbot
Smith advised, they should "practice strict obedience
to their leaders, then frame laws which will root out
abuses, and brinor them to the legislatures," Besides
its potential role in quellincr class conflict, the
Church looked to government for legislation protecting
IU3
the working class family. Catholic spokesmen supported
tenement house reform and laws abolishing: child labor.
Some endorsed the ei.c:ht-hour law, particularly for
women and children, thoua:h men too needed time for
somethin<r more than labor and sleeD if they were to
fulfill their religious and family duties. The Church's
concern here was in no sense gratuitous, as the mother
assumed a role of paramount importance in the Catholic
scheme of social and moral order. "In no faith but the
Catholic," wrote "An American Woman" in the Catholic
World, "is the mother taught to believe
. . . that she
will be saved with her or she must perish with them."
The Church urged women to stay at home and heartily
supported social reforms that facilitated their reraain-
ing there.
In his 1891 encyclical, Rerum ^Tovarum
, Pooe Leo
XIII crave authoritative approval to all the principal
measures suggested by American churchmen to resolve the
conflict between capital and labor: the richt to form
trade unions, the need for a "Just" wage, and state in-
tervention to protect labor from capitalist abuses. The
encyclical also made clear the Church's support for the
prevailing structure of social relations. In attacking
ance lay in the degree to which it inhibited conser-
vative bishops from interfering with the reform activi-
ties Of their subordinates. At Kolyoke
. it merely con-
firmed a course that Father Harkins had chosen years
earlier when at the outset of his long pastorate he
had declared that he would earnestly support any "legi-
timate effort to alleviate the condition of the laboring
class in our community.- Following his death more than
forty years later, the local labor Journal observed that
"No clergyman in the city, probably, has on so many
occasions fearlessly and with candor, discussed from his
pulpit conditions of our economic life, pointing a way
to better things through a correction of the evils. Yet,
Harkins and other priests did not maintain their influ-
ence with the immigrant working class simply through
their occasional support of some reform initiative.
More Important was an acute awareness of their parish-
ioners* most basic hopes and fears, and an ability to
articulate these concerns.
Father Harkins probably never better demonstrated
that awareness than in a I901 sermon condemning high
school social events held at a local hotel
t
naturally the pride of every student is aroused,
the poor man's son and daughter endeavoring to
appear as vrell dressed as the children of those
financially stroncrer, but no better other-
wise. The danger to these children is to
view life from
. . . ballroom, rather thanfrom the practical schoolroom and more use-ful store, shop or trade. I do not wish todecry the iDrofessionals
, but I desire to
speak for the majority, whose future life
will deal mostly with the weekly wage and
the direct care of children. The education
of today is not only useless and outrageous
in the burden it imposes on the ueoole of
the public schools, but it has the extremely
dangerous quality of giving wronc: imTjressions
regarding the hereafter ...
I must refer ... to a certain class of
young srirls who can be seen nightly in hall-
ways on High street, and on s treetcorners hob-
nobbing with thinprs dressed in trousers, a
wide expanse of shirtfront, a necktie and a
hat. These girls do not form the acquaintance
of these things in the parochial schools.
. . .
Suffice it for me to say I regret most min-
fully that these girls value the acquaintance
of these things more highly than they do the
manly young men who wear overalls when at work
and who are attentive to all the duties imposed
by church, family and state.
The passage speaks volumes as to the reasons why the
Catholic Church was able to maintain some measure of
hegemony over substantial elements of the immigrant
working class and suggests something about the nature
of that Influence. By casting the most basic - indeed
visceral - questions of sexuality and family in a frame
work of social class , and then by reducing class to a
matter of mere consumDtion open to the most devastating
parody. Parkins encouracred his working class auditors
to conceptualize and deal with social relations in a
pre-polltical manner. The passage also reveals how a
shrewd and sensitive priest translated the often
crude class formulations of Church spokesmen: at the
parish level injunctions to remain content with one's
station in life were transformed into expressions of
the dignity and self-worth of working people. Indeed,
the Catholic Church fostered the development of the
working class as a class in itself by celebrating the
dignity of labor. At the same time, however, by its
unequivocal denunciation of class struggle, strident
anti-socialism, and pre-political emphases, the Church
sought to retard its maturation as a class for itself.
To return to the culture of Catholic workinc class
resoectability, its principal features were a commit-
ment to self-imT3rovement and a concomittant sense of
dignity and self-worth which led workers to take an
increasingly more expansive view of what they deemed
to be their rights and to seek out ever greater areas
of autonomy in their social lives. These workers warm-
ly endorsed the Church's position on the family, com-
mitted as they were to a Victorian family ideal in which
women remained at home caring for the children. Their
attitudes on class relations approximated the producer
Ideology Of Yankee artisans, it is sufficient here to
note that as these attitudes developed during the
closing decades of the nineteenth century, they would
be influenced, though not determined, by the culture's
close relations with the immigrant middle class and
the Church's incessant injunctions to eschew any form
of class struggle.
NOTES
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of Philadelphia, 1800-1850 (Philadelphia: Temple Uni-
versity Press. 19H0}, Herbert Gutman, "Work. Culture,
and Society in Industrializing America, 1815- 1919," inWork, Culture, and Society in Industrializing America(New York: Vintage paperback edition, 1977). 3-7S^
^Folyoke Transcript (HT), 21 May 1881? Ik Apr. 1897;Constance M. Green, Holyo ke, Massachusetts: A Cas e
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Beyond the barroom, saloon culture had no fixed institu-
tional bases. This complicates the task of securing
reliable demographic information on its habituees. To
meet this problem, I had hoped to check the Holyoke Po-
lice Court records for age and occupational data on those
arrested for drunkenness or assault in selected years
between I87O and I9OO. I could not, however, obtain
access to the records. In lieu of this admittedly imper-
fect approach, I can only offer the findings of some
surveys of different subject T?oT5ulatlons
. An 1881 inves-
tigation conducted by the Bureau of Labor Statistics found
that, comnared to other occupational groups, laborers
comprised the largest Droportion of those arrested for
assault: U3U of a total sample of I.U98. The nearly 300
people listed as unemployed or who did not give an occu-
pation constituted the only frroup who even axDproached
this number. The figures for those arrested for disturb-
ing the peace were strikingly similar. Massachusetts
Bureau of Statistics of Labor (MBSL). Twelfth A nnual Re-
port , 1881. 505-506.
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A 190a Bureau study of absence after mv dav revealed that textile workers formed one of ?he no.t
mlsslnfuo^r^'^^
with only one per cent of the sampleThe study contained no semrate listi-*^for laborers A similar investigation later that year
bv^o^^ ^''^ "^"'^ results. one conclusion stressedy both studies was that intemperance was not a serious
^^^^i^!',^'^^^!
Massachusetts workers and that temperance
reformers had wildly overstated their case. The studiessupport my argument along two lines. They show thatfactory operatives were more likely than other workersto avoid the saloon. They also lend weight to my con-tention that, as the century progressed, saloon culture
assumed an increasingly marjrinal role in working class
190^). 3fl-35|r^^^'
^HT, 13 Sep. I876; 28 Jan. 1B8U. 13 ^^ay TP92-
16 Oct. 1872; U vov. I876; I9 >:ov. 1888.
20 May I876; 21 Oct. I876; 5 Dec. 1877; 2i
;\pr. 1MH6. In an essay on the saloon, Jon ^r^jTsdaTe
has also argued the existence of a bachelor subculture-
araone^ its recrulars. ^is T^rincioal evidence is a I9O8
Boston study on drunkenness. "The 'Poor Man's Club:'
Social Functions of the Vrhar. Working-Class Saloon,"
Amevlcam Quarterl y. 2 5 (Oct. 1973), ^^86, Uf^9
,
^5^££li_£l_t'^?_''^cJ^O£l_Committee
,
I89O, ?Zj.; Sprin/7-
field Republican TSHTT"^ Mar. I9(?^7~l^ SeD. 19027^
^FT, 9 Mar. 1883; 7 Apr. 188^; 9 Sep. I889.
"^PIT, 19 Sep. I883.
^HT, 1 Jun. 1891; 11 Jul. 1888.
^FT, 26 Jul. 1873; SR, 5 Aug. 1879; 11 Aug, 1879;
21 AxiT, 18SU,
—
^^FT, 22 May 1872; I3 May I89O. Earlier instances
of Yankee Dolicemen who invited assault by a too strin-
crent enforcement of the new morality in the city's Irish
community can be found in Folyoke M i rror (FM), 8 Jun.
1861; FT, 1 May I872.
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llHI. 30 Dec. 1871; 13 A^g. 1879; SR. U Jul. 1882.
12
A portion of the many reported cases of ron-
Jul. 1873; 3 Aug. 1881; 26 Jul. 1883; 21 Oct T^f^U-SR.^18 Feb. 1878; 19 Kar. 1881; 13 J^n! ISe^i ^8 F;b.
P^n^.^^f'^iT ^'^^J^^ ^""^ ^'^^'^^ Schmitz. "Manufacture ardroductivity: The Making of an Industrial Rase.Philadelphia. 1850>1880,- m Theodore Pershbtrg ed
in_the_^ineteenth_C^^ York: ^^f^d^ra^^^T
FM, 16 Apr. 1859; 20 Aufr, 1859; 26 Sen. 1863-
ederal Mprnopiaation Census Schedu1P<:; for Massachus etts :
^-5Green, Folyoke
.
Ii6; SR, 9 May I85O.
l^FM, 29 Oct. 1859; 12 Jun. 1861; 15 Far. I856;
23 Feb. 1860; 23 Jun. I860; 28 Jul. I860. y\ntebellun
fire company expressions of saloon culture are explored
in Bruce Laurie, "Fire Companies and Ganfrs in Southwark:
The I8^0s." in Allen F. Davis and Mark H. Haller, eds
.
,
Ihe Peoples of Phi lade Iphiaj^ A His tory of Ethnic Groups
and Lovrer-Class Life. 1790-19^ ( Philadel nh1 a ^ Temple^
Un ivers ity Press, 1973 ).
^"^HT, 30 May 1863; 17 Oct. I863.
ISpM, 8 Jun. 1861; FT. 19 Dec. 1863; 26 Dec. 1863;
12 Dec. 1863; Davrley and Faler, "Workinp-class Culture
and Politics
,
" ij.76.
1 Q^
Fede ra 1 r'on
p
opulation Census for Massachusetts ;
Manufacturing-, 188 0; ^'olyoke Citv ^irectorv, 1882, 18"^t,
, ^
20FT, 16 Jul. 1879; Green, Folyoke
,
97-9^.
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i^ry. IIJ^^' ^^"^^^ ^"^i^th Anr.MRl Report.1875, r-ESL. Eighth Anmxal W^^-TJ^--nt^:
i86r?8gr' V,., ^^lf-^-^gent in the United^.Jtl. .1 60-1 90
1
A Study i n Democra5TTf?^ VoT>i. . ^Mx^^o^^*
paperback edition, 196^^; originally published in 1929),
^-^I^^-BSL, Eighth ;\nnual Report . 18??, 98-112- For
a discussion of the historical roots of the producerideology and some of the variant forms in which it hasbeen expressed, see Laurie, Working ^eoDle. 7*^-70
17^-177. ' '
In a letter to the Transcript criticizing thedraft law, M.C. Quinn wrote that "I an aware there has
existed at the South a kind and paternal feelirip- for
men of my race and creed at a time when, fanatical,
abolition, New England was giving our churches to theflames." At St. Jerome's, however. Father Sullivan
urged his congregation to comply with the law. 21
Jun. 1863; 25 Jul. 1863. Earlier, a chapter of ^e
I'^'now-^'^othings had attained a brief popularity. ^M,
12 7\pr. I856. —
2 5Jay T'olar.
, The Irainl grant Church: i^^ew York's
Irish and Germar Catholics ."THT^-lfi6 ^ (^^It Iraore :
Johns Popkins University Jress, 1975), 57? FF, 2 T'ar.
1861; FT, 2^ Jan. 1893; Wyatt Harper, Ihe Story of
rolyoke (n.p., 1973), 81; ?.J. I.ucey, Fistory of St .
Jerome's Parish, Holyoke
, Massachusetts (n.p.
, 193lT
,
29-36, 116-12^1-. Ihis discussion of Eolyoke" Catholicism
focuses principally on the Irish church. A treatment
of French-Canadian Catholicism can be found in Peter
}-'aebler, "Habitants in Holyoke: The Development of the
French-Canadian Community in a Massachusetts City,
I865-I9IO," University of Few Hampshire, Ph. D.
, 1976.
'^'^'rVl, 3 Dec. 1857; 26 Dec. 1857; 30 Jan. 1^5^;
27 Feb. I858; 20 Mar. I858; 2 Mar. I86I; FT, 2U Jan. 1893.
27hm, 22 Dec. i860, 9 Mar. I86I; FT, 2U jan I893.
.or,o
Immj^^rant Church
. 6/1-65
; SR. 17 Auc1878. Evidence of the ^i?iTitance of t^l traditionalCatholic social outlook can be found in sJ
-ecker
7^?/y^wr ?r J'^i ^^^istlan Soci^t;.- ?a?holicworld (CW), 111. (1871-1872 ), 58I; "Who Shall TakfCare
D Wolf^'"Cm^.^^^^'^'-''?^^' ^^^-^^^^ 739; Ceor^e. lf , Socialistic Communism in the United States "
^merican_Catholic_Qwt^ (ACQR), 3 (I878).
'
\ Immigrant Church"! PPTTpk ; Aaron I.
^.^^^l'^,'^^,'']''^':,^^^^ A Searchfor Social Justice (Motre Dame, Ind7T~TTKl^iTtFTf
Motre Dame Press, I963 ) , 53. 72. Some Catholic spokes-
men even found cause for cheer in the world's ooverty.havinpT so little of what makes life pleasant, one writer
remarked, the poor "are forced by a happy kind of nece-
ssity to find everything; in the Church and their reli-
gion. " "The Duties of the Rich in Christian Society."
CW, 15 (1872), 291.
29sR, 19 Jan. I89O; 22 May 1904; 2 Jul. I89O;
Report of the School Commi ttee. 1880; I89O, U2 ; Lucey,
History of St. Jerome's
, 91-93. On one morning vralk,
Harkins encountered a local Irishman who offered him 9
drink. Outraged, Harkins gave the man a verbal lashing,
only to evoke a counter-barrage of Profanities. FT.
8 Oct. I869. "~
^^Neil G. McCluskey, S.J. , ed. , Catholic Educati on
in America; A Documentary History (N'ew York: Teachers
College, 196^), 83; Dolan, Immigrant Churc h, 126; "Uni-
fication and Education," CW, I3 (I87I ) , 5-5"; George D.
Wolff, "Socialistic Communism in the United States,"
ACQR, 3 (1B78), 531-533; Rev. A.F. Hewitt, "What Shall
Our Young Do?", CW, 3B (1883-1884), 67O-67I; Edward
McSweeny, "Heartless, Headless, and Godless," CW, ^6
(1887-1888), U36-/L39; quotation in "Rapid Increase of
the Dangerous Classes in the United States," y\CQR
,
(1879). 255; "The School Question," CW, 11 (iH^oT, 103;
"Aspects of National Education," CW, 31 (1880), 398-UO8.
900 I ,^^^^^J^^tlo^»" Massachusetts Tear^bP^, U (1R51)290; Polyoke Town Records j-TR L ifl^? RT-TR';< A o
HT, 8 Jan.-TH^r22-ifeF:-l8^ ^ ' ^* ^"^^
32ivicciuskey. ed.. Catholic Education, 71. ^heChurch also soup;ht to TJ^i^^^^i?-t^-th^acraments as
T.^'TrT, °L.'°S'''°'-^i''^
'"^^ behavior of Catholics.
^^JZu Conpretration of the Propaganda ofthe Faith ruled that the clergy had a duty to refuseabsolution to parents who sent their children to apublic school without sufficient cause. When a RhodeIsland priest Invoked the sanction, a writer In they\merlcan Catholic Q,uarterl^_Hevlew defended his action.The priest who denies the sacraments to bad Catholicsby no means Interferes with family affairs," said this'
commentator. "When parents fortret their duties towards
members of the family, they commit a slnj and this sin
cannot be pardoned without repentance and atonement "
At Folyoke, Instances of sacramental Intimidation appear
to have been rare. On one occasion Father Phelan with-held absolution from members of Sacred Heart's temner-
ance gymnastic club, because they undertook an outing
after he had voiced his dlFanproval of It. The Bishop
quickly revoked the sanction, Rev. P. Bayma, "Ihe 1.1b-
erallstlc View of the Public School Question," ACQR
, 2
(1877), 266; SR, 12 Aug. 1885; m. Aug. 1885; 16"a^.
1885 •
33hT, 7 May I9O6; 5 Mar. 1900; 26 Dec. I9OO.
3^HM, 10 Oct. 1857; HT, 25 Feb. I87O; 3R, 22 Sep.
I89U. Genera.llzatlons on membership are based on an
occupational study of the society's officers, using
Holyoke city directories.
35mESL, Sixth Annual Renort, I875, 37O, 386, 392,
U29, ^^36.
36sR, 18 Jan. 1902.
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^''fT. 31 Jul. 1875; 19 Set). I877. 12 Nott iP7qThe dispute finally reached a heafi^ 188/w";n 'I^kins •regular pulpit denunciations of the society DrSmDW anequally Vituperative response. "when a prLst prosti!tutes his sacred office, and desecrates ?he altar ofGod by using language suitable to the region of Billincrs.gate, why is he surprised that men use their pens to
rebuke the scandalous and unseemly exhibition?," askedCatholic in a letter to the Transcript. "Is it forthis," "Catholic" further queried, "that he is paid soliberally, supported so sumptuously, and housed so grand-ly by the poor Catholics who can ill-afford the numerous
and heavy contributions laid on them?" The conflict
abated soon after, though Harkins did not quickly for-get the struggle. In 188U, at a ceremony commemorating
the fifteenth anniversary of the St. Jerome's TemDeranceSociety, he commended the group for es tablishinc: a cadet
corps and reminded the members that "You vrere boys once
yourselves." He was unable to refrain from adding that
Some of you I fear are *boys' still." FT. 16 Ar^v
1881? 8 Sep. 188U. —
-.QQ-, "^o?^®!!' SSi?^' 11^-1^5; IIT, 27 Jul. 188]; 2 Sep.1881; 22 Oct. 1881; 9 Jul. 1883;~1 Aupr. I883.
39pr, 31 Jan. 1880; SR, 21 Jun. I878; 8 Feb. 1881;
21 Feb. 1881; I5 Kar. 1881; 9 ^pr. 1881. This section
also dravjs on Dennis Clark, The Irish in Philadelphia;
Ten Generations of Urban Expe rience (Philadelphia;
Temple University Press, 1973T7 132-137; James J. Green,
"i\merican Catholics and the Irish Land League, I879-
1882," Catholic Historical Review
, XXXV {I9U9), 19-Zi2
;
and particularly, Eric Foner, "Class, Ethnicity, and
Radicalism in the Gilded Age; The Land League and Irish
America," in Politics and Ideology in the Age of the
Civil War (New York: Oxford University Press, 198O )
,
150-200.
^"-^FT, 9 Jul. 1883; SR, 1 Nar. 1881. The Ford
quotation is from Foner, "The Land Teacrue and Irish
America," I6I. George was a frequent target of Catholic
publicists. See, for instance. Rev. Kerry Brann
,
"Ferry
George and Fis land Theories," CW, (I886-I887), 828.
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_^HT, 12j\pr. 1881.; David Mont;^OTnery
, Bejond
i^t^^w Yo^k'^ /-^^l^lloal^Republic^ns-T^lie-l-jew r : Vintage Paperback editlonTT^Tl
—
^WT SR, 17 AUP-. 1878, FT. 24 SeD. 18PU. 27 Oct l8flU,
Beast! •(LT?orr' ^^^-l^^-^ou^^ F(New Yo k: Twayne Publ is h
e
Ti~^Tf^~2TTr^Patrick Ford, the most prominent sDokesman of Jh^^dical wing Of the y^merican Land league, also supported
-L^Tr^^r^"-'^''^'' ^^^^y ^876 and 1880. ^oner!The rand League and Irish ;\merica." 159. -
"'^^r*
a^^^n.^«? A ^^^1^' AHierlcan CatholicismandSocj^2_Jl|tlon
,
U7
; james S. Rooh^-^ii^T^^^
1976;, ,ly3-118. It should be noted that Catholic tra-ditionalists staunchly opposed church leaders who sup-ported social change. The differences between the twogroups are detailed in Robert Cross, TheSmergence ofLiberal Catholicism i n America (Chica^^l Quadranglepaperback edition, 19^ originally published in 1958).
^John Talbot Smith, "V/orkmen Should Mot Only Act
But Think." CW, i^7 (1888), 8U3 • Rt. Rev. James O'Connor,Capital and Labor." A CQR , 8 (I883), U93 . John Conway,
"America's Workmen," CW
, 56 (I892-I893), U<^^-hg^. Abell,
American Catholicism and Social Action
. 82-83, 283.
Worcester's Catholic weekly. The T-^ess enp-er
. arp-ued that
arbitration was "the result of Catholic Practice and
teaching-" in an article that listed disputes ranging
from Attila's invasion to the revolutions of l^US which
had been mediated by ropes and other leading Catholics.
Messenger, 21 SeD. I8P9.
^^John Talbot Smith, "Working-men Should Mot Only
Ftiov,v,f^r?r''"^-''^^°'' Rerumj:ovarui!i can be found In
ul ^T 2^^''°''' ^^-^ Th£^u?^FrsHeaks to the FoSern
_The_Social_5eai^^
Doubleday and CoinDany mperback edition. IQ^U) 20^
Sociali'''?n ^r^-^>^-ll-oe. Leo XIII a^d tb^^P^L'^:.IIe^—A^^T^A ' Duke Lnlversity Fres^-9^),
Ir^'.^^^i^' ^i^m^HL,Catbollclsni and Social Ac tior..
635 tU ^^'^ Proletariat," CW, 53 (I891),"
r. .
The Catholic Church and theKnl£hts of I^bor ( Washln;rton
: Cathie
~UM^iTF7~of
y^merlca Press, IW). 356, ;\bell, yiMrican_Cathollclsm
and SoclalJ^tlon, 18?; FT, 23 Oc 17TH^97T?tTi^"9~
T^ec . 1910,
^'-'^FT, 15 AVT, 1901. Editorials in The Messenger
rep;ularly celebrated the dipcnity of laboFT y\n 1^89
—
labor day statement declared that "Tabor had made the
world what it is, the labor of head and hand, thefurnace-fire in the brain of the inventor and minter
as well as the toil of the day-laborer and the trades-
man." Another editorial entitled "Only a Workintrman"
asked "What title is crreater or what one of the orders
of neers is fit to rank before it." Messenfrer, 31 Aur.
1889? 12 Oct. 1889.
ch;\pter V
WORKING CLASS FOLIIICS, I873-I89O
Although the depression of the seventies did not
strike with the devastating: force of later crises, busl-
ness failures, wage reductions, and unemployment created
a preneral sense of questioning among all ^rroups In the
community. The 18?? railroad strike, though it only In-
directly affected Folyoke
. led the Transcript 's editor
to recall an earlier era when farmer's wives and daugh-
ters produced their own cloth, shoemakers and tailors
conducted their trades with the aid of a few Journeymen
and apprentices
,
and rural laborers could look forward
to owning farms of their own. Those days were Irretriev-
ably gone, he observed, and the great danger now was
"that we shall have a permanent operative class." A new
structure of class relations was emerging, and If the
recent strike had demonstrated anything?. It was that
capital could not rely on force alone to meet labor's
demands. Perhaps, he concluded, the laws dealing with
taxation, education, the "proceeds of labor," and the
"distribution of property" needed revision. No subse-
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socialism, Leo condemned the doctrine of class struggle
as irrational and declared that labor and capital were
mutually dependent with reciprocal rights and duties.
He also strongly supported the right to hold private
property, because it provided a necessary incentive for
human effort and buttressed the father's paternal auth-
ority. Furthermore, he urged the state to adopt poli-
cies that would encourage frugal workingmen to become
TJroDerty owners and thus narrow the growing chasm be-
tween capital and labor. Yet. despite its profoundly
conservative intentions, Rerum Novarum marked a radi-
cal break with the past. By encouraging the formation
of trade unions, it explicitly rejected Catholic neo-
feudalism and brought the Church abreast of contempoi?5ry
social realities. Well into the twentieth century it
would serve as the doctrinal basis for American Catholic
social action.
Rerum Novarum caused few immediate chanpces. In
fact, Fenry Browne has written, only a minority of the
y\merican hierarchy supported its positive proposals;
the major concern then and for decades afterwards of
Catholics involved in the labor movement was to suppress
socialism.. In practical terms, the encyclical's import-
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quent Transcript editorial would evince such uncharac-
teristic skepticism, but neither would the questions it
raised go away. This chapter looks at the emergence
of the Holyoke working class as a political force and
how it sought to deal with these questions.^
Most of Holyoke 's principal mills survived the
depression of the seventies. Battered, but still sol-
vent, local manufacturers could even take some satisfac-
tion m the belief that the one major enterprise to *?o
under, the Boston-owned FamiDden 1^1 lis
.
offered further
evidence that an absentee-controlled firm could never
prosper at Holyoke. The demise of a host of small shops
and mercantile establishments was an entirely different
matter. During the first months of 18?? unparalleled
bankruptcies darkened numerous storefronts in the cent-
ral business districts, as creditors scrambled to sal-
vage what they could from the broken concerns. In March,
when the Second Congregational Church announced a twenty
per cent reduction on Dew-rents, matters appeared oral-
nous Indeed. But the Church's sale proved better than
expected and in time a number of the bankrupt businesses
secured new lines of credit and resumed operations. A
moment of crisis had passed.^
The crisis for Folyoke workers began four years
earlier and continued unabated into I878. On any given
day at the city's fruit and vegetable stands, wrote
the Oranscript's editor during the late summer of I873,
one could see "a drove of poverty stricken children,
often crirls, clad only in one or two ragged and dirty
c:arments, down on their hands and knees in the trutters
.
prreedily picking out of the mud and dirt and eating
the bits of spoiled and decaying fruit which have been
thrown out as worthless." Not all working class fami-
lies suffered such privation, but the wage reductions
of that winter coupled with intermittent periods of
unemployment during the next four years placed serious
pressures on the family economy of even the best paid
workers
,
As long as hard times persisted workers remained
defenseless against wage reductions. Strikes invari-
ably Droved fruitless. In Farch, 18?^, when more than
2 00 weavers and spinners left the lyraan Mills because
of a wage cut, the acent received more than a dozen
applications a day from unemployed workers seeking to
fill their places. Nor vzere semi-skilled textile opera-
tives the only workers so vulnerable. Two years later
a walkout by mchinlsts at the Massachusetts Screw
ComDar^y, Drotestin^r the second fifteen Der cent wa^e
decrease within six months, brought the same conse-
quences
:
in only a few days the sui^erintendent was
barracred by anplications from more than twice the
number of workers needed to replace the strikers.^
As workers realized that little could be done
about wage reductions so long as the inflated rolls of
the reserve army of the unemployed provided a ready
oool of strikebreakers, they sought to reduce unemploy-
ment by petitioning municipal authorities for public
works projects. The initial response was chilling. In
his I876 inaugural adress
, Republican mayor VJ.B.C.
Pearsons articulated a Dubllc works DhllosoDhy that
drew on some of the most hidebound features of the domi-
nent ethic :
Some insist that we should provide work for
the poor, make a place
, where poor peonle
can have a chance to earn a few dollars. I
trust that we shall do nothing of the kind.
Better would it be for us to provide them a
living, than enrage Ir an enterprise that was
not of benefit to the people; better still
would it be, if those out of employment could
get places upon the lands that lie spread all
over this great country, waiting for the
hus bandman
.
Rather than dampening the enthusiasm of the petitioners.
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the rebuff only sharpened their political awareness.
At a September, I876 meeting of the unemployed, Dennis
Glavin urged his auditors "to follow the petition into
the council room, and 'sDof every man who voted a*r-
ainst it, and to remember him." That winter Folyoke
had a new Democratic mayor and in February the city
council voted ?15,000 for a sewer project. Few addi-
tional expenditures followed, as Mayor Crafts proved
nearly as penurious as his Republican predecessor, but
Holyoke workers had a fleeting glimpse of what their
united effort could accomplish.^
That winter also saw the formation of a German-
speaking chapter of the Workingmen's Party of the United
States (WPUS), and in March, following a series of add-
resses by P.J. McGuire, a New York City carpenter then
working as a mrty organizer, fifty native born, British,
and Irish workers established an Enflrlish-speaking branch;
by October the two groups had more than 200 members.
Committed to the abolition of the wage system and the
creation of a classless society, the WPUS sought to es-
tablish a viable socialist movement through the formation
of trade unions. The party's platform called for an
eight-hour day, child labor law, legislation making
employers liable for all accidents, and a demand that
all Industrial enterDrises "be placed under the control
of the Government as fast as practicable and operated
by free cooperative trade unions for the good of the
whole people." Party leaders especially stressed the
importance of the eight-hour day. As P.J. McDonnell,
editor of the Labor Standard, observed, the issue was
not only a popular recruiting tool, but made workers
aware that "the very system of wage labor is wrong
because it compels the workers to do more or less work
which is not compensated."^
At Holyoke, the Droducer alternative, ereenbackism.
proved more popular among Irish workers, who followed
Ben Butler in attributing the depression to the mis-
guided and self-serving hard money policy of "coupon
clippers." Differing analyses of the depression marked
a major dissimilarity between the two groups. Where
greenbackers believed returning prosperity demanded only
the reignition of latent productive forces among a
vageuly defined strata labelled the industrial or pro-
ducing classes, the WPUS saw overproduction as part of
the problem and looked to wage earners alone for salva-
tion. The I^bor Standard thus found greenbackism inade-
quate and complained that financial reformers paid no
attention to the hours question. The greenbackers
•
goal
-
to stimulate production - was praiseworthy, one
contributor observed, but "without some such break-
water as an eight-hour law.
. . a tidal wave of pro-
duction will sweep over the land and swamp every aspira-
tion of the laborer and citizen for a broader and fuller
life." Yet the differences between greenbackism and
the WPUS can easily be overstated. At a Butler rally
in Fall River, the general's supporters carried placards
reading "Nine Hours and No Surrender" as well as "Who
Shall Us, Money or the People:" and Patrick Ford, spokes-
man of Irish nationalism who supported the Greenback-
Labor Party in I876 and 1880, also called for an eight-
hour day, income tax, and an end to interest on money.
With the gradual return of prosperity in I878,
WPUS membership declined and the organization faded from
the local scene, but within four years the party's suc-
cessor organization, the Socialist Labor Party (SLP),
formed a local chapter. Germans dominated the SLP and
during the first years of its existence the party was
confined to German Eolyoke. i\lthough it subscribed to
the doctrine of class struggle, the SLP explicitly re-
pudiated violence and sought to work amicably with
other labor organizations. By I885. it began to per-
form on a larger stage. As the economic crisis of the
eighties deepened, interest in trades unions revived
and the party T^layed a major role in formintr the
Trades and Labor Assembly, where it championed a broad
reform Dro^ram that included demands for a government
issued currency as well as the eight-hour day and the
right of legal incorporation for all labor organiza-
tions. ^
Despite the SLP's role in establishing the Trades
and labor Assembly, it played a subordinate part within
the body. The assembly's most prominent spokesman was
P.J. Moore, an officer of the St. Jerome's Temperance
Society, founder of the Land League, and leading figure
in the Knights of Labor. Moore traced labor's Predica-
ment not to its differences with caiDital but rather to
comDetition which forced employers into reducing prices
and wages. Such an approach to class relations mirrored
that of the Knights' state leadership. A. A. Carlton,
head of District Assembly 30, although forced to support
a number of strikes, never tired of decrying such ac-
tions: "Judging from some of the reports in the Journal
(of United Labor)/' he wrote, "many Districts as well
as Locals Imagine that to strike Is our highest aim
and to win a strike the greatest victory that could be
achieved. Instruction seems to be badly needed." The
Knights* desire to avoid confrontation In turn elicited
the support and applause of regional Catholic spokes-
men. Worcester's Irish Catholic weekly. The Messenger ,
regularly carried notices of Knights' activities and
counseled workers to adopt the organization's position
on strikes: "They are an Important element of the
worklngman's ammunition In Industrial warfare, but like
gunpowder, unless handled carefully, are likely to do
more damage to worklngmen themselves than to those
against whom they are fighting. "^
Rather than direct economic action. District Mas-
ter Workman Carlton urged the formation of cooperatives
and political activity to secure legislation favorable
to workers. At Holyoke the Knights undertook few co-
operative projects, but the Trades and Labor Assembly
did support the Knights' legislative program. Nore a
pressure grouD than a political party the y\ssembly in-
structed workers to support the party and candidates
most committed to labor's cause. Its principal legis-
lative aim was an arbitration law that would force
capital to the barp:aininpr table without havinp- to en-
dure periods Of protracted conflict. Desiring, social
change without class stru^p:le. the Assembly reflected
the attitudes on class relations of the Yankee and
Catholic resT^ectables who dominated its membership. 10
The Assembly's local platform also reflected its
cultural orientation. At an I885 meeting, it dem.anded
reform of the city's poor relief system and called for
the initiation of a city hospital and farm. At the
latter institution the dependent poor could engaf^e in
productive labor that would restore their sense of
dip-nity and thus allow them to resume an autonomous
social existence. Other demands included the construc-
tion of a public bathhouse, the elimination of library
fees, and school reform. Workers showed Particular
concern about the condition of the elementary schools.
In DrotestinsT the school committee's Dolicy of Dlacinc:
the least experienced teachers in overcrowded element-
ary schools, one assembly spokesman articulated the
organization's assessment of public education:
The Trades and Labor Assembly
. . . don't care
much about the high school. The greatest in-
fluence can be had on the little children.
Instead of crowded rooms for little children we
Th^v^rr ''''^ ^^^^ teachers. . . .he hisrh school needs only the poorest kind
chier^M"*'- l^"^^^"^ exaTHlnation is the
buncLbe!'^" -
These disparapTing comments are explained in part by the
fact that few workers' children could yet look forward
to a high school education. But the critique cannot
be fully understood unless viewed against the backdrop
of the self-helD philosophy which lay at the core of
working class respectability. Throughout the eighties
numerous groups of Folyoke workers established a host
of reading rooms, debating clubs, and literary associa-
tions. At these institutions, they extended their
education throucch an interchange of ideas, unencumbered
by hiprh school "buncombe." Beyond providin^r fundamental
coccnitive skills, the Dublic schools were superfluous
to this world,
In sum, the SLF, Knights of Labor, and Trades and
Labor ;\ssembly institutionally represented the Holyoke
working class during the decade in which it became a
political force. Their collective membership, however,
comprised only a fragment of the local working class.
German workers from a broad ranre of occupations joined
all three groups
, but only the more skilled Irish x^:o^k-
ers participated, and French-Canadians were virtually
unrepresented. The producer ideology of the Knights,
which also dominated the Trades and Labor ;\ssembly,
permitted the convergence of Yankee and Catholic re-
spectables, but it engendered a confused i^erceDtion
of class interest. The line dis tinguishinp: working
class respectability as an autonomous expression of
class interest from a caricature of middle class values
sometimes became blurred. y\t such moments class con-
sciousness was transformed into self-consciousress
.
V/hen George K>rinr. a local businessman who dabbled in
labor reform, told an off-color story before a meeting
of the Trades and Labor ;\ssembiy, "WORKIMGMAM" scolded
him for reciting in the lower wards what he would not
repeat in vrards six or seven. His reason for criti-
cizing Ewing indicated just how concerned "WORKIXGMAN"
was with what peoole thought in those wards : "It doesn't
help our cause to have citizens p:et the impression we
like that sort of thing." All this takes on added si;r-
nificance when we recall that the y\ssembly soucrht doM-
tical expression throup-h the two major parties, where
] ?
an immiff:rant middle class mediated its demands.
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In August, 1887, vrhen the tour workers at the
Whiting Mills were informed that their hours had beer,
reduced, before they even returned home, a group of
them walked up to High street to share the p-ood news
with Jeremiah Callaran at his grocery store. "There
was no reason that they should hasten to Nr. Callanan's
store," reported the perceptive special Sunday corres-
pondent of the Springfield Republican, "except that he
would rejoice with them in their victory and be sure
to enlighten them out of the abundance of his politi-
cal experience as to the effects of this move." Row
many times this scene was repeated at Callanan's store
or others like it is impossible to determine, but the
political significance of men like Callanan can scarce-
ly be overstated. They functioned as a link between
Catholic respectables and the two major parties, just
as a corps of bartenders connected the democratic mach-
ine with saloon culture. Born in County Cork, Ireland,
in 18i!.l, Callanan arrived in the United States while
an infant and grew up on an Arawam farm where he learn-
ed the trades of cigarmaker and carpenter. y\fter serv-
ing with the Union arm.y in the Civil War, he worked as
a carpenter and served on the Holyoke police force be-
fore entering the p:rocery biislress. \An ardent Irish
nationalist, who had accompanied loca] Fenians on
their Invasion of Canada, Callanan was also a leading
member of the St. Jerome's lemperance Society. ^3
The Impetus for early Irish initiatives into local
politics during the late seventies came from rhe St.
Jerome's Temperance Society. During these formative
years, it functioned as "school of oratory" for numer-
ous asDlrinpr politicians and orchestrated several natu-
ralization drives to Increase the number of Irish voters.
y\ithough the society fielded a strlnp- of middle class
candidates, workinpr class m.embers felt confident that
they would be fully represented. As one wrote, respond-
ing to criticism of his countrymen's increasino: politi-
cal activity, the Irish* would reclaim in the political
arena part of what they had lost at the city's factories:
The Patch in Holyoke is in every sense a
better location tnan Quality Avenue, and
if the honest Industry of the people had
received its Just reward, the houses on
the latch would have equalled those on
Quality Avenue . . .
You say vie rule or ruin, and own no
mills. The St. Jerome society is my evidence
to the contrary, and in addition you could
not run your mills, except we did the work
from which you realize your profits. . , .
And in conclusion let me say we have not
ruled ^'olyoke, but In the future we shall
endeavor to do so.^'^
Ir 1880. the increasing ac^p^ress iveness of Irish
respectables caused a split in the Democratic ^arty.
Led hy Jonathan y\llen and the ubiquitous F
.j. Foore
,
the Irish faction established the y\ndrew Jackson Club
"for the Durnose of self- improvement in a literary as
well as a Dolitical sense." y\lien was a contentious
and fesity lawyer who sometimes "accomDanied an arp-ument
with a blow as the most fitting answer to insolent ignor
ance." An active Irish nationalist, who had once spent
five months in a British prison, he was a popular figure
in the city's Irish community. In 188u, y\llen's Irish
minions secured the mayoral nomination for James J. 0*
Connor, a Farvard
-educated Dhysician, who as City Physi-
cian had demonstrated an acute awareness of the manifold
health hazards in the lower wards and urcred their ame-
lioration. Fe was narrovrly beaten in the ensuinp: elec-
tion,^
The other faction, led by veteran Darty warhorse,
Roswell F. Crafts, formed the Thomas Jefferson Club.
Dedicated the the proposition that the "best government
is that which governs least," the club declared itself
opposed to "class legislation, special privilege, and
ir.onoT.oly under the Federal and state governments, and
to intrigue, incapacity, and extravagance in municipal
affairs." An unstable coalition of old ward healers
like Crafts and proto-Mugwumps interested in placing
the "best men" in office, the group was held together
by a commitment to reduced government and a mutual de-
testation of the Irish. In 1880. they watched from the
sidelines as the party's nominee, Dr. O'Connor, went
down to defeat. The followinc: year Crafts obtained the
Democratic mayoral nomination and. desDite the fact
that Irish respectables refused to support him, won in
an election so close that it necessitated a recount. -"-^
An incident that summer, involvinc the Irish poli-
tical leader, Jonathan Allen, demonstrated the degree
of bitterness that had arisen between the factions. In
one of his lesser actions after assuming office. Crafts
decreed a curfew law which prohibited anyone from re-
maining at Hampden Park after 10 FM. Allen decided to
test the law and the mayor by refusing to leave the
park at the appointed hour. As if to publicize his de-
fiance, Allen struck the police officer who ordered him
to leave, an act which prompted the latter to reciT5rocate
with a few blows. Seeinc: that a crowd had now gathered,
Allen remarked to the arresting officer that he would
"pay dearly for his nighfs work." m response, the
officer struck him a^^ain, as many in the crowd cried
"shame." Allen subsequently received a small fine,
but two days later Crafts rescinded the curfew. The
incident was a fittinc- prelude to the 1882 Democratic
17caucus . '
The 1882 Democratic caucus was one of the most
raucous in the city's history. The mayoral contest
pitted the Irish faction's James E. Delaney against
the incumbent mayor, Roswell P. Crafts. The Delaney
supporters initially attempted to make Jeremiah Callanan
permanent chairman without consulting the Crafts group.
When this maneuver failed, they stacked a seven-man
nominating committee with six Delaney stalwarts and
Callanan assumed the chair, mintainlnp- some semblance
of order was another matter altogether. Throughout the
day, amid a bedlam of noise, Callanan could be heard
shoutlnp: "Sit down, you crank" and other express ions that
reflected his exasperation. When, during the course of
an endorsement speech, one Crafts supporter rhetorically
asked, "Why do I support Mr. Crafts," a shrill voice from
the audience instantaneously responded, "Cos ye don't
know noting d__n ya." The balloting finally took place
and Delaney won by a decisive margin. y\fterwards,
however, two Crafts men reported finding 300 of their
candidate's ballots stuffed in a toilet located in a
room adjoining the one in which the count had occurred
and various men could be overheard exDlaining how they
had managed to vote two or three times. In the elec-
tion, Crafts again won, running as an Independent . "'^
The following year the Irish faction finally de-
feated Roswell Crafts, who had secured the Renublican
nomination, and placed James Delaney in the mayor's
chair. They did it, thouprh, with stronpr support from
an unexpected quarter. In the closing days of the cam-
paign, some of the city's leading manufacturers and
merchants Dubllcly endorsed Delaney. In telegraphing
his support from Washington, Contrressman Whiting stated
his conviction that Delaney's administration would be
"economical and above reproach." The reasons for this
turnabout are not entirely clear, but aDDear to stem
from a confluence of lontr-s tanding p-rudp-es and current
anrieties. T>fany Folyokers saw Crafts as an unscruou-
lous nolltician who actively sought the saloon vote.
Few ^'olyoke manufacturers were prohibitionists, but they
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did desire that some checks be Placed on local liquor
interests. At a hearintr on unlimited licensinp: the
following spring, representatives from the city's twen-
ty largest mills voiced their collective concern that
such a measure would reduce worker efficiency and lead
to higher taxes by causing increased crime and pauper-
ism. Older Republicans also remembered Crafts* luke-
warm suT5port of the war effort and recoiled at the
thought of supporting such a person as the party's
standard bearer. Durincr the campaign. James Ramage
. a
paper manufacturer and Democrat, played on these fears
in his endorsement of Delaney:
Why should you resort to the extreme measure
of Duttinp: at the head of your ticket the
rankest Pemocrat of all. Do you fear the
Irish vote? Your candidate will out- Irish
the most rabid Irishman. Do you fear the
rum element? Your candidate has allowed
their Sunday business to go on for the last
two years with only one or two feeble pre-
tenses to stop it. -^9
Yet, at least some of these men had supported
Crafts durinc: the two previous elections. V7hen, then,
made the 1883 election different from earlier camcaigns?
As Ramage indicated, two years of Crafts' rule had alien-
ated some of his previous supnorters. Beyond that,
though, the election signalled a grudcinfr recognition of
the inevitability of Irish rule. Each year more and
more Irish were becoming naturalized citizens and
adding their names to the voting lists. Before they
united behind a class conscious worker candidate like
F.J. Moore or an agitator like Jonathan ;\llen, it
seemed best to accept a safe nominee like James Delaney.
As a former clerk at the Folyoke Water Power Company
and the son of the city's most i^rominent contractor,
Pelaney could be counted uDon not to rock the boat.
Fls reelection the following year, with continued strong
support from wards six and seven, suggests that he did
not. Ey 1885, however, the Irish working class respect-
ables who comprised the core of Delaney 's support had
united with Yankee artisans in the Trades and Labor
Assembly and were looking for a new candidate.
At a Joint meeting of the Trades and I^bor Assembly
and the Knights of Labor in November, I885, the delegates
rejected Delaney in favor of Edward O'Connor, a Ficrh
street clothing merchant. When the former brickmason
and president of the St. Jerome's Temperance Society
chose not to run, the workers selected Dr. James J.
O'Connor, the Irish respectables' unsuccessful 1880
candidate. Poping for a more vigorous enforcement of the
liquor laws, the Republicans also suT>ported O'Connor,
who defeated Delaney. a^raln runnlr^ as the Democratic
nominee. The following year the city's labor organlza-
tlons again endorsed O'Connor by "an almost unanimous
vote." The two elections clearly demonstrated the
cultural divisions among Holyoke workers. As the lead-
ing spokesman of working class respectability. P.J.
Moore depicted the 1886 election as a contest between
the forces of righteousness and rapacity:
Common report has It that a supreme effort
will be made at the coming city election to
change the (liquor) policy of the present
administration by removing the present exe-
cutive officers. ... It Is deemed not onlyprudent but expedient that steps be taken at
once to organize the friends of law and or-der Into a working body, so that we may be
able to resist the encroachments of men who
are banded together, not for the public good,but for private benefit.
Whatever Delaney's Initial Intentions, he had soon come
to depend on the support of the saloon Interest, which
In 1885 organized as the Holyoke Retail Licensed
Liquor-Dealers Protective Union. As It pooled Its funds
to defeat O'Connor, the Union disingenuously maintained
that Its principal purpose was to curb drunkenness by
"moderation In the use of strong drink. " It also en-
couraged those like the man who argued against O'Connor's
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class. At this crucial moment, however, a majority
of the club's membership refused to sunder its ties to
the middle class and take the necessary step forward.
As a consequence, it iDlayed a diminishing role in
municipal politics over the course of the next few
years .22
Yet the political interventions of workinj^ class
respectables were not entirely fruitless. From I885
to 1888, they sent Jeremish J. Keane to represent the
lower wards in the state legislature. A member of the
St. Jerome's Temperance Society, Keane doubled as a
bricklayer and bookkeeper at the Lynch Brothers con-
struction business. In securing the I885 Democratic
nomination, he defeated "Captain" John H. Wright, a
favorite among the saloon crowd, who had parleyed his
role as commanding officer of local forces in the I869
Fenian expedition into a successful political career.
In the legislature, Keane worked tirelessly for his
working class supporters, pushing throucrh an 1888 measure
which prohibited fines for imperfect weaving and intro-
ducing a tour workers* bill which, had it been approved,
would have required shorter hours.23
Keane, however, was the bright exception in a poll-
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tical record that was otherwise barren of accomplishment,
James J. O'Connor fought the good fight against the
saloon interest, but did little else for the working
class respectables who supported him. In the end. the
question remains, why did these workers choose not to
form an independent labor party? In part, the answer
lies in their relatively narrow organizational base.
By 1890, French-Canadians comprised twenty per cent of
the city's total population. Pew of these workers be-
longed to either the Knights of labor or the Trades and
Labor Assembly. UnderreDresented politically, they
viewed politics through a narrow ethnic prism. An 1889
meeting at the French-speaking carpenters* union,
attended by "nearly every French citizen in Kolyoke ,
"
decided that French-Canadians should given their "un-
divided support" to any of their countrymen running
for political office. Nor did all Irish workers belong
to labor organizations, as even a cursory glance at the
line of march in one of the period's labor day parades
revealed. The main body of these processions comprised
metal and buildinpr tradesmen, .joined by lesser delega-
tions of cigarmakers, printers, clerks, and barbers.
The only unskilled workers to mrticimte were from the
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laborers' union and they were closely allied with the
Democratic machine, which saw to it that municioal
laborers received a wa«:e rate well above the regional
scale. The skilled tour workers and mule spinners
alone represented the majority of the local workforce
who labored in the paper and textile mills. A closer
look at the city's most militant and class conscious
textile operatives, ward three's German workers, shows
the extent to which the labor movement failed to pene-
trate this segment of the workforce. 2^
On February U, 1886. nearly 100 German weavers
walked out at the Skinner Silk Mill, demanding weekly
pay, the reinstatement of a fired co-worker, and the
dismissal of David Goetz, an arroprant and abusive over-
seer, who was allegedly partial in dis tributine: work.
They also claimed that the warps from which they wove
contained tvro to ten yards more yarn than the 2 00 yard
cut for which they were paid. The mill's owner, William
Skinner, who before coming to Holyoke had operated a
mill village which bore his name, was perhaps the city's
most self-consciously paternalistic manufacturer. Ini-
tially, he refused to admit that his workers had any
real grievances and blamed the strike on "the employees
Of another mill, who are connected with the socialists."
Skinner soon realized that he was mistaken and two
weeks later sat down with arbitrator G.H. Litchman to
try to reach a settlement. Although Litchman was affili-
ated with the Knights of Labor, his declaration upon
arriving at Holyoke that "A genuine understanding and
kindly feeling between master and man, tends more to
settle the vexed question of capital and labor than all
the industrial organizations in existence" apparently
convinced Skinner that this was a man of unusually
PTOod sense. On February 20, Litchman announced an ag-
reement that, with the exception of the demand that
Goetz be discharged, met most of the strikers* griev-
ances. But because Skinner absolutely refused to re-
hire fifteen weavers, whom he considered the strike's
organizers, the dispute continued.
In the weeks that followed the strikers received
active support from both the SL? and the Knights of
Labor. In late February, the SL^ contacted the New
York City Central Labor Union and secured the assurances
of seventeen organizations representing U^OOO tailors
that they would boycott Skinner's products. At a ^!arch
celebration commemoratinc: the establishment of the Paris
Commune, the socialists raised SlOO for the strikers.
District y\ssembly 30 of the Knights also endorsed the
strike in March, raising morale and leading "A STRIKER"
to exult that "It is no easy matter to fight the
Knights of Labor." The following month F.J. Moore
secured the District Assembly's approval of a resolu-
tion calling for a boycott of Skinner's products. The
strikers themselves were by no "means passively awaiting-
their fate. y\fter investigating Goetz 's background,
they claimed to have evidence that "he has been living
in open and notorious adultery with a woman when he had
a lawful wife and two children in New Jersey. " They
also accused the "Mormom overseer" of sexually harassing
women workers at the Skinner mill and, in March, had
him brought to trial for striking a woman operative.
Goetz was subsequently acquitted, but the various accu-
sations levelled against him revealed the bitterness
which the strike had aroused. Ultimately, Skinner won
out and the strike ended without any concessions on his
Dart. Besides showing the extent to which the city's
labor organizations reinforced one another, the strike
had a curious postscriDt which revealed much about the
political failure of the Folyoke labor movement durincr
the eighties .^^
In 1888 the Democratic party nominated William
Skinner for Congress. Immediately upon hearing of
his selection, the Knights reminded local workers of
the events of two years Drevious and noted that Skinner
had not only refused to dischar^re Goetz. but still
retained him in his employ. At the same time, the
Textile Workers Prosrressive Union, then organizinp- at
Folyoke, issued a circular accusing Skinner of syste-
matic robbery: Fe is "not only a Skinner by name, but
is one Of those merciless. never-havinp:-enou£rh
.
always
P-rinding and crrindinc: down, skinners of human flesh
and blood." Though it considered the language too
"forcible," the Trades and Labor Assembly approved the
circular. Skinner lost the election, but swept Holy-
oke's working class wards, taking the Dredominantly
German ward three by a 3^1-122 marcrin. It was only in
wards six and seven, where the city's manufacturers
considered Skinner unrelaible on the tariff, that he
lost. The continuing effectiveness of mill Daternalism
Dartially exDlairs the result. During the strike
workers indicated that they found little fault with
Skinner and blamed Goetz alm.ost entirely for their
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problems. The vote also demonstrated Just how little
headway the labor movement had made among Holyoke
textile workers.
y^dditional reasons for the failure of working class
respectables to launch an independent labor party can
be found in the general tone of class relations. Given
the t)roducer ideoloery's aversion to class strugp-le and
Its flexible definition of class interest, class deve-
lODment was contingent on uDper class behavior to a
larger degree than might elsewhere have been the case.
On more than one occasion the Holyoke upper class averted
potential conflict by demonstrating a shrewd awareness
of class relations. We have already seen how it sought
to direct the developing political power of the Irish
into safe channels through its intervention in the I883
election.
It also remained circumspect in its social activi-
ties. In 1883, a grouD of the city's younger men of
wealth formed a club com.Drising Folyoke's "first fami-
lies." StylinpT itself the ;\rlin?rton Club, the group's
badpre of membership was "a small gold pin with the
monogram 'A.C.*" Over the next few years it sponsored
a series of lavish entertainments for its select mem-
bershlTD.28 jhe i^rinciml event of the I8R5 season
was a receDtlon at oity hall for Governor Robinson,
which the club hoDed would be a "representative
pratherinp, of the best T^eoDle in the state, political,
professional, mnufacturinpr. and mercantile." in the
days preceedin^r the recet^tion. area notables- badp-ered
club members for tickets and local newspaper coverage
was, to say the least, effusive. A few days after the
event, however, the Transcript had second thoughts and
asked just who were the "very best people" and what*
made them so? Although the rich "are positively, yes.
comparatively good." the editor continued, they did
suffer the temptations of speculation, deception
. and
display. Fe concluded that the "superlative excellence
in every city of the country can be found more often
among the middle class than in wealth or poverty. " The
unspoken, but even less subtle, response of the city's
Irish middle class politicians came in the form of a
rental fee for the use of city hall far in excess of
that charged less notable organizations. When club
president J.G. MacKintosh protested the bill's unfair-
ness and refused to pay. City Solicitor Terence B.
O'Donnell filed suit atrainst the club. In passages lade
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with sarcasm, he later explained bis action ir his
annual report:
-With malice toward none and charity
toward all.' it is obviously the duty of all officers
charp:ed with the collection of claims due the city to
at least try to collect them from all classes of sup-
T)osed debtors, and to try to collect them by suit if
necessary." The upshot of it all was that the club
paid the bill and the Holyoke upper class did not stage
another social event comparable to the Governor's re-
ception for another eleven years; and that was a charity
ball. The middle class thus not only functioned as a
cushion between the upper class and working: class, but
also reminded the local bourgeoisie when it was arettinff
out of line. ^9
A final factor inhibiting the formation of an in-
dependent labor Darty was the clo?^e ties between Catho-
lic workinf? class respectables and the immigrant middle
class. The two groups went to the same churches and
belonged to the same clubs. As children of the famine,
they shared similar backgrounds and experiences, and
together gave expression to this common heritage through
their support of Irish nationalism. V/here conflict
arose between them, a common acceptance of the producer
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ideology mitigated its intensity. During an 1R88
mason's strike, Maurice Lynch told his striking workers
that "if forced to it he was still able to do a good
day's work." When the strikers showed some skepticism,
he challenged any of them to a week-long competition
in which the loser would my the victor's wages. No
one acceDted Lynch 's challenge, nor did it end the
strike; but it did demonstrate the degree to which Dro-
ducerism provided working class respectables and the
middle class a common lancua<re.
By the late eighties, however, there were sijrns
that the bond was beginning to dissolve. Some workers
were sufficiently dissatisfied with middle class politi-
cal leadership to suggest the formation of an indepen-
dent labor party. The mere fact of building trades'
strikes pitting local construction workers against
im.migrant contractors revealed increasing tensions be-
tween the two groups. y\lso, a second generation immi-
grant middle class was eraeroring from the hicrh school
which spoke a new and unfamiliar lanffuatre. In an 18F.U
senior oration, Patrick Shea chose "the World Owes y.e a
livinp-" as his topic, and Proceeded to lash the "inso-
lent, shiftless, T?eoDle who take this for their motto
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and prey upon the community." John C. Sullivan followed
.
with a critique of the Jury system in which he declared
it "preposterous for men who can hardly write their own
name to he placed i. the T^osition to decide on questions
that require the best Judp^ment and intellect." Four
years later, J.-. Farley more fully articulated the
ideology of the "new" immip:rant middle class:
When one enters (the hip-h school) all dis-tinctions of birth, race, wealth, or dress,
5fL 5^"^ ^^"^ position in his classdepends solely upon his own intellect a^^d
energy, as his seat in school depends upon
his behavior. There is no aristocracy save
that of brain and deportment. ... I haveheard it stated that no boy or girl of my own
most honored and respected race could have a
fair chance in that school. ... It is abso-
lutely and absurdly false. 31
In Wary Doyle Curran's novel about Folyoke
, an
elderly Irishman wistfully recalled a time when the
city's Irish "were all the same" and lived peacefully
together in the lower wards. "You will never see those
days again," he lamented, "for they are rone.
. . and
it's the Fill that did it, the -ill with its Dot of trold
and Irishman fighting Irishman to p:et at it." ;\s the
decade of the eighties closed, that earlier time had not
yet entirely vanished, but it was quickly fading.
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CHAPTER VI
DEPRESSION DECADE
Despite the apDearance of tourlntr Social Gospelers
who denounced comDetition and warned of p^owinp- class
conflict durinp: the early nineties, local ministers
still consoled affluent parishioners with the belief
that their rectitude insured the continuance of a bene-
volent social order ruled by pious paternalists like
themselves. Second Congregational Church minister
Reverand E.A. Reed was one such divine. While Reed
cautioned ap:ainst conspicuous consumption, he reassuring-
ly added that "large sums were beinp- used for the good
of the needy and the feeling of brotherhood was growing
stronger every day." At the Second Eaptist Church.
Reverand Roothe told of a local manufacturer who always
tried to avoid workinjr his men on Sunday and prayed for
them whenever he did. As it turned out, the Social Gos-
pelers had a surer crrip on current realities. Indeed, a
few days after the Eoothe sermon, "REX" wrote that after
a careful canvass of the community the manufacturer of
whom Soothe spoke proved "difficult to locate and the
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majority have decided that he died some years ap:o."l
An 1891 molders- strike at the Folyoke Hydrant
and Iron Works offered perhaps the clearest expression
of raountincr class tensions within the city. Ei^^hteen
molders walked out in June, after the company had re-
fused to discharge non-union employees and recognize
the union's 1:8 apprentice ratio. The recently formed
Central Labor Union (CLU) immediately extended its
support by ordering a boycott of the firm's castings.
As the strike continued into August and the company
hired a force of strikebreakers, broad elements of the
working class community moved into the streets with the
strikers. Over 2,000 strikers and sympathizers conver-
ged on the company and verbally assaulted the reiDlace-
ments
,
s o me of whom found themselves "beinc: used as
footballs by the infuriated crowd." The policemen sent
to restore order performed their task without enthusiasm;
one reportedly stated that "I would not arrest a striker
if I saw him hit a scab." Even though few strikebreakers
later chose to brave the crowds, the company held out
and defeated the molders. Yet the unprecedented outpour-
ing of community support for a small group of skilled
workers indicated a growing class consciousness among
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Holyoke wage earners and their families. At that
year's labor day parade, ironinolders carried placards
reading. 'VHAT A TIUITOR IS TO HER COUNTRY A SCAB IS
TO lABOR" and invoking the ethic of the Knights of
Labor. "AN INJURY TO ONE IS THE CONCERN OF ALL."^
During the early nineties the building trades form-
ed the most militant element in the Holyoke workforce.
As the ground thawed out each sprin^r and construction
began, contractors and workers faced off against each
other in what by I89O had become an annual ritual. The
workers required a resoonse to their demands by Fay 1,
a carefully selected deadline that allowed them a few
months to accumulate savings in the event of a strike.
In late April each side declared its resolve to stand
firm and local newspapers carried the gloomy forecasts
of realtors who invariably predicted a poor building
season if the workers did not relent.
In I892 the carpenters sought ,^2.25 for a nine hour
day and a closed shop. One builder acceded to their de-
mands after a brief December strike, but the city's re-
maining contractors proved considerably less comDliant
that May, When Jam.es Fowles ' carpenters protested ap-ainst
workincr with non-unionists, he flew into a raete and Just
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narrowly escaped a beating after throwing their tools
into the street. Most contractors reacted more calmly
and formed a Building Association whose constitution
prohibited members from granting a closed shop. The
organization also obtained the assurances of local
businessmen that if a general strike ensued Its members
would not be held responsible for unmet contracts.
^
In response, the carpenters warned local business-
men that they should first consult their own Interests
before entering the dispute. Merchants, especially
declared ex-alderman Michael Manning, should assess the
respective numerical strength of the two sides and ask
whether they received more from a "score of Shylocks"
or the city's 2,000 trade unionists. It was no idle
threat. The CLU promptly extended its support to the
carpenters and a host of individual unions later express-
ed their solidarity: the painters refused to work on
buildings constructed by non-union carpenters; the mold-
ers soutrht the International's permission to refuse to
make castings for builders employincr non-union carpenters;
the bricklayers' union petitioned the International for
authority to decline to work beside non-union carpenters;
the printers levied a weekly assessment for the strikers'
support; and in late May the brlckmasons
, mason tenders,
and plumbers threatened a walkout if the strike was not
soon settled. Such expressions of solidarity probably
encouraged a compromise settlement reached a month later
in which the builders acceded to the carpenters' wage
and hour demands, but held firm against a closed shop>
During the early nineties wage and hour disputes
also idled textile machinery at the Farr ;\lpaca Company.
Lyman Mills, and Merrick Thread Company. Threatened
strikes were narrowly averted at the Skinner Silk Mill
and Fadley Thread Company. But with the exception of
the mule spinners, textile operatives remained unorgan-
ized. Textile manufacturers had greater resources at
their command than the small concerns faced by building
craftsmen and easily fended off work stoppages with
modest concessions,^
At the city's paper mills, machine tenders and
beater engineers continued to press for shorter hours
and durinp: the summer of 1893 began to achieve some suc-
cess. By August, twenty three of the city's twenty six
paper mills had eliminated Sunday night work to appease
the tour workers; and in succeedincr months the three
holdouts also fell into line. Beyond the tour workers;
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however, there were few signs of activity among paper
workers during the early nineties.^
Despite the dearth of orjmnization in textiles
and paper, this was still an expansive period for Holy-
oke trade unionism. The CLU, formed in I89I, coordinated
local union activity. It comprised three deleprates from
each union with at least ten members and by the sprint of
1892 represented I6OO workers from seventeen unions.
Although the Republican characterized its leaders as
"conservative men. who believe that arbitration is the
best way to secure the benefits for which the laboring
men are asking," there were indications that some of the
rank and file viewed the world differently. One faction,
the Transcrl£t observed, considered CLU president John F.
Sheehan too conservative and preferred "someone who will
throw the labor classes into conflict with the corpora-
tions." When "STRIKER" implied that Sheehan had betrayed
the molders durincr the Holyoke Hydrant and Iron Works dis-
pute, ex-alderman Manning called him a "cowardly cur,"
who only attacked Sheehan because he was a Republican.
But the differences within the CLU appear to have run
deeper than Manning's remark suggests,"^
A closer look at the carpenters* strike sheds further
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light on the split. There were no breaks in the
strikers' ranks throughout the dispute, but different
attitudes towards class relations lurked beneath the
facade of solidarity. At the strike's outset one union
Official disclaimed any desire "to injure any contractor
for they realize how necessary capital is to labor" and
union organizer Shields applauded the formation of the
Building Association. There should be a "mutual under-
standing" between builders and carpenters. Shields de-
clared: "The master builders should organize for their
protection, not to attempt to put down labor unions but
for the protection of contracts."^
Not all the striking carpenters subscribed to this
view. A letter to the Transcript from "NOT A MEMBER 0?
ANY UNION" decrying the closed shop because it deprived
workers of their freedom brought this response from one
striker
:
We know we are not getting all the profit
there is in the business, but you wait until
we get every carpenter into the union, and see
if we don't, or make the contractor sick.
. . .
We should also like to know by what particular
right or priveletre the contractor presumes to
buy lumber that is not chopped by union choppers
,
drawn by union teamsters, sawed by union sawyers,
planed by union planers , and approved by our
walking delegate whom we pay to do nothinsr but
go around and find out what they can about the
contractor's business and report to us so we can
regulate the thinsrs. We would like to know what
right Ranger (a local contractor) or any
other man ha^ to raise the price of planing
without giving us the extra he charges. We
should like to know what right your corres-pondent had to claim American freedom unless
ne belongs to our union anyways.
In addition to the writers ringing defense of trade
unionism, his emphasis on a labor theory of value is
also worth noting: where union leaders wished to form-
alize existing patterns of class relations under the
safe rubric of business unionism, this striker express-
ed sentiments that struck at the very existence of the
profit system. It was, to be sure, a minority view,
but it indicated that the Socialist Labor Party (SLP)
maintained a more than normal presence in the local
labor movement and had woven a few Marxist threads into
the fabric of Kolyoke trade unionism.^
Whatever their approach to class relations, CLU
leaders did not hesitate to employ political leverage
to advance labor's cause. When in I891 Daniel O'Connell
replaced twenty three French-Canadian laborers with low-
er paid Italian helD, the CLU voted to withhold suDport
from any party nominating C'Connell for office that fall
O'Connell did not seek reelection to his ward five coun-
cil seat, but his son did. Accordingly, the CLU threat-
ened to oppose the entire Democratic ticket, which
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frightened enough party members Into defeating?
O'Connell at the nominatinp- caucus. This was by no
means the extent of CLU iDolitical intervention. During
the molders* strike, it induced the water commissioners
to delay ordering new hydrants from the Holyoke Hydrant
and Iron Works. When the Street Railway Company refused
to grant its laborers a closed shop and pay a "fair rate
of wages." the CLU instructed its delegates to contact
their aldermen and urge them to oppose any extension of
the company's privileges. Frank Rivers lost a sewer
contract when alderman Jeremiah Callanan accused him
of underpaying his workers. y\lthough an attempt to pre-
vent an anti-union contractor from receiving the bid on
two school-houses failed, this did not diminish the CLU's
accomplishments. ;\s the Transcript observed, such "agc--
ressive action" attracted workers and was one of the main
reasons for the organization's growth during the early
nineties , "'"^
y^nother spur to organization was the annual late
summer observance of labor day after 1890, The day began
with a parade that by 1892 counted more than 1,500 work-
ers in its line of march, followed by field events and
baseball games, and concluded vrith a picnic, at which the
20k
cultural divisions separating Holyoke workers mom-
entarily dissolved in a sea of beer and whiskey, when
police raided the I89I celebration, some later suggest-
ed that it cost Mayor Griffin his bid for reelection.
y\fter 1890 even local entrepreneurs did their part to
make the day a success. At the CLU*s urging, merchants
decorated their stores in I89I and by the following
year most mills shut down for the occasion, allowing
textile and paper operatives to enjoy the day's festivi-
ties. For the 1893 celebration, the CLU issued an eisrht
page procrram filled with advertisements of local merch-
ants and the Transcript announced that it would not pub-
lish that day.-^-*-
Yet, petty entrepreneur support of labor day was a
deceptive mirror or relations between Kolyoke workers
and the middle class during the early nineties. In
addition to the mounting conflict between contractors
and building tradesmen, the increasing use of boycotts
forced small businessmen to reconsider where their inter-
ests lay. A few sided with labor. During the carpenters'
dis-Dute some Irish and French-Canadian merchants contri-
buted to the strike fund. Others vacillated and main-
tained a prudent silence. But whichever side one chose
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the fact that they had to choose at all was a reflec-
tion Of the transformation of relations between labor
and the petty bourgeoisie . ^2
Strained relations between workers and the middle
class also cast a pall over once unquestioned social
verities. When the CLU voted in March. 1892, to extend
its boycott of the Holyoke Hydrant and Iron Works.
"TRUTH" condemned the union as a "secret tribunal" and
defended the company's owner. C.S. Torrance, as "one of
our most intelligent and industrious citizens, who.
like all of our manufacturers, with hardly one excep-
tion, was a few years ago an employee himself." But
the 1890s were not the 1870s and "TRUTH" 's recourse to
the dominant ethic only revealed its increas insrly vacu-
ous and anachronistic character. As P.J. McGuire told
a group of strikinsr carpenters a few months later, the
"day for individual effort" had passed: "Now is the
age of co-operation.""^^
Boycotts did much to foster the spirit of coopera-
tion among workers. In addition to its embargo of the
Holyoke Hydrant and Iron Works' castings, the CLU placed
a local subsidiary of Forbes and Wallace on the unfair
list when the parent concern employed non-union painters
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on a new buildinpr at Sprlnp^fleld. It threatened simi-
lar action ac-ainst any store which did not accede to
the Friday night closing demand of the clerks' union.
At the same time it instructed its members to confine
their purchases to union-made goods. During the early
nineties cigarmakers inspected saloons to insure they
stocked union-made cigars only. United Garment Workers
officials checked the clothes in local stores for the
union label, and the CLU enforced a national boycott
of Ehret's beer. As Norman Ware argued more than a
half-century ago, prior to the consumer revolution of
the 1920s there were a wide range of identifiably
working class commodities. Boycotts thus fused consumer
consciousness to class consciousness, reinforcing and
developing the latter in the process, and gave express-
ion to the molders * labor day placard: "AN INJURY TO
ONE IS THE CONCERN OF ALL." Boycotts lifted the phrase
above the platitudinous and infused it with real mean-
,
Iking.
In sum, Holyoke workers in 1S93 vrere more organized
and more cohesive than ever under the aegis of the
Central Labor Union. The previous decade's producerism
was giving way to a militant trade unionism and even the
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majority faction within the CLU. which sought a com-
promise with capital, did not hesitate to take its case
into the streets when its demands were resisted. CLU
sponsored boycotts, labor day celebrations, and massive
strike demonstrations touched the lives of all working
people. Catholic spokesmen also noticed the difference.
Although The_Messenger still counseled patience and
warned that strikes "should not be undertaken lightly,"
it conceded that "Until the masters mend their ways it
seems cruelty itself to argue against the stand taken
by men who cry out for more bread to eat or more time
to rest from the chains of toil." "Strikes are a very
dangerous evil," declared another editorial .which con-
cluded with the admonition, "but when you do strike -
win." They did not know it then, but Holyoke workers
would celebrate few victories during the next five years
as the city entered the worst depression of the nine-
teenth century. ^5
At Holyoke a jzreneral tightening of credit marked
the onset of hard times. Havincr failed to market an
issue of municipal bonds. City Treasurer Pierre Bonvou'
loir observed in early y\uprust that "It is not now so
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m^ch a question of paying a high rate of interest,
but of getting money at any rate." That same week
the city's savings banks, fearing a panic, invoked
a by-law which required deiDositors to give notice of
withdrawals; a meeting of prrocers considered demanding
cash for all purchases. it soon became anparent that
the economy faced more than a liquidity crunch.
"Every day one learns something new about the
closing of mills and very little about any of them
starting up again," the Republican reported in mid-
August. During the month local paper mills curtailed
production by more than half. Those making fine writ-
ing paper were especially hard hit, as business reduced
clerical departments and shifted to cheaper lines of
stationery. The response of the American Paper Makers*
Association gave little assurance of an upturn: in
September it announced an indefinite postponement of
its next convention when it became clear that few mem-
bers could or would attend the fall gathering. If capi-
tal was demoralized, labor was destitute. For most
workers, half-production meant smaller paychecks; for
those employed at mills which returned to full output
during the winter, prosperity was a cruel hoax. Their
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employers sharply cut wages. m January the Nonotuck
Paper Company offered its employees a choice between
half-time or five days pay for six days labor: the
hard-pressed workers accepted the latter option. ^7
The city's textile manufacturers wasted even less
time lip^htening pay envelopes. Early ;\ugust found
Lyman Mills agent Ernest Levering hard at work on a
plan to slash wages without precipitating a strike. If
the company closed down for two to four weeks and post-
ed notices "to the effect that work would be resumed at
a lot reduction," he suprjrested in a letter to treasurer
Theophilus Parsons, "I think this reduction would come
more easily,
. . . giving the help a chance to size up
the situation." Lovering also thought it best to wait
for Lawrence and Fall River to act first, "as then, we
should not be considered as promoters." The Hadley
and Merrick Thread Mills, he added, seemed willing to
cooperate. A month later Lovering proudly reported
that the workers had accepted the pay cut with "no com-
plaint," and in mid-September the Hadley Mills announced
a similar cut after an extended shutdown, observincr that
wapre decreases in eastern textile centers had "enabled
those corporations to underbid the Hadley ComDany.
"
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Other mills followed In subsequent months, i^fter a
two-week Shutdown in October the Farr Mpaca Company
resumed operation on a four day schedule and with a
ten per cent reduction in wages. ^8
Before it ended the depression would exact a
staggering toll in human misery. The costs be^an
mounting early. Increasing: deprivation soon overwhelm-
ed the resources of the municipal relief department
and in October local Protestant churches organized a
relief association, comprising the pastor and two dele-
gates from each church. Conjoining organizational rigor
and cold calculation to Christian compassion, the group
established an executive committee, divided the city
into districts, and appointed district visitors to weed
out "professional paupers" as they determined the "worthi
ness" of relief applicants. In January a group of Catho-
lic women met at former mayor Sullivan's home to plan a
fundraising fair for the St. vi-ncent DeFaul Society. The
following month they formalized their activities by
establishing the Catholic Aid y\ssociation,^9
;\s the depression deepened during the winter months
not everyone became discouraged. At a Union Thanksgiving
service, Presbyterian minister G,A. Wilson admitted that
"It may appear inconsistent that people
.rather to thank
God for benefits, when all around are sufferings and
wants." but added that "God has provided enou^rh." Less
intemperance and fewer strikes, explained Wilson, would
reduce waste, further human brotherhood, and lead the
way to better times. In his annual address Mayor Farr
assured Holyokers that the city had experienced less
distress "than has been the case in almos t any ntw
city of like size and character." Yet in December the
Transcript felt compelled to issue a plea for frreater
charity, because of reports it had received of the "most
iDitiful T3overty." The following; spring a passerby
found the body of an infant in the second level canal.
"The lunpis showed that the child had breathed," rei^orted
the Republican, and it "was either suffocated and thrown
into the canal, or was wrapped up while alive and drown-
ed." Depression engendered destitution was by no means
the only explanation for the tragedy: it might have
been the act of a young woman destroying an illegitimate
child. But after the awful depression winter of 1893 no
one could be sure - despite the assurances of Kayor Farr
and the Reverand Wilson that all was well.^^
As 189^ progressed there were few signs of imDrove-
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ment. In February, Holyoke paper workers suffered
the first general wage reduction in a decade. With
the exception of a brief strike at the Dickinson Paper
Company following an especially deep cut. workers
grudgingly accepted the decrease. y\mong the owners,
the y\ugust meeting of the ;\merican Paper Makers' y\sso-
ciation lacked bodies, ideas, and enthusiasm.
In textiles, only the German operatives at the
Germania Woolen Kills mounted serious resistance. The
Germ.ania slashed wasres twenty per cent after a three
week shutdown in February? it was the second cut in
two months. Ey SeDtember the mill had returned to full
production and the workers believed a restoration was
in order. When the company refused, nearly 200 opera-
tives walked out. The owners then offered to restore
half of the February decrease in return for a ten per
cent increase at the company's tenements. The workers
initially refused, but, with another harsh winter app-
roaching, came to terms three weeks later. Eeyond the
Germans, only the more skilled operatives defended them-
selves; some even demanded improved waces
. The mule
SDinners at the Lyman Fills, for example, sought a ten
per cent increase. Aprent Loverincr remarked that the
spinners treasury was still "well supplied with
funds," but feared other departments would insist on
a comparable raise if he acceded. Moreover, he an-
ticipated that New Bedford and Fall River would soon
slash wap:es and thus decided to reject the demand. A
short while later he could report that all was "quiet"
amonp: the mule spinners: "The men I wanted to ^et rid
of are gone, and will not get a chance to come back. "22
A strike in May by the printers at the Transcript
,
protesting the discharge of three union leaders, de-
monstrated the continuing vitality of Holyoke trade
unionism in the early years of the depression. Within
days the loftmen, painters, and plumbers asked members
to discontinue patronizing Transcript advertisers and
the CLU unanimously voted to support the printers. The
strike soon affected the entire community as some petty
entrepreneurs and local millowners lined up behind pub-
lisher W.G. Dwight. One "prominent paper manufacturer"
offered to buy ten copies of the Transcript daily and
threatened to withdraw his patronage "from any of the
local merchants, who, under the pressure, take their
advertisements from the paper." When the strike contin-
ued into September the city council approved an ordinance
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requiring that all city printing be done in union
Shops and amid charges of "class legislation" overrode
Mayor Whitcomb's veto of the order, 23
This was not the only occasion on which Democratic
city councillors intervened on labor's behalf during
the year. In January they overrode Mayor Whitcomb's
veto of an order maintaining municipal laborers' wages
at ^2 per day, despite Whitcomb's insistence that
"Holyoke should (not) pay more than the market price
for any commodity, labor included." Also, a March order
required the city to employ union carpenters and in June
a demonstration by the laborers' protective union demand-
. ing increased expenditures for public works prompted a
<i|20,000 appropriation by the council.
i\lthough united on labor measures
, local Democrats
remained divided along cultural lines, Patrick W. Shea
joined Jeremiah Callanan as the principal spokesman of
Catholic respectables during the early nineties. Born
at Dingle, Ireland, in 1865, Shea was a one-time textile
operative, who trained as a pipe fitter and later opened
a shoe store. Posine: as the "democratic labor nominee"
and a steadfast opponent of the liquor interest. Shea
first secured an aldermanic seat in 1891 by defeatincr
T.J. Dillon, a ward four liquor dealer, in a raucous
s
and slanderous contest that left neither candidate'
reputation untainted. During the campaign, a state-
ment by "WARD FOUR WORKMi\N" criticizing the liquor
dealers who currently sat on the city council expressed
the sentiments of Shea's supporters:
Do they think we working men are going tobe led astray in two ways, just to drink
their stuff and not have them legislate for
us? I hope the laboring men of ward four
will rise in arms and say it is about time
that the monoiDolists and. liquor dealers of
ward four shall not dictate to them by elect-
inc: as the standard bearers P.w. O'Shea for
alderman, Thomas J. Sears, Michael J. Casev,
and Prank Blanchette as their councilmen.25
The party's saloon faction was headed by Michael
Connors, a ward three cigar manufacturer known to friend
and foe alike as "Mikeleen. " During the mid-eighties
he had unsuccessfully run for alderman as a candidate
of the Trades and Labor y\ssem.bly. ;\fter a brief sojourn
to California, where he participated in Dennis Kearney's
anti-Chinese movement. Connors returned to Holyoke and
secured the ward three aldermanic seat. He was the
consummate ward politician. Generous to a fault - even
when it meant digcring into his own pocket - Connors could,
it was said, "sell cigars where no one else could give
them away." within ward three his ties to the saloon
interest did not impair his standing with the German
community and he was just as comfortable addressing a
Socialist Labor Party gathering on the need for
shorter hours as he was on the street, where he mobili-
zed a neighborhood youth gang as the "Connors Guards . "^^
Connors relations with working class respectables
were often less amicable. y\ppearing before a group of
French-Canadians during the 189^^ mayoral contest, which
pitted James J. Curran, a Connors' henchman, against
Henry A, Chase, Mikeleen charp:ed the Republicans with
buyinp: votes. But rather than decry the practice, he
alienated respectables in the crowd by urp-ing them to
accept the bribes. y\s one of his auditors remarked:
Fe came rio-ht up and told us to sell our
votes to them and take the money and not
vote for them afterwards, but to keep the
money. We could have it to buy beer or to
•rush the growler.' Now does rakeleen
Connors think that we are a lot of bums.
. . .
We are democrats and we believe in
the (liquor) license commission, as it is,
and would not have Mikeleen run it, and we
were waiting to see if Mr. Curran was in
favor of it. As he is not, we knoi^r who is
the right man for mayor, and that is Mr.
Chase
•
Curran subsequently lost the election largely because,
as the Republican observed, "the old s^lit in democratic
ranks is still there. "2?
Cultural issues bulked lar^e in city-wide elec
tions because Democratic mayoral candidates generally
avoided direct class appeals in order to broaden their
base of support.
.In ward-based city council contests,
on the other hand. Republicans could not defeat nomi-
nees pledged to support labor, despite the bitterness
which marked some Democratic caucuses. By 189^^. the
political power exercised by labor spokesmen from the
lower wards had engendered a sharp reaction among the
established classes. "In the past year." declared the
Transcript, "the union labor men have dominated city
politics and domineered over the city fathers." But
that fall the election of state senator Marcienne Whit-
comb, who as mayor had consistently vetoed the "class
legislation" of the "Labor Lords," led the Transcript
to rejoice that the "Union Labor nightmare" was at an
end. Whitcomb did not disappoint his well-wishers. As
a first step toward reuniting political authority with
economic power, he introduced a bill that would empower
the governor to appoint a police commission for the city
and included a provision that would allow local authori-
ties to appoint an indefinite number of special police-
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men upon "apprehension of riot, tumult, mob, in-
surrection, etc."^^
Whitcomb and his local partisans justified the
measure as a necessary antidote to police complicity
in the liquor traffic and departmental involvement in
local politics. Under the current "rum controlled
regime," Whitcomb argued, patrolmen ignored liquor
ordinances and police tenure often depended more on
how many votes an officer controlled than how he per-
formed his duties. Unmentioned, but no less important
reasons for restraining police activity included the
department's conspicuously lax oversight of picket
line activity, which had outrapred the Transcript durinc:
the printers' strike as it had other employers during
previous disputes. Some patrolmen also evinced a flac:-
rant lack of deference toward their social betters.
Agent Ernest Levering of the Lyman Mills had his skull
creased by a police billy the following winter for dis-
obeying an officer's orders and the Transcript complain-
ed that other patrolmen lacked a due "regard for superior
power." y\ll this had contributed to a local resurgance
of nativism, as a chapter of the anti-Catholic, anti-
im.micrrant 7\merican Protective y\ssociation briefly flour-
ished during the mld-nlnetles
. Not all the bill's
supporters belonged to the APA
, but its obvious appeal
to the organization may explain why a position urging
its passage contained no Catholic signatures, even
though French-Canadians had more reason than anyone
to resent the sometimes overbearing behavior of a large-
ly Irish police force. ^9
Not all of Holyoke's upper class supported the
police commission bill. Governor Greenhalp-e vetoed
the measure primarily because its opponents included
William Whitincr and William Skinner, the city's two
wealthiest millowners. Whiting's stated reason for op-
posing the bill was that it would defame the city of
Holyoke, while Skinner, an old Democrat, objected to
state intervention in local affairs. These explanations
may not fully encompass the reasons why V/hiting and
Skinner chose to break with their class on the measure,
but they do possess the rintr of truth. As a former Con-
gressman, Whitinsr seemed to feel that his name was in
some way synonymous with that of the city and that any
slight to Holyoke's reputation diminished his own; and
no one ever questioned Skinner's attachment to the prin-
3 0
ciple of local autonomy.-^
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At that year's municipal elections the split
among the established classes caused by the Whitcomb
bill coupled with the divisive affect of A?A activity
allowed the Connors' machine to place James J. Curran
in the mayor's chair. Divisions within the city's
monied classes proved short-lived, however, and the
following SDrinp: they formed a cohesive phalanx in an
effort to obtain a new city charter that would strip
ward-based labor spokesmen of their political power.
This time William Whiting, who always appreciated the
difference between half-way measures and innovations
that involved a real transfer of power, stood among
the movement's leaders, declaring that "local government
ought to be run on the same plan as a mill, by a Board
of Directors presided over by a President." The re-
formers chose an opportune time to act. The nearly
moribund CLU prevented local unions from p-ivino- the
charter the deliberate and organized consideration such
a measure deserved and otherwise would have received.
This was all the more unfortunate in that by depict inp:
the new charter as a reform measure designed to clean
up city politics its supporters disarmed potential oppo-
sition among respectables. As it turned out, ward poll-
ticians mustered support from the protective laborers'
union alone and failed to prevent the charter'
31
ap-e , -^-^
s pas s -
Ihe new charter provided for a uni-cameral city
council with twenty one aldermen, fourteen of whom
would be elected by the city at lar^e
. It also augment-
ed the mayor's appointive authority in an effort to
curtail machine oatronap-e
, especially its control of
the board of license commissioners. ir its first year
of operation the charter worked better than its most
sancruine promoters could have hoped. The new board of
aldermen contained eleven Republicans, ten of whom
occupied at large seats, and a Republican won the
mayoral contest. In 1897, Michael Connoers secured the
mayor's seat by donning the robes of respectability ^nd
runnintr as a "reform" candidate, but the era of Demo-
cratic control had ended. The immediate future belon;red
to Republican "reformers . "^^
The Socialist Labor Party was the only workinc:
class ortranization to rrosper durinp- the depression years.
Limited lare-ely to Germ.ans
, its base of operations was
the Turnverein ^^orwaerts
, which after seceding from the
middle class dominated Turnverein in 1890 became the focal
point Of a well rounded socialist culture within ward
three. In addition to fieldin. one of the best ™s.
tic teams in the region. Holyoke's socialist Turner,
also distributed Door relief, sta.ed socialist Christ-
mas Dlays, and helri periodic balls as they sought to
best their middle class rivals socially as well as
ideologically. At times their influence within the
German community assumed hegemonic proportions. When
Lutheran pastor i\up^ust Bruhn announced plans to esta-
blish a parochial school, he quickly retreated after
the Turners objected that the project would undermine
the public school system and the "republican form of
trovernme nt " which it buttressed
.
In 1P93» the SLP formed an Encrlish-s peaking section
in an attempt to broaden its base. ;\t the same time it
stepped up its activities within the local labor move-
ment. In lf^9^ the CLU formed a political club at SLP
ursrinc: and that October voted by a narrow m.argin to
endorse plank ten of the AFL political proc-ramme which
called for "the collective ownership by the peorle of
all means of production and distribution." ihe follow-
Inpr year John H. Connors, Mikeleen's younger brother,
not only won election to the city council on the SLP
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ticket, but became president of the CLU. At that
September's labor day festivities, party leader Koritz
Ruther was one of the principal speakers. But the I895
parade had only one-third as many marchers as those of
previous years and the following September there was no
parade at all. By I896 hard times had reduced the
Holyoke labor movement to a shadow of its former self.-^
;\fter showing- si^rns of resur^^ence throu^rhout much
of 1895, the economy went belly up the followinp: sr^rinsr.
Numerous mills reduced hours or shut down for weeks at
a time; some closed their doors as bankruptcies mounted.
The most notable local failure, the y\lbion Pa^er Company,
elicited a mixed reaction from the Holyoke business
community. Local entrepreneurs, who empathized with one
another in the crunch, still shed no tears for the com-
pany's owner, E.G. Taft , who had expended his wealth in
the most extravacrant manner. For the local upper class,
this violation of their more staid sumptuary norms was
bad class relations as well as bad busiress. Thus, while
it offered no cause for cheer, the 7\lbion failure did
Drovide local manufacturers p-rim reassurance of their own
rectitude. Millowners also parleyed hard times into
political advantage. In the I896 elections, normally
Democratic Holyoke went overwhelming for McKinley in
part because manufacturers told workers that a vote for
Bryan vras a vote for unemployment.^^
For most workers continued hard times meant un-
mitigated misery. Many «rladly acceDted part-time work
at the almshouse farm and at year's end the Overseers
Of the Poor reported that aid aoplications exceeded
those of any previous year in the city's history:
Many strong and able-bodied men and women,
able and willing to work for the first time
applied for aid, forced to do so because oftheir inability to procure emDloyment to
support themselves and families.
Children could be found doing their part to aid ailing
families in the city's back alleys, rummaging through
garbage boxes and trash bins, hunting for potato parings
and rags. Some workers took to the road, hopine- that
better times awaited them elsewhere. Where some Polish
and German textile operatives returned to EuroDe , the
police docket records a marked increase in the number
of "tramps," many of whom were ordinarily secure "arti-
sans or m.echanics." A few prave up altosrether. Kate
Sullivan left her house one j'^uprust morning presumably
to attend mass at St. Jerome's. She never reached the
Church and later that day a oasserby found her body
in the river. No one knew for sure whether she had
committed suicide or drowned while bathing; relatives
remarked that she had been deeply despondent since
losing her Job at the Farr i^lpaca Company some months
earlier.
During the first half of 1897 most mills still
ran part-time with intermittent shutdowns. By Septem-
ber, though, a few textile mills had returned to full
production and William Whitinp- observed that a ;.row-
in^ demand for better grades of paper foreshadowed the
arrival of "better times." "People who have been using
cheap paper buy better as times improve and they can
afford it." Yet as the year closed prosperity still
eluded many workers. In its annual report the Overseers
of the Poor stated that relief applications reached an
alltime high and wearily concluded that the "causes which
have made it necessary for so many able-bodied men and
women to apply for assistance are well known to all, and
need not be explained by us . "-^"^
The crisis did finally abate, though few workers
would soon fortret it. Nor would they forget the vic:or-
ous labor movement, which for them was one of the de-
pression's more conspicuous casualties. And as they
bep^an once a;,ain to work re«:ularly they also recalled
the many concessions forced upon 'them during, the
previous few years. The thoughts and ideas engendered
by these recollections would inform their actions du-
rinc: the immediate Dost-depress ion period.
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C B A P T S R VII
DEFEAT ON TWO PROMTS:
POLITICy\L Am INDUSTRIAL STRUGGLE. I898-I905
Herbert Parr had furnished one of the success
stories which buttressed the individualistic ethos of
the Holyoke upper class. He began his career in tex-
tiles as a managerial apprentice, and then opened a
small mill at Hespeler. Ontario, before moving to Holy-
oke in 18?/^ where he formed what soon became one of the
nation's leading alpaca firms. By the century's end.
though, the intensely competitive system in which he
had long thrived claimed him as yet another of its
victims
-
in a dramatic way. Early one morning in Nov-
ember. 1900. Parr loaded a revolver which he kept at
home, walked quietly to the bathroom. Dressed the gun
to the side of his head, and took his life. In many
ways Herbert Parr was a belated casualty of the depress-
ion. Five years earlier the strain of conducting a
large corporation during a period of economic crisis had
caused a nervous breakdown from which he had never fully
recovered. Continued ill health, a walkout by 400
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weavers, the previous year, and the recent suicide of
a long-time friend had left him depressed and despond-
ent. Although few other manufacturers chose Herbert
Farr's manner of bidding farewell to nineteenth cen-
tury lalssez-falre capitalism, most recognized the
dawning of a new era.-'"
In the closing years of the century a flood of
mergers transformed the nation's economy, eliminating
or absorbing countless smaller firms and replacing
them with huge, multi-unit corporate entitles. At
Holyoke, the Deane Steam Pump Company became part of
the International Steam Pump Company, the Hadley and
Merrick Thread Companies entered the American Thread
Company, and the Holyoke Envelope Company Joined a
combine. The most striking Indication that a new era
had arrived came when sixteen paper manufacturers sold
out to the American Writing Paper Company.^
After a brief post-depression boom in the paper
Industry, plant expansion and the entry of new companies
quickly led to overproduction and left many producers
selling under cost. By the fall of 1898 more local
manufacturers looked to the trust promoter for salva-
tion, but they drove hard bargains. Voicing a capital-
istic version of the labor theory of value derived
from the passing era's dominant ethic, they demanded
exorbitant sums for their property. As one millowner
remarked of an offer made to him;
know just what your plant is
wST!?'
instead of giving you $600,000
j tL t l ^orth.' Perhaps that is soI know what my plant is worth, and I don'tneed any banker to tell me. I know also thatI have spent Just ^^300, 000 in that plant, butIS a man to receive no compensation for thework and energy of a lifetime?
. . . i shouldreceive some compensation for this labor be-yond the actual money spent, and you cannotblame me if I demand two dollars for every
?nn £J°° promoters who hope to make 50 or100 thousand dollars from the thing. TheYankee paper-maker is the shrewdest human beinc-
on earth and he will stick up for his rights
when it comes to a deal like this.
The result was overcapitalization, one of several
reasons why the trust never met the expectations of
its devotees.^
Another was the trust's failure to integrate back-
wards and control raw materials, which reduced its edge
over smaller competitors. This problem was exacerbated
by the promoters* unsuccessful attempt to buy some of
the local mills. The refusal of William Whiting. Holy-
oke's largest paper manufacturer, to enter the combine
particularly alarmed smaller producers whose tenuous
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market position gave them less choice in the matter.
When the promoters declined to meet his S6. 000. 000
asking price. Whiting simply observed that his firm
was making money at current market prices and that the
trust's activities could only improve his prospects:
The combine, in order to yield any kind ofdividend, will have to raise the price o?paper. If we make a corresponding increase itis clear that it will be so much lain for us!If we keep our prices where they are, it stand«?to reason that our trade will increase.
Others resisted the blandishments of trust promoters
on ideological and personal grounds. James Ramage
registered his aversion to the new era by declaring
competition one of the "laws of the universe," essen-
tial to progress, "continued happiness, and indeed the
very existence of the human race;** and William Skinner,
who at age seventy could still be found working in
shirtsleeves on the shop floor of his mill, bluntly
told the organizers of a silk combine. "Gentlemen. I
don't want my sons to grow up to be loafers." Until
his death in 1894 Timorthy Merrick refused even to enter
into pricing agreements with other thread producers.
His heirs felt differently, however, and like the major-
ity of local manufacturers sold out.^
Although some were skeptical from the outset, in
1899 the difficulties of the American Writing Paper
Company still lay in the future and most local manu-
facturers believed its formation marked the inception
Of prosperity. Their belief that trusts could fully
exploit export markets fortified this sanguine atti-
tude. As one millowner explained. "What we want to do
is to get rid of our big surplus." which would reduce
competition and maintain prices in domestic markets.
But the "only solution" to current overproduction, he
argued, was foreign trade, and because "no one manu-
factory can afford to send its paper abroad and put it
on the market in competition with the home product,"
some form of industrial combination was absolutely
necessary. "Those who are crying against the trust
are the ones who will be benefited the most," he con-
cluded, "for consolidation means more business and more
business means steady employment and good wages . "^
Such reassurances did not convince the middle
class that the promised prosperity would be shared
equally by all. Local merchants and petty entrepreneurs
who formed the Holyoke Businessmen's Association entered
the new era with considerable trepidation. Created in
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1897 on the premise that "In Unity There Is Strength."
the organization functioned as a bastion of boosterism
concerned primarily with expanding local trade. It
soon became apparent that the ;\merican Writing Paper
Company had divergent interests. Because it purchased
most of its supplies from outside distributors and
employed comparatively fewer hands than the independent
mills, the trust's activities retarded local exchange.
Nor did the company's announcement that rather than
break prices it would "shut down in the case of a jrlut
Of the paper market" do anything to ease apprehensions.^
The merger movement was not the only post
-de press ion
phenomenon to affect Holyoke
. The period from 1899 to
1903 also saw an unprecedented number of strikes. As
the economy gradually revived, workers began to repair
moribund unions and demand the restoration of wage cuts
and other concessions made during the depression. Holy-
oke wage earners recovered slowly from hard times. As
late as July, I898, the Republican observed that relief
applications were still abnormally high and the follow-
ing month an American Federation of Labor (AFL) conven-
tion at Springfield reported that Holyoke trade union-
ism was in a "demoralized condition." That same month.
though, a small band of weavers at the Connor Brothers
Woolen Mill walked out In protest against the seventy
to eighty hour work week they had to endure. The
strike proved unsuccessful, but the following spring
and summer other textile operatives obtained greater
success P
In May. UOO weavers walked out at the Parr Alpaca
Company, demanding a ten per cent wage Increase and
abolition of the fines system for poor cloth. Because
business had Just returned to pre
-de press Ion levels.
Farr wished to avoid an extended struggle. The strikers,
most of whom were French-Canadian women, quickly accept-
ed his offer to revise the fines system and increase
wages by five per cent, but not before they had formed
a union. Within a few weeks Polish and French-Canadian
weavers at the Lyman Mills also established separate
unions and Joined operatives from other departments in
seeking to restore the I896 wage schedule. The strike
began on June 8 when the yard laborers laid down their
tools: a week later the doffer boys and ring spinners
deserted their respective frames. Anticipating a gen-
eral walkout, and with an excess of cloth on hand, the
company locked out the remaining workers before they
2k0
too left of their own accord. The mills remained
closed until early July, at which time all but the
doffers and ring spinners returned to work, when they
sought help from the CLU, it declared that they belong,
ed to no union and resolved to sit on its hands. The
strike was effectively at an end.^
Company agent Ernest Lovering attributed the strike
to "outside agitators." but assured his superiors that
their efforts had proved fruitless
:
The most active strikers did not apply for
work July 5th. Their places are now filled.There is no union of Lyman employees. H.S.
Mills has recently left Holyoke
, probably
to try similar tactics in another town.
. . .Have your Association (the Arkwright Club)look out for him.
That December, however, the doffer boys again walked
out, demanding a fifteen per cent wage increase. In
all likelihood they were dispatched by the mule spinners
for whom they worked or parents holding higher posi-
tions in the mill, and their departure warned of wider
grievances. This time the workers chose to act during
a period of heavy demand and the company promptly came
to terms by granting a general wage increase ranging
from five to ten per cent. It was also apparent that
the "outside agitators" whom Lovering believed he had
vanquished in July were more persistant than he had
imagined. By June, Holyoke boasted six textile unions
with more than 1,000 members, the majority of whom
were women. But textile unionism was not destined to
prosper locally. Ar^ examination of the last major
textile strike of the period discloses some of the
reasons for its decline.^
The dispute involved the mule spinners at the
Lyman Mills. In April. 1902. a committee representing
the spinners and their helpers demanded a ten per cent
wage increase to match that recently obtained by New
Bedford spinners. Agent Lovering first attempted to
put them off by arguing that the work performed by the
mule spinners at the Lyman Company and thus their
scale of remuneration bore a closer relation to mills
in Lawrence, Lowell, and Manchester than those in New
Bedford. The argument was to no avail and when the
spinners threatened to walk out if the company did not
accede, treasurer Parsons informed Lovering that busi-
ness was so poor that a shutdown would be to the mill's
advantage. Accordingly, on May 5 the mills closed,
locking out 1.400 workers. Still hoping to placate
the spinners. Lovering sent one of the hands to Lowell
to investigate wages there - after he had insured that
they were indeed no higher than those paid at the Lyman
Company. The ploy failed and when after two weeks all
but the mule spinners returned to work, both sides
settled in for a long struggle, ^0
The Company's initial strategy was simple: re-
place the mules with ring spindles and the mule spinners
with semiskilled and generally less troublesome ring
spinners. It soon found, however, that ring spun yarn
did not meet product specifications, and it had to begin
purchasing filling from other mills. Despite the fail-
ure of this tack, the company publicly maintained that
the installation of ring frames had rendered the mule
spinners superfluous. In addition to planting articles
to that effect in the local press
, it went ahead and
ordered new frames, asking one supplier to ship "any
part of our work at an early date" in order "to convince
the mule spinners that we have new frames coming to in
part take care of mule spun yarn." But the mule spin-
ners were less easily duped then the fourth estate.
With the national union's backing, they prevented the
employment of strikebreakers and threatened to boycott
any mill supplying yarn to the company, thus forcing
the Lyman management to take elaborate precautions to
disguise the identity of its suppliers.
Because it added to the cost of manufacturing,
buying yarn from outside sources could be no more than
a temporary expedient. Yet the company believed that
If it too readily acceded to the mule spinners' demands,
it would embolden other operatives to seek comparable
wage increases. As it was. recent gains by the weavers
had already added significantly to productions costs.
After comparing cost of manufacturing data for the
third quarter of I902 with the previous year, treasurer
Parsons wrote to Levering that a "good saving is made
in wages of Carding, Spinning, and Dressing to offset
(the) cost of yarn bought, but Weaving has gone up out
of sight." But with labor militancy on the rise,
Lovering worried that if the strike continued into the
spring it might spill over into other departments. In
a letter to Parsons he summarized the company's dil-
emma :
Should a compromise or entire surrender to
spinners be made, I figure that with present
going conditions, labor agitation will be on
the increase next spring and summer and there
will be further effort to unionize all our
help.
The better way to control labor troubles
is when help are at work and not when they are
iTit""^^ T"^""? ^° ^^^^ perfection
in fdisput^e.^r"'"
By November Lovering recognized that he had to
come to terms with the spinners. To prevent local
strike leaders gaining prestige from the conflict 's
outcome, he chose to deal exclusively with Samuel Ross,
president of the National Mule Spinners Association.
In January they reached a settlement and the spinners
returned to work. Although the spinners obtained their
demands, the strike did more to retard than foster
textile unionism at Holyoke
. The fact that they went
it alone for nine months reinforced the craft exclusive-
ness of mule spinners, where earlier they had coupled
their demands with those of less skilled operatives
and appeared to be spearheading a campaign to organize
all textile workers, the spinners subsequently embraced
a traditional excluslveness and made their own deals
with the bosses, A few years later when they notified
Lovering of a recent increase at New Bedford, he ad-
vanced their wages five per cent "to hush up the mat-
ter:" "By this method," he explained, "there was to be
no publicity and upset to other departments . "^3
The turn of the century also saw renewed activity
2^5
among paper workers. During the deDrPsc, 1 nv, o-i-iifc on a press ion a succession
of wage cuts and the reinstitution of the seventy two
hour week for tour workers insured the reemergence of
Eagle Lodge at the first sign of better times. The
formation of the i^merican Writing Paper Company further
encouraged organization. Shortly after the company's
establishment. C.S. Hemingway of West Springfield's
Mittineague Paper Company told a Holyoke audience
that trusts provided prosperity for workers as well as
manufacturers. By eliminating competition and main-
taining high prices, he explained, the combine would
be able to raise wages. Indeed, Hemingway argued,
higher wages enforced by worker organizations were
essential to the trust's success, as independents could
only meet its wage scale if they followed the existing
price line; and this they would be forced to do if
workers avoided the employ of any company not paying
combine wages. It was a marvelous vision, but the in-
dustry of course did not work that way. The Whiting
Paper Company demonstrated as much by paying high wages
and consistently underselling the trust; and, besides
few manufacturers shared Hemingway's equanimous view of
trade unions. Nor did the workers themselves assume
that trust formation augiired a new affluence: one of
their number conceded that the combine's greater
efficiency would reduce hours, but contended that it
would also mean less pay and fewer Jobs. Paper workers
did recognize the necessity of organization, though,
and by I9OO Eagle Lodge claimed nearly I.5OO members.
A 1901 strike by the city's stationary firemen
provided the occasion for the most notable Job action
of Folyoke mper workers before I903. State law required
mills us ins: steam boilers to employ licensed firemen.
Thus when the firemen threatened to leave their posts
on June 1 if they were not granted an eight hour day,
they in effect threatened to shut down all of the city's
factories. Upon hearing of the impending action. Eagle
Lodge prepared demands of its own. By contrast, the
Kolyoke Businessmen's y\ssociation expressed alarm at the
prospect of a general strike dispatched a special commi-
ttee to dissuade the firemen from walking out, while the
Republican urcred the unions to give manaprement more time
to consider. But the owners needed no additional time
to ponder the firemen's request. With the excertion of
the Whiting Pacer Company and three other mills, they
had mutually resolved to stand firm, and on the morning
of June 1 production halted at twenty five mills. 15
They did not resume operation for two weeks
. and
with good reason. The owners could not use the shut-
down to undertake repairs, for the bricklayers re-
solved to do no work on mill buildings and the team-
sters refused to handle their products and supplies.
Among the strikers no one broke ranks and there was
thus no occasion for violence. The women, observed
the Transcript, "seemed especially happy.
. , . There
was a feeling of satisfaction manifest among them and
nearly all expressed the greatest confidence in the
results." The manufacturers were less cheerful, large-
ly because William Whiting had again chosen to go his
own way over their appeals for class solidarity; the
news that a mass meeting of strikers repeatedly applaud-
ed the mere mention of Whiting's name further dampened
millowner spirits. In mid-June
, Following the inter-
vention of the State Board of Arbitration, the owners
capitulated on a wide range of demands : the firemen
obtained an eight hour day, tour workers won a sixty
six hour week, and semiskilled paper workers extracted
a wage increase. "
Apart from the immediate benefits secured by its
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members, the strike proved a particular boon to Ea^le
Lodge. During Its first week the union formed a
women's division that rapidly grew to more than 1,000
members and by mid-July total union membership eclipsed
the 4,000 mark. By late June it felt sufficiently
powerful to request a closed shop. The owners stoutly
resisted, one declaring that he would shut down "until
eternity first, and when William Whiting joined them
the union decided to defer the demand until a later
date. Nonetheless, Eagle Lodge had travelled a con-
siderable distance from its beginnings fifteen years
earlier, when it comprised an Intensely craft conscious
band of machine tenders and beater engineers unwilling
even to organize their helpers. The two groups still
possessed an influence within the union that far ex-
ceeded their numbers, but now realized that the organi-
zation of all workers improved their bargaining posi-
tion and enhanced their power. Like the manufacturers
for whom they worked, they too had adjusted to the
changed social and economic environment of the new era
of corporate capitalism, -^"^
By reason of their militance and numbers, paper
workers spearheaded the resurgence of Holyoke labor,
but they were not alone. Between 1899 and I901 strikes
by local cabinet-makers, brickmasons
, painters, plumb-
ers, carpenters, laborers, brewery workers, pressmen,
and stage employees met with varying degrees of success
Meanwhile, the Central Labor Union (CLU) coordinated
labor activity and extended moral and financial support
to strikers in neighboring communities, still brand-
ishing the boycott as its most effective weapon, the
CLU placed bans on saloons refusing to employ union
bartenders, enforced national boycotts of Ballantine
Ale and the products of the American Tobacco Company,
and urged workers to patronize merchants who employed
union clerks. Such, apparently was Holyoke's reputa-
tion for ale consumption that Herbert Ballantine him-
self appealed in person before the CLU to relax the
boycott on his product."^®
The most notable boycott of the period came in
response to the union busting practices of the local
street railway company. In June, I901, company presi-
dent W.S. Loomis ordered the disbandment of the motor-
men and conductors union, because, he argued, "if his
men belonged to a labor organization they would become
so independent that they would become negligent." The
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CLU retaliated by placing a boycott on Mountain Park,
a local amusement area in the northernmost corner of
the city reached only by trolley. The Transcript
immediately declared the injunction of "dangerous
significance, since it strikes at the root of the
liberty the constitution affords every man." yet com-
placently added that few merchants would observe it
anyway. The CLU anticipated such a response and- ap-
pointed a committee to take down the names of all
businessmen and their families who patronized the park.
As union members threatened businessmen seen riding
the cars with economic reprisal, the growing tension
between workers and the middle class became vividly
manifest. One merchant angrily declared that don't
proposed to have the Holyoke unions tell me what
clothes I shall buy. what I shall eat, or where I
shall go for pleasure . "-'^
Despite, or perhaps because of the acrimony engen-
dered by the boycott, the CLU sought to repair its links
with the middle class. In January, a committee appeared
before the Holyoke Businessmen's Association and agreed
to do its utmost to promote local trade. CLU president
James M. Kennedy also suggested that the businessmen
form an arbitration committee to settle any future
disputes. But it was an uneasy truce at best. The
following month the union instructed workers "to
trade only in such establishments as employ union
clerks" and warned that a "close watch will be main-
tained. -20
The Mountain Park boycott ended in August after
the motormen and conductors voted not to unionize.
CLU secretary Edward F. Dowd declared the vote fraudu-
lent and coerced, but still lifted the ban. disin-
genuously observing that, with a major steel strike
looming, "the unions would doubtless soon be called
to aid them and they did not desire to continue fights
on minor matters." However disappointing the boycott's
conclusion, the Holyoke labor movement could take pride
in the progress it had made in recent years . During
1901 the CLU added more than a dozen newly formed
unions to its ranks and total membership doubled to
more than 7.500 workers. That September nearly 25.000
people lined the city's main thoroughfares to watch
6,000 workers - ranging from "the humble bootblack to
the skilled laborer" - parade through the streets of
Holyoke. 2^
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As the new year dawned, building tradesmen and
metal workers girded for imminent struggles with their
respective employers. On March 1, koo carpenters left
their Jobs demanding recognition of the building trades
council and
.^2.50 for an eight hour day. Construction
soon came to a standstill and when the strike continued
into April contractor solidarity began to collapse.
The settlement accorded the carpenters their wage and
hour demands and provided for the establishment of a
six man arbitration committee comprised of three build-
ers and three members of the building trades council.
In a quest for shorter hours, the machinists eschewed
a general strike in favor of a strategy that entailed
picking off one shop at a time. By late June they too
had largely succeeded.
Yet as 1902 closed there were indications that the
post-depression tide of labor militancy had crested.
At the CLU James M. Kennedy defeated Edward F. Dowd in
a bitter contest for business agent. A brickmason and
member of the St. Jerome's Temperance Society, Kennedy
represented a faction that saw a mutuality of interest
between social classes and urged that ''tact and
courtesy" characterize labor's dealings with capital.
Kennedy strongly opposed strikes and asserted that
most labor disputes could be resolved through "frank
dealing and mutual concessions." Labor unions, he told
a meeting of the men's league at the Second Baptist
Church, did not seek to "antagonize employers or wring
unjust concessions (from them), but to increase the
wages of the men and lessen the hours of labor to such
a point that men could give their families more of
their time. "23
Dowd's followers were no less committed than the
Kennedy faction to higher wages and shorter hours, but
they did not share Kennedy's faith in the beneficence
and good will of capital. Instead they cast class re-
lations in a more confrontational framework and favored
"taking up a grievance hammer and tongs fashion." At
the January meeting between the CLU and the Business-
men's Association, Kennedy had recommended forming an
arbitration committee where Dowd had warned that in
any agreement between the two groups the businessmen
must "come half way" and cease discriminating against
union members in their hiring practices, Although Dowd
engineered his reelection as business agent the follow-
ing spring, the mounting tension between the two factions
did not augur well for the future.
Just as signs of discord appeared in labor's
ranks, the Skinner Silk Company tested the power and
influence of the CLU. Because the company would not
grant its stationary firemen an eight hour day, it had
been on the CLU's unfair list since I901 and local
building tradesmen refused to do any work for the con-
cern. In 1903 the company planned to expand its opera-
tions, but rather than settle with its handful of fire-
men it chose instead to confront the CLU by announcing
that it would build outside Holyoke. "No mill man
would come here and build a mill." said William Skinner,
Jr.. as he made the decision public. "You are not al-
lowed to run your own business." The Holyoke Business-
men's ^Association reacted immediately to the announce-
ment. In addition to appointing a committee to meet
with the firemen, association president Marcienne Whit-
comb released a letter from a manufacturer who had con-
sidered locating in the city, but feared that "Holyoke
is a pretty tough place if the Skinner episode is any
example." The firemen's union quickly gave way, decid-
ing that "it was a case in which the good of the city
as a whole and themselves as individuals would be better
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conserved by a change in their position." And a week
later the CLU removed the Skinner Mills from the un-
fair list. Yet the company still refused to build
that year, because. Joseph Skinner stated, the "union
labor market is in too dangerous a condition now.
"
Meanwhile, by raising the specter of capital flight,
the Skinners had prompted the middle class to abandon
any pretense of neutrality and identify its interests
with those of local millownersj they also deepened
the rift within the CLU by strengthening the hand of
those who believed in the interdependence of capital
2
and labor. ^
Despite its troubles, the CLU continued to grow.
In May, 1903, the forty five unions affiliated with it
numbered nearly 8,000. By a considerable margin the
largest was Eagle Lodge, which had added to its ranks
during the previous year by supporting two successful
Job actions for shorter hours and expanding its cam-
paign to enlist women paper workers. In the spring of
1903 it demanded a closed shop and wage increases
ranging from twenty to thirty per cent for different
categories of workers. The American Writing Paper
Company assumed the role of spokesman for local manu-
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facturers and declined to discuss wages until the
union dropped its demand for a closed shop. They had
their way when a strike vote in late May demonstrated
that a majority of paper workers would not walk out
on the unionization issue alone. Eagle Lodge in turn
appointed a committee to negotiate a new wage schedule.
Because many owners felt that the union's increasing
boldness made a test of strength inevitable, the company
submitted a wage proposition sufficiently at odds with
the workers' request to prompt a second strike vote.
Again, the majority opted to stay on the job. The
following day, however, 30O cutter women took the matter
into their own hands and left their machines.
The walkout surprised union leaders who initially
urged the women to return to work. They not only refused
but demanded support; one observer hinted that the women
questioned the manhood of male workers who refused to
join them. Within a few days another 1,200 paper work-
ers joined the walkout, closing seven mills and forcing
Eagle Lodge to conduct yet another strike vote. This
ballot showed a large majority favoring the strike and,
with the exception of five exempted mills, the Holyoke
paper industry ground to a halt as 3,500 workers desert-
ed the mills, m the following weeks the millwrights
refused to do repair work, the stationary firemen
voted not to furnish steam for paper machines, the
CLU placed the mills on the unfair list, and in the
streets, striking workers did what they could to make
life miserable for a small band of strikebreakers. As
the strike dragged into July, though, there were signs
of sagging morale among the strikers. It was then
that the company, sensing an imminent victory, reani-
mated striker spirits by arrogantly refusing to make
any conciliatory gesture, despite the pleas of local
businessmen and the State Board of Arbitration that it
deal with the workers. On July 19. the strikers over-
whelmingly voted to remain out until the trust submit-
ted to arbitration, 27
The company still refused to budge. An ultimatum
declaring that only those who returned to work by
August 6 would be granted the wage increase preferred
at the strike's outset represented its only concession.
Most workers by now at least sensed that the trust
wanted not only to win, but to crush the union as well.
Yet as strike funds and worker savings diminished, it
became clear that they could not hold out indefinitely.
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In mid-V\ugust a committee of machine tenders met with
Mayor Chapin and expressed a desire to return to work.
In the next few days a handful of mills recommenced
operation and as applications poured into the American
Writing Paper Company, the strikers voted on August 18
to terminate the sixty-five day old struggle. The
vote also signalled the temporary decline of Eagle
Lodge: financially exhausted and stripped of its lead-
ership by a company blacklist, the union quickly passed
into a state of deseutude. Its demise also crippled
the CLU, though not before the carpenters assembled
for one last hurrah during the spring of 190^4-, 28
On May 1, more than kOO carpenters packed up their
tools and Joined fellow tradesmen from Chicopee and
Springfield in a valley-wide strike. The struggle
continued for more than two months and before it ended
involved major elements of the middle class. Embolden-
ed by the Skinner episode of the previous spring and
the recent defeat of the paper workers, the petit bour-
geoisie scented the blood of a dying labor movement and
moved against the carpenters with uncharacteristic
decisiveness. At Springfield in mid-May sixty five
businessmen banded together "to correct abuses result-
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ing from organized labor." At Holyoke merchants refused
credit to strikers and local lumber dealers assured the
Master Builders* Association that they would not sell
to striking carpenters seeking to contract on their own.
At the police court. Judge E.W. Chapin. the mayor's
father, did his part by sentencing two carpenters con-
victed of assaulting a strikebreaker to six months in
Jail. Ey mid-August the strike had collapsed on all
fronts and carpenters throughout the valley began return-
ing to work. In its wake James Kennedy's followers
moved to the fore and established a new structural
trades alliance that required an affirmative vote from
each member local before a strike could be called.
By 1905, then, the Holyoke labor movement consisted
of a quiescent and largely unorganized textile workforce,
a badly demoralized and nearly moribund paper union, and
a building trades council led by conservative unionists
reluctant to confront capital. Factionalism, craft ex-
clusiveness, and an inability to match capital's material
resources in crucial struggles only partially explain
its rapid descent. An equally noteworthy failure in the
political arena both preceded and foreshadowed its de-
feat on the economic front. Unlike the upsurgence of the
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early nineties, labor inarched into the post-depression
years with few friends at city hall.
The unstable coalition that in 1897 propelled
Michael Connors into the mayor's office came unravelled
durin^j; the course of his administration. Besides trivin^r
free reipn to the saloon interest, a major scandal
irreparably damaged Connors' credibility with working
class respectables. In i\ugust, tax collector James C.
Keough, a long-time Connors' crony, resigned under fire.
A subsequent audit of his books showed numerous in-
stances of tax payments made, credited, and then erased;
it also revealed a ^115,000 shortage. As Keough pre-
pared to enter the county Jail, opposition Democrats
Joined with Republicans to heap abuse upon Connors
•
"business government," and at St. Jerome's, Father
Harkins asked his parishioners to turn the "knaves" out
by forming a "citizen's movement in which representative
men from both parties could Join hands and nominate a
strong, clear, responsible, candidate for mayor. "^^
Connors still retained sufficient strength within
the party to secure the mayoral nomination for John
Sheehan, a former state representative and one-time
president of the CLU. But Sheehan lost the election
to Arthur B. Chapin. The contest marked the ascendency
of a Republican machine headed by Chapin 's brother-in-
law, William F. Whiting, that would dominate Holyoke
politics for the next fifteen years. Through a shrewd,
ethnically balanced, non-partisan dispensation of pat-
ronage Whiting quickly established a formidable organi-
zation. He also placated the saloon interest, though
press and pulpit generally took less notice of the
"reform" government's lax enforcement of the liquor
laws. As the Republican's Sunday correspondent observed
in 1901, "with the exception of that sturdy old opponent
of evil. Rev. P.J. Harkins," what shocked the "pious
folks" during the Connors' years now occasioned little
concern. Lastly, conservative trade unionists viewed
the Whitings as the embodiment of a cherished mutuality
of interest between capital and labor. Many of the
same men who cheered the mention of William Whiting's
name at the I9OI strike rally also cast their ballots
for his son's mayoral choices.
The Whiting machine proved especially solicitous
of corporate interests. After the city had voted to
purchase the Holyoke Water Power Company's lighting
plant. Chapin arranged a second referendum out of
deference to upper class fears of higher taxation and
the company's reluctance to sell. Despite his inter-
vention, the voters again opted for public ownership,
but in a tax case involving the Lyman Mills which evoked
widespread interest among manufacturers sensing rebates.
Chapin kept the company closely informed of the city's
position, thus helping it to obtain a favorable settle-
ment. Caution was the major feature of Chapin 's app-
roach to labor. He avoided any overt attacks, but at
the same time did equally little to aid it and in 1902
Edward F. Dowd decided to challenge the "capitalistic
barons" who had assumed control of local politics.
Dowd depicted the election as a struggle between
capital and labor. Instead, it was a contest between
opposing CLU factions. As Dowd's operatives worked to
sabotage the aldermanic campaign of James M. Kennedy,
the latter 's supporters publicly criticized Dowd. "A
LABOR MAN," wrote that he did "not represent the trade
union movement in its true sense - and as a representa-
tive of labor unionism in Holyoke he has been tried and
thrown into the discards." On election day, they carried
their animus against Dowd into the voting booth and
helped reelect Chapin by a substantial margin. 33
CLU factionalism does not fully account for
labor's failure during the period. Capital's superior
material resources would have severely tested the best
organized movement. Moreover, the split largely occur-
red within the building trades which accounted for a
small proportion of the workforce. Yet the prominent
position of the building trades council within the CLU
made the dispute more important than the number of
workers directly involved.
The split also remains noteworthy for what it re-
veals about the period of ideological flux labor experi-
enced as it moved from producerism to trade-unionism,
Although the post-depression merger movement hastened
acceptance of the notion that wage earners constituted
a separate class with distinct interests, this was an
uneven process, still incomplete by the first decade of
the century. Some workers still viewed the world as a
loose amalgam of producers with convergent interests.
This was especially true within the building trades
where many employers continued to operate on a relative-
ly small scale. An industrial analogue to building
trades producerism could be found in the paper mills
where tour workers continued to receive special treat-
ment and a few owners like William Whiting made occa-
sional gestures indicating that they had the workers'
best interests at heart. 3^
The precipitate decline of the local socialist
movement at the turn of the century also slowed the
wheels Of ideological change and removed a strong
voice that had already played an important role in shap-
m^r post-producer consciousness, y^fter initiating the
Trades and I^bor y\ssembly in the mid-eighties, the So-
cialist I^bor Party (SLF) increased its influence within
the local labor movement during the following decade.
CLU endorsement of plank ten of the AFL political pro-
gramme was evidence of that. During the course of the
depression party declarations emphasizing the irration-
ality of the capitalist system and irreconcilable antago-
nism between capital and labor sounded increasingly more
compelling, while the subsequent merger movement made it
appear positively clairvoyant. It even seemed for a
time that the SLP would emerp^e as a political equal of
the two major parties.
In I89B, as the Whiting machine toppled the Connors
organization, the SLP placed Moritz Ruther on the board
of aldermen and its Congressional candidate obtained
seventeen per cent of the vote. The party's electoral
support had gradually increased during each of the
previous four elections and predictions that it would
soon become a serious force in local r>olitics did not
seem far fetched. But this .as not to be. Huther lost
his alderm.anic seat the following year and in July, I900.
party factionalism at the national level touched the
local branch, prompting a group led by E.A. Buckland, a
Yankee machinist and former Prohibitionist, to form a
chapter of the Social Democratic Party (SDF). In suc-
ceeding months as Buckland and Ruther publicly question-
ed each other's political aptitude and revolutionary
commitment, both parties soon faded from view. Again,
though, we need to look beyond the evident harm caused
by factionalism to obtain an adequate assessment of the
problems which the movement faced.
A signal failure was the deterioration of SLP-trade
union relations on the eve of the most militant strike
wave in the city's history. In the nineties Moritz
Ruther had regularly addressed gatherings of trade union-
ists on "Unionism and its Benefits," but this amicable
relationship visibly soured after 1899. Increasingly,
Ruther referred to the "labor union idolatry" of the
"pure and si.plers" and characterized local union lead-
ers as "labor skates." Never having fully accepted the
late summer observance of labor day, Ruther remarked
that under such leadership "St. labor day" would soon
become the "annual funeral day" of the working class.
Thus isolated from the labor movement, he was relegated
to applauding from the sidelines as ever greater numbers
of workers took their case into the streets. 3^
Ruther's changing conduct was in part a reaction
to the antl-socialist attacks of some local union lead-
ers. In March. 1899. he complained of "erstwhile labor
leaders who are strutting about the streets of Holyoke
with a billy in their hands as 'protectors of peace and
order*
. , . denouncing the socialists because they
•broke up the unions.'" Despite such opposition from
trade unionists who probably resented and feared SLF
Influence with workers as much as they disagreed with
the party's ideological stance, Ruther continued to ap-
pear before labor audiences for some months afterwards.
Later that year, however, the national body enacted mea-
sures restricting the union activities of party members.
In 1895 socialist trade unionists had formed the
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Socialist Trade and Labor Alliance to propogate
class-conscious unionism. Although the STli^ was delib-
erately created as a rival to the AFL, party leader
Daniel DeLeon allowed members considerable discretion
m their trade union activities and did not demand that
they desert existing organizations. This liberal Dolicy
may well have been a resi^onse to the counsel of local
leaders like Moritz Ruther. "At this sta«re of the
movement." he wrote DeLeon in 189 5, "we have to exercise
a arreat deal of tolerance.
. . . we ought to take ad-
vantage of every sympathetic feelinr towards us rather
than repulse it because it may not be exactly up to
date." But all this changed after I898 when the growing
independence of STLA locals caused DeLeon to circumscribe
trade union activity with stringent regulations which
sacrificed organizational development to ideological
correctness
.
The Social Democratic Party was no less isolated
from the local labor movement than the SLP. Althouch
E.A. Buckland eschewed attackins^ local union leaders
and chided Huther for doinp- so, his conviction that
labor could achieve "the final abolition of the entire
wage system" only through politics left him disdainful
of economic action. Strikes and boycotts, Buckland
contended, are "wholly Ineffectual m a genuine test
of stren^rth between capital and labor and are the
wornout methods of pure and simple trade unionism."
Fe considered compulsary arbitration an Improvement
upon these archaic weapons because "It does away with
strikes and Its attendlnp^ Interruption of business and
shifts the conflict to the more orderly and less costly
means of lep:lslat Ion .
" The post-depression strike wave
thus found Buckland too on the sidelines. 39
Broader Institutional problems compounded - and
explained In part - the failure of Holyoke socialism to
maintain Its Influence with the labor movement. Speak-
inpr wherever workers p-athered. Morltz Ruther and others
worked tirelessly to spread the socialist irospel. But
the slender resources at their command limited such
efforts, and the disappearance of workers' debating-
clubs and literary societies during the depression de-
prived the movement of potential stasrlnp- areas for a
more effective advance. As a result, the SLP never re-
plicated the socialist culture which sustained It within
the German community outside ward three.
Lastly. Holyoke socialists faced the opposition of
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a Catholic Church which remained influential with the
local labor movement. In I902. the CLU cancelled its
labor day festivities out of deference to the Catholic
Temperance Union's plans for a field day and parade.
The Church did not encoura<re the post-depression wave
Of worker militancy, but also refused to condemn it.
"The capitalists may feel that they are crowded and
bullied by labor." Father J.J f/icCoy told a rather in^
of the Business Men's ;\ssoc iation
, "and when labor is
badly officered we can readily believe this instance
to be true, but labor any day is not far from hunirer.
and huncrer will drive men mad." Catholic spokesmen al-
so supported the prowth of trade unionism and linked
labor organization to a defense of worker dip-nity.
"The labor movement." commented a Messenger editorial
"is a movement to resist this tendency of labor to be-
come a mere commodity and to secure the recognition of
human ri^rhts and personal values in the working world."
;\monp: trade union goals, the article accorded special
importance to labor's struggle for a "living wage, upon
which the existence of home, its wifehood, motherhood,
and childhood depend." It was a significant observation.
In the decades after I9OO the living wage doctrine would
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become the core element in a mature culture of Catho-
lic trade unionist respectability.^^
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CHAPTER VIII
CATHOLIC TRADE UNIONIST RESPECTABILITY
Across from Hampden Park on Maple Street next to
the Central Fire Station stood a three story structure
which housed the Alden Press. Its proprietor. Edward
Alden, employed the first two floors for his business,
which in the dozen years following I9O8 included iDub-
lishing the local labor weekly, The Artisan
. But it
was what transpired on the building's third floor that
often determined what appeared in the paper. There each
Saturday evening one could find Holyoke's leading trade
unionists, engaged in heated discussion of the principal
local and national issues of the day. Dubbed the
Dynamiters' Club by some members, others referred to the
gatherings as the Holyoke Labor College, reflecting the
group's emphasis on self-improvement and the fact that a
speaker from an area college frequently began an even-
ing's proceedings with a lecture. Although Alden was a
Yankee printer, the club largely attracted Irish Catho-
lic trade unionists and the philosophy of labor which
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evolved from these debates and subsequently appeared in
the columns of Thn Artl^^.n reflected their predominance.
This chapter looks at the mature post-1900 expression
of the culture of Catholic trade unionist respectabil-
ity.l
The basic principles of Catholic trade unionism
included values shared by all unionists. One was in-
dependence. "Throw Off your shackles, ye wage slaves."
declared The y\rtisan. "Remove the hoodwink and see the
light of better things through the trade union move-
ment. " Unlike Yankee artisans, for whom an escape from
wage slavery usually meant some form of independent or
cooperative production, trade unionists saw wage slaves
as those who refused to stand in solidarity with their
fellow workers. Simply joining a trade union, though,
was not enough. The dutiful trade unionist needed to
develop a number of "good habits:"
Get into the habit of attending meetings
and paying your dues. Get into the habit
of wearing the button of your organization
on the lapel of your coat. Get into the
habit of speaking a good word for a fellow
workman. The above habits thoroughly mas-
tered will give you that feeling of satis-
faction that comes to the man who does his
duty.^
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The reference to the «inan vrho does his duty" was
no unconscious lapse. A loosely defined manliness
formed another of the basic values of local unionists.
Despite the large number of women in the workforce, an
appeal to manhood pervaded the language of Holyoke Trade
unionism and presumably that of workers themselves. In
publishing a list of strikebreakers. The Artisan declared
that these were "men who have forsaken honor and a right
to a place in the haunts of men." An editorial attack-
ing dual unionism stated that "the duty of the true
blue, sensible, thinking union man is to fight for union-
ism within its ranks and not in the ranks of any opposing
scheme of organized labor which seeks but to destroy the
recognized organization which labor has . "^
An aversion to drink also remained a distinguishing
characteristic of trade union respectables. Their posi-
tion on temperance combined not only the themes of man-
liness and Independence, but added a concern for the
family's welfare. Locally, the leading propoent of tem-
perance was Urban Fleming, a mule spinner who for many
years doubled as president of the CLU and the St.
Jerome's Temperance Society.
Largely because of Fleming's Influence, the CLU
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consistently refused to endorse the licensing of liquor
dealers, despite the urgings of the bartenders • union
that it support the measure. At one I917 debate on the
license question. Fleming linked child labor to parent-
al drunkenness and arfi:ued that saloonkeepers were no
friends of labor. On more than one occasion when the
unions attempted to defeat an administration inimical
to labor, he asserted, "every saloonkeeper in the city
gave money into a slush fund to defeat the unions." A
1909 Artisan editorial also complained that bar owners
frequently hired non-union men to undertake repair work.
The same article expressed shock at finding that many
women were "habitual users of intoxicatinsr liquors" and
called for laws forbidding women from entering saloons
and prohibiting waitresses from servinp: liquor.
Some unionists depicted the saloon as a threat to
the future of trade unionism. A letter to The y\rtisan
from "A SCOT" outlines the manner in which intemperance
impoverished the family and sapped the workers* manhood
as it undermined unions. "Every drunkard's wife can
tell you the struggle she has to keep his working card
clear, to enable him to get the standard rate of wages,
and because she is ashamed to let his fellow workers
understand the character of her husband at hone."
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But only so much can be done, he continued, and "as
thinprs get worse she is compelled to let it fall back
a month, then two. and so on. until the sta;re is reach-
ed" at which the intemperate worker has "to break the
bonds of brotherhood, the result being that he falls
into the ranks of scab labor. Most workers probably
did not see the problem in such ominous terms. Even
The Artisan opposed prohibition, labelling it an attack
on individual rights which signalled a "New Paternal-
ism." Few trade union respectables wished to replace
the tyranny of drink with a broader oppression. In-
deed, the real importance of the saloon lay in the fact
that it served as a negative referent. For respect-
ables saloon culture bore the mark and threat of ser-
vility: to the mlllowner. to the political boss, and
to the demon rum itself,^
The respectables' attitude toward the family best
disclosed the masculine ethos which underlay Holyoke
trade unionism. The trade union, declared one I9O8
Artisan editorial, was the "Defender of the Home." No
other institution so steadfastly demanded a "living
wage" that would allow the worker to "maintain a credit-
*
able home, to bring up his children, and educate them
into honest, moral men and women and useful citizens
Of the commonwealth." A dozen years later the message
remained unchanged: "In the old theory of an American
standard of living, it was considered that the father
or the head of the family should be the breadwinner,
and that his wages should be adequate to properly
support the family." Any other arrangement, the edit-
orial bluntly stated, was "wrong, fundamentally, eco-
nomically, and vitally wrong." Such statements clearly
reveal the centrality of the family in the lives of
trade union respectables. But in claiming that only
trade unions consistently fought for a living wage,
they neglected to credit the role played by numerous
Catholic spokesmen after 1900.^
The foremost Catholic exponent of the family liv-
ing wage was Father John A, Ryan, who popularized the
demand in countless books, articles, and addresses.
During the 1920s he co-authored a syndicated column
for the National Catholic Welfare Conference. "Expert
Catholic Discussion of Capital and Labor." which ap-
peared in Springfield's Catholic Mirror and many other
church publications. Despite their wide dissemination
the degree to which Ryan's writings directly influenced
Catholic workers is open to debate. Considerably less
arguable is the manner in which they revealed the inner-
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most aspirations and attitudes of Catholic wage
earners. Ryan wrote with a profound understanding of
his audience and because his exposition of the family
living wage possessed this descriptive as well as
prescriptive character, it merits more than passing
attention.
Ryan located authority for the family living
wage in man's natural right to full personal develop-
ment. Eecause celibacy was unnatural in lay society,
he argued, "the majority of men cannot reach a proper
degree of self
-development outside of the conjugal
state. From this Ryan concluded that the "'minimum
of the material conditions of decent and reasonable
living' comprises, for the adult male, the means of
supporting a family." Furthermore, the right to a
living wage applied not simply to married, but to all
workers. For if employers could pay single wage earn-
ers less, "they would strive to engage these exclusive-
ly," thus placing a premium "upon a very undesirable
kind of celibacy," The argument demonstrates recurring
patterns in Ryan's thought and indicates why his writ-
ings proved so compelling. He not only grounded his
abstractions in an earthy shrewdness which addressed
the deepest longings of Catholic workers, but could
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move with breathtaking swiftness froi^ the metaphysical
world of natural right to the hard reality of con-
temporary labor markets,"^
As one might suspect, Ryan's views of marriage
and women were militantly conventional. A belief that
social stability required woman's presence in the home
buttressed the demand for a family living wage: "The
welfare of the whole family, and that of society like-
wise, renders it imperative that the wife and mother
should not engage in any labor except that of the
household." There her chief duty was to bear and raise
children. In condemning birth control, Ryan character-
istically framed his attack in class terms: "The birth
control advocates hope to see a situation in which the
poorer classes would deliberately keep their families
small while the comfortable and rich classes would have
fairly large families." In reality, though, the
"comfortable classes" were too selfish and "too deeply
sunk in the quagmire of egotism" to raise large fami-
lies and only those who found birth control morally
objectionable would continue to procreate freely: "In
other words, they will be mainly the Catholic element
of the population. Thus, the fittest will survive:
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that is, the fittest morally. "8
Despite the limited role that he prescribed for
women. Ryan fully realized that many were compelled
to enter the workforce. Rather than ignore what for
him was an unpleasant reality, he urged not only that
women be paid the same wages as men for comparable
work, but that steps be taken to organize them into
unions. As with his insistence that single as well as
married workers be paid a living wage, the demand
stemmed from an unsentimental analysis of the labor
market. The more women received in wages, the less
employable they would be: **Unless we hold that an in-
crease in the proportion of women workers is desirable,"
Ryan contended, "we must admit that social welfare
would be advanced by the payment of uniform wages to
both sexes for equally efficient labor." Ryan also
spoke from a conviction that all workers needed the
protection afforded by organization and that no worker
would be secure until all belonged to labor unions, Ke
found it a cruel irony that unskilled wage earners, who
most needed protection, were among the least organized.
An examination of Holyoke trade unionism after I9OO
shows that Ryan's views on women workers and organized
2labor bore some resemblance to current reality.
9
Holyoke trade unionists brooked no expansion of
woren's work that Infringed upon traditional preserves
When in July. 19II, the Deane Steam Pump Company hired
a group Of women to work in its coremaking department,
sixty molders and coremakers immediately walked out,
claiming that once a Job became defined as women's
work, women's wages would soon follow. They also in-
sisted that propriety debarred women from such work
and their argument secured broad public support. That
fall the dispute became an issue in the gubernatorial
campaign when it was learned that Governor Foss em-
ployed women at his factory. John P. Sheehan. former
head of the molders* union and ardent Foss supporter,
who had condemned the practice at the Deane Steam Pump
Company, tried to explain that Foss 's foundry was con-
ducted in a "model manner." As the Republican observed
hovrever: "In this he got himself rather in the mire."
In the end, the company refused to submit and the
molders* union appointed a committee to lobby for a
bill forbidding the employment of women in foundries.-'-^
By contrast, in industries where women had tradi-
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tionally constituted a large proportion of the work-
force, Holyoke trade unionists encouraged their org-
anization. In the local paper industry such encourage-
ment proved unnecessary and the post-1910 history of
paper unionism can scarcely be recounted without re-
cognizing the integral role played by women workers.
After the I903 strike the American Writing Paper
Company blacklisted union leaders and in subsequent
years continued to dismiss anyone suspected of union
activity. Although Eagle Lodge reappeared in I907, it
led a shadow existence during the next few years.
Besides fear of dismissal, craft exclus iveness also
inhibited union development. "A BACK TENDER" wrote
that if machine tenders had any "backbone" the trust
would be forced to deal more justly with its workers
:
There isn't a machine tender working for
the American Writing Paper 'combine' that
dares to say a word about the union and I
know that because I am working in the mill.
They are moral cowards and wage slaves.
The company owns them. They are not men -
they are tools, that's all.
This was the condition of paper unionism when the
American Federation of Labor (AFL) targeted the trust
for organization in 1911.-'--^
The AFL organizing campaign staggered along for
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the better part of a year until the following January
when a strike by the plater women at the Holyoke and
Riverside divisions of the AWP Company pumped fresh
blood into the anemic effort. Unable to effect any
significant changes in the organization of work in the
engine and machine rooms, the trust had turned its
efficiency experts loose in the finishing department.
It proved to be a serious mistake. As The Artisan
later observed of the women workers affected:
They had several grievances, but the prin-
cipal trouble was the 'efficiency' expert
with his little stop watch. He, this
•efficiency" expert, had got the economy
bug in his head, some say it was introduced
into his head by a little learning, and he
had made the officials believe that with his
•hoss-race' watch he could get as much work
out of two girls as they were getting from
three
.
He tried it and the discredit of his
stop watch be it said the girls refused to
be driven like so many cattle. They struck,
and what's more they stayed struck for four
weeks ,^2
The first meeting of the strikers in early Feb-
ruary attracted J.T. Carey, president of the Brother-
hood of Paper Makers, but few paper workers. A week
later another gathering drew a larger crowd and
numerous men signed union applications before depart-
ing. Additional young male workers doubtlessly took
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out their pens after attending: the benefit dances
starred by the strikinp: women at Temperance Hall and
The Artisan bluntly reminded others of their duty In
words that embodied the most fundamental tenets of
trade unionist respectability: "THROW OFF THE YOKE,
YOU MEN, AND ENROLL UNDER FREEDOM'S BANNER - the
BROTHERHOOD OF PAPER MAKERS." The trust soon sensed
the mounting solidarity generated by the strike and
In late February acceded to the women's demands. But
by then It was too late. The Brotherhood of Paper
Makers had already enrolled most of the city's iDlater
women and loftmen, and a short while later the beater
engineers and machine tenders moved In to gather the
spoils of a victory to which they had contributed
precious little. Paper unionism had returned to
Holyoke.-"-^
That women paper workers also embraced the demand
for a living wage perhaps best demonstrates Its com-
pelling attractiveness. In January, 1915, the rag
room workers at the Valley Paper Company walked out,
declaring that a recent pay decrease deprived them of
a livinPT wage. Other paper workers immediately pre-
ferred their support. Large crowds Joined the strikers
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on the picket line and attended benefit dances; and,
even though the rag workers belonged to no union, only
the Intervention of the State Board of Arbitration
prevented Eagle Lod^re from calling, a sympathetic
strike. One reason for the outpouring of aid was
suggested by an Artisan editorial attacking company
president. George Fowler, which disclosed the reli-
gious basis and potentially explosive nature of the
living wage demand:
It is easy to go to Church on Sunday and.
with a smirk, raise a head toward heaven
and pray the good Lord to watch and protect
him and his. peace on earth, good will to-
ward men. Sanctimonious hypocrisy. How
easy it is for the individual with a stomach
full of good, nourishing food to pray for
others and be a good Christian - until it
hits his business. ITntil living his Christian
professions means paying a living wage, it is
easy to be a Christian.
The strike failed, but in its aftermath there was a
new rag workers* union. Henceforth, even the least
skilled paper workers could draw on the protection
offered through organization."^^
The strike failed in part because the company
hired a group of Polish strikebreakers, who braved the
verbal and physical harrassment of the picket line.
The contempt which the city's more established ethnic
groups evinced towards the newcomers caused a degree
of intra-class hostility that complicated efforts to
Incorporate Polish workers into the paper unions.
Divisions within the Polish Community itself did little
to ease tensions. Where some Poles enlisted as scabs,
others looked to the IWW for salvation. Eagle Lodge
condemned a I916 strike by Polish beater helpers at
the Chemical Paper Company, because, it claimed, the
strikers had formed a dual union under Wobbly aus-
pices. Although the International tried to organize
a Polish branch of Eagle Lodge, a subsequent beater
helpers* strike conducted under the banner of an in-
dependent union indicated that some Polish paper makers
still found the city's AFL affiliate wanting. Commonly
depicted by the local labor establishment as either
wage slaves or wild-eyed radicals, the Poles stood too
far to the right or left of the golden mean prescribed
by Catholic trade unionist respectability to exert any
influence on the labor movement during these years.
Despite the tensions created by the Polish pre-
sence. Holyoke paper workers after 1912 achieved a
formidable degree of organization. The same cannot be
said of local textile workers. In contrast to textile
centers in eastern Massachusetts, quiescence reigned
among Holyoke operatives following the turn of the
century burst of strike activity. To some extent,
this derived from capital's timely use of the carrot
and the stick. m 1912, the Lyman Mills granted a
wage increase as soon as the news arrived that Lawrence
strikers had secured a favorable settlement. Consider-
ing it "bad policy" to wait, treasurer Theophilus
Parsons instructed the company agent to announce a
raise immediately, before the workers banded together to
issue demands. The Ljrman Mills also maintained a black-
list of known organizers and consulted regularly with
other mills on wage matters in order to anticipate
worker discontent. "^^
Persisting craft exclusiveness also inhibited
organization, as the Lyman Mills continued to cut
special deals with its mule spinners and loom fixers.
"I am in hopes," treasurer Ernest Levering wrote the
company agent of one wage increase, "that you can
quietly swing whatever additional adjustments become
necessary without using a percentage figure for public
purposes , and at the same time keep in favor with the
desirable class of help." The company discontinued
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the practice after 191? when an acute shortage of un-
skilled workers made it too risky, but prior to that
time the preferential treatment accorded mule spinners
and loom fixers gave them little reason to make common
cause with their less skilled and less fortunate
fellow workers, -^"^
Yet mule spinners and loom fixers were not the
only textile workers to prosper during the period.
Technological innovation reduced the number of weavers
,
but increased the wages of those who remained. When
the Lyman Mills began replacing its plain looms with
automated Draper looms in 191^. it caused a noteworthy
restructuring of the workforce in a typical weave
room
:
Plain (310 looms) Draper (292 looms)
Weavers 52 20
Fixers 3^ 3
Changers 0 2
Cleaners and Oilers 0 k
Bobbin Cleaners 0 2
The changeover forced weavers to tend fifteen Draper
looms instead of six to eight plain looms, but the com-
pany hoped an accompanying twenty five per cent wage in-
crease would not only reduce dissent, but make the work
18
attractive. Evidently, it did.
The foregoing Indicates some reasons why textile
workers were not more active, but is hardly sufficient,
paper workers received higher wages than textile opera-
tives
,
machine tenders and beater engineers were no
less aloof than mule spinners and loom fixers, and
while no mill correspondence exists to document the
practice, one can safely assume that paper manufactur-
ers also stayed abreast of regional wage movements.
Why, then, did paper workers prove so much more willing
to organize than textile operatives? We need first to
recall that the paper and textile industries comprised
two separate, if overlapping, labor markets for the
Irish and French Canadians; and that, by I9OO, French
Canadian predominance in textiles extended to all depart-
ments and skill levels. To determine whether the pattern
endured, a study was made of geographical and Job mobi-
lity among French-Canadian textile operatives and Irish
paper workers between the years I905 and 1915 . It show-
ed that, even though French-Canadian textile operatives
earned less, their persistence rate nearly equalled that
of Irish paper workers. Also, French-Canadian paper
workers were more likely to move or change their line of
work than were French-Canadian textile operatives. Fin-
ally, where 11, of I70 French-Canadian paper workers
later sought work in textile mills, only k of 313 tex-
tile operatives left for paper factories ."^"^
The evidence strongly suggests that French-
Canadians had carved out a comfortable niche within
the local textile industry comparable to that achieved
by their countrymen at Manchester's Amoskeag Mills.
In a study of Manchester's French-Canadians, Tamara
Hareven showed how they fortified their controlling
position within the textile workforce by forming shop
floor kin networks that placed and assisted newcomers,
protected group members from mistreatment by manage-
ment, and generally eased one through the work day.
Furthermore, she persuasively argues, the networks to
some extent functioned as surrogates for labor unions.
Because managerial cooperation was crucial to the
successful operation of these networks, French-Canadian
textile workers also avoided the assertions of inde-
pendence so characteristic of trade union respectables
and accepted - indeed probably needed - managerial
paternalism. Lastly, the low wages paid by the textile
industry forced most families to rely upon the earnings
of several members. The cult of the male breadwinner,
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which buttressed the family living wage doctrine and
constituted the focal Doint of Catholic trade unionist
respectability, found few adherents among these work-
ers. They still viewed the entire family - wives as
well as children - as a productive unit.^^
As the established group in most Holyoke textile
mills, the French-Canadian presence thus inhibited
organizational efforts. At the one factory which they
clearly did not dominate, the Germania Woolen Mills, a
largely German and Polish workforce demonstrated great-
er militance during the period than could be found at
any other local concern. Polish radicalism particular-
ly alarmed textile manufacturers. For a number of
years the Lyman Kills helped subsidize a Chicopee
paper, Fiast
.
edited by J.F. Rutka. vrho promised to
"oTDpose the great number of Polish papers published
under Socialistic auspices now circulating in the vici-
nity." Together with other local concerns, the company
also supported the activities of the Polish Catholic
Church for the same reasons. To round out the argument,
it should be emphasized that it was French-Canadian
textile workers, and not French-Canadians generally,
who impeded labor organization. Sustained material
deprivation had engendered adaptive mechanisins which
led French-Canadian textile workers down a different
ideological track than that of their Irish co-religion-
ists: one based on the family economy rather than the
family living wapre. As French-Canadians became estab-
lished in the paper mills, building industry, and metal
trades, they too adopted the demand for a family living
wage. In short, the closer workers came to its attain-
ment, the more committed they became to the living
wage doctrine and all that it implied.
In addition to influencing trade union develop-
ment, the living wage doctrine also shaped the pol-
itical views and actions of Catholic trade unionists.
Father Ryan felt that one could not look to employer
benevolence for a living wage: "Only visionaries
put any faith in this method." He invested more faith
in unions but observed they were not enough, because
so few unskilled workers were organized. Ryan thus
saw the government as the institution most apt to in-
sure that all workers received a living wage, and ad-
vised labor unions to take an active part in politics.
Such participation was all the more essential because of
a regrettable tendency in American politics to Ignore
the existence of class interests. The legislative
process, Ryan argued, disregarded "the fact that for
the great majority of individuals their class interests
are their primary interests? that where they have one
interest in common with all other citizens of the coun-
try they have ten that are vital only to their particu-
lar class." The Constitution seemed to assume, he
concluded, "that laws will be framed which will be
equally favorable to all individuals, while, as a matter
of fact, the balance of effect of almost every lefral
enactment of an economic nature is to benefit one class
at the expense of another." Catholic trade unionists
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acted on similar assumptions.
At Holyoke , The Artisan eschewed AFL voluntarism
and applauded legislative proposals ranging from the
old age pension bill of Victor Eerger, the Milwaukee
socialist, to the demand for a living wage by the Ameri-
can Federation of Catholic Societies, Prior to World
War I, though, Holyoke trade unionists rejected calls
to form a labor party. In 1916, The Artisan labelled
one such proposal premature and argued that current AFL
policy, which enjoined trade unionists to vote for the
candidate, "no matter of what party, that will give the
most to labor. Is the best plan for some time to
come."^ Three years later local trade unionists proved
more receptive.
Although The Artisan endorsed the war effort, its
support was lukewarm. Editorials criticized the draft
as unnecessary and decried the Espionage law as a
"violation of the liberty for which we are supposed to
be fighting.
" When wages failed to keep pace with
spiralling prices
, it lashed out at "greedy employers"
who used war-time calls for austerity to deny the just
grievances of workers and "raised the cry of IWW" when-
ever they sought adequate wages. At the same time it
linked its most zealous declarations of "patriotic
duty" to labor's legislative demands. One editorial
urging workers to buy war bonds stated:
As trade unionists we have asked from State
and Union the enactment of laws and the est-
ablishment of policies calculated to improve
the condition of wage earners. Now the nation
is calling upon us for support and it is for
us to denote by the support we give at this
time, that we are entitled now and in the
future to extra consideration at the hands of
the law makers of State and Nation.
The government's post-war retreat on the labor front
caused a rare criticism of AFL political policy for
failing to secure laws "concerning the eight hour day.
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the minimum wage, and the recognition of unions.
Noting that "We have the power," The Artisan asked.
"Why not use it?" In November. I919. it congratulated
the Boston CLU for sending a delegate to a Chicago
conference considering the formation of labor party.
By the following March it had drawn back from the ven-
ture, but in the same issue announcing its capitula-
tion to the AFL line on labor parties, an editorial on
the family warned that "any economic system which im-
pairs this institution is wrong and will work to the
detriment of the whole structure of American Ideals,"
In the local arena, the formation of a wage
earners' club in I906 which sought to divorce the
saloon from politics and generally improve the "condi-
tion of all workers" signalled the political resurgence
of Holyoke trade unionists. Here the CLU's chief
nemesis was the political machine of Republican boss
William F. Whiting, whose principal spokesman after I9IO
was Mayor John White. White's refusal in 1913 to ex-
plain his municipal labor policies before the CLU led
Edward Alden and Urban Fleming to try their hand at
political versification:
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Oh Lord Mayor, listen to us, Thou who does up all
„ , ^
\ things well.
Hearken to our supplication ere we hit the padded
cell.
Since you frowned upon our efforts we are feeling
mighty blue,
Condescend, Your Royal Highness; come and run the
CLU
Certain aldermen, they tell us, when you speak, are
stricken dumb.
Board of Public Works and License, you have got be-
neath your thumb.
When you speak the cops all shiver - when you cuss
they see the Boss
.
Save the CLU, Your Honori in other words, please
come across.
Treat our supplications kindlyi do not try to get
our goat,
Fall is coming and remember that we both have got
a vote.
Keep your bonnet tied on tightly and your ire to
somewhat curb.
We'll be with you just as ever
Yours truly,
ED & URB
In response. White first lost his temper and threatened
to sue The y^rtisan
. That winter he also lost his bid
for reelection, an event which Alden and Fleming memor-
ialized with another piece of doggerel
j
Weel, Jacko, we reached out and got chaj we derricked
you out of the chair.
When we called your bluff you hadn't the stuff, to wit,
Jacko, you wasn't there.
For in spite of your stale, smutty stories, your bushwa
and blatherskite scoff.
Your stay in Room One won't be long, Father John, for
right here is where you get off.
You were some snobbish gink while you had it, but that
mayor for life stuff don't work,
For you sure hit the mud with a dull, sickening thud;
yes, Jacko, you sure got a jerk.^5
As gratified as Alden and Fleming were by White's
defeat, it did little to aid the local labor movement.
Even The Artisan admitted that his successor, John H.
Woods, had never shown "any conspicuous act of friend-
ship for organized labor." After Woods served two
lackluster terms. White regained the mayor's chair for
a few years before again being defeated in 191?. Al-
though a post-election Artisan editorial claimed the
victor, John D. Ryan, as one of labor's own, a headline
urging Ryan's reelection the following year evinced
declining enthusiasm: VOTE TO ELECT JOHN D. RYAN,
MAYBE MIGHT HAVE DONE BETTER BY LABOR BUT COULDN'T BE
AS BAD AS MCKAY." In 1919. mayor-elect, John F. Cronin,
a former trade unionist, bluntly informed the CLU that
labor would not dominate his administration. The mem-
bership applauded the address nonetheless; he could be
no worse than Woods or Ryan.
The CLU's local political Impotence may be traced
to the I896 charter revision, which prevented it from
recreating the heady days of the early 1890s when a
powerful pro-labor board of aldermen did its bidding.
Where ward-based elections had allowed the CLU to in-
fluence an aldermanic majority from the worker domina-
ted lower wards
,
the new charter dictated that two-
"thirds of the city council be elected by an at-large
vote. Thus required to reach a more socially hetero-
geneous constituency, most aldermanic candidates found
it expedient to mute their support of labor. This,
coupled with the fact that William F. Whitinc's pro-
business. Republican machine was the most effective
political organization in Holyoke after 1900, insured
that worker interests would receive no more than token
recognition. These difficulties doubtlessly in-
fluenced the CLU's temporary decision to seek the forma-
tion of a labor party; that Holyoke trade unionists did
not see this course of action through diminished what
little leverage they had left in local politics.
Although The Artisan roundly condemned the IWW
and Soviet Union, its approach to the Socialist Party
was more ambiguous. In addition to pralslnp- Victor
Berber's conprress ional activities, it carried announce-
ments of socialist lectures, printed letters from local
party members, and endorsed George Wrenn. the socialist
president of the Springfield CLU, when he ran for state
senator. At the same time it reprinted articles by
Catholic priests which coupled anti-socialist attacks
with calls for social reform. John Ryan offered perhaps
the best explanation of this form of Catholic anti-
socialism. Because, Ryan observed, too many workers
believed that "the socialist party is the only agency
that is striving for the abolition of present economic
wrongs," it was necessary to demonstrate that the
Church was not "so preoccupied with spiritual things
that she has no time for men's temporal needs." Citing
Rerum Novarum as authority, Ryan took every available
opportunity to publicize a Catholic reform agenda that
ranged from the family living wage to cooperative pro-
duction. "There is no need to resort to socialism,"
was the import of Ryan's message to vrage earners : "All
the evils of our industrial system can be abolished by
sane and progressive measures of social reform, against
which the Church has not a word to say."^"^
At St. Jerome's in Holyoke , Father J.J. Broderick
expressed another variant of Catholic anti-socialism:
one that combined the living wage doctrine with an
alleged socialist threat to the family. After charac
terizing the working mother as one of the "most serious
evils of our industrial system." Broderick explained
that "The law of nature requires that a mother give
her whole care and time to her children." To amend
the problem, which found Justification in the "heartless
principles of modern political economy, 'sell in the
dearest market and buy in the cheapest,*- Broderick
proposed the family living wage. "No, do not say this
is socialistic," he argued:
For the basic principles of socialism are the
denial of God and the affirmation of the in-
dustrial equality and identity of the sexes.
But this (the family living wage) is founded
on the principle that there is a God and that
God has decreed special work for women; has
ordained the mother His helpmate in caring for
the youthful soul and implanting there, as
none other can, the everlasting truths of
religion,
Broderick's address brought an immediate response from
Daniel R. Donovan, the socialist business agent of the
machinists* union, who contended that the socialist
program went even further than the demand for a family
living wage: it also called for shorter hours, old age
pensions, and child labor laws, to mention but a few of
its features. Significantly, Donovan offered no
challenge to Broderick's depiction of woman*s social
role
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Just as It shaped their approach to trade unionism
and politics
,
the living wage doctrine influenced the
manner in which Catholic workers viewed class rela-
tions. John Ryan again provides a useful introduction.
Despite his anti-socialism, Ryan refused to pose as a
defender of capitalism. "Thank God," he remarked in
one essay which argued that capitalism was a product
of the Reformation, "we Catholics are in no degree re-
sponsible for the invention of the cold, ugly, soulless
thing called modern capitalism, with its industrial
aristocracy at one extreme and its proletarian masses
at the other." Ryan accepted capitalism because he be-
lieved that competition and private ownership in the
means of production provided necessary incentives to
economic activity, but insisted that human rights pre-
ceeded property rights: "The employer's right to ob-
tain " Interest on the capital he has invested in his
business is subordinate to the laborer's right to a
Living Wage." He further contended that capitalist re-
lations of production assumed a social contract in
which the employer's obligation to pay a living wage is
'•Just as reasonable and valid as the obligation which
constrains men to respect traditional titles of owner-
ship.- To insure that capital attended to its res-
ponsibilities, Ryan urged workers to form labor unions,
conduct consumer boycotts, and seek legislative supp-
ort.
To a large degree, Ryan's views mirrored the
approach to class relations taken by Holyoke trade
unionists. When working for capitalists who paid a
living wage and required reasonable hours, declared The
Artisan
, workers should not only take pride in their
work, but an interest in their employer's business:
"Make the employer feel that you have a material inter-
est in his welfare, as well as you can, and you will
force him to respect the union card.** Local manufac-
turers reputed to pay high wages received effusive
obituaries. At their deaths. The Artisan praised
William Whiting's philanthropy and remarked that Joseph
Netcalf of the Parr Alpaca Company had "set a high mark
in fair dealing with his employees , for he paid the
? 0best wages in his line . "-^
Yet not all manufacturers enjoyed the commanding
positions in their respective markets which allowed
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Whiting Paper and Farr Alpaca to be so openhanded
with their workers. Trade union relations with these
firms proved considerably more adversarial. "The
antagonism existing between the great forces in our
industrial life," declared The Artisan , "exists because
the workers seek by organization to bargain for a liv-
ing wage with an employer whose dominant ambition in
life is to get wealthy - not comfortably rich, but
wealthy - at whatever cost to humanity." By treating
their workers as "so many beasts of burden," such em-
ployers Invited class war. "One has only to read the
signs to perceive an approaching crisis," warned a I909
editorial: "The struggle may be bloodless, but it will
be no the less severe. "-^-^
The prospect of such struggles in turn conditioned
trade union relations with the middle class. "The
merchants have been buncoed into believing that the
manufacturers* Interests were the merchants* Interests,"
stated The Artisan . This was a serious miscalculation
for they could be no more prosperous than the workers
who constituted the overwhelming majority of their
customers. Accordingly, The Artisan urged workers to
support local merchants and petty entrepreneurs, but
only those who engaged in fair labor practices, stocked
union label goods, refused to handle boycotted commodi-
ties, and generally aided the labor movement. In an
effort to maintain a safe logistical base from which
to conduct relations with recalcitrant manufacturers,
trade unions carefully observed the conduct of local
businessmen during labor disputes. At the conclusion
of the plater women's strike, The Artisan declared that
"Those who have made known open hostility to the de-
mands of the strikers will not be forgotten; those who
demonstrated a friendly spirit to the girls will be
remembered.*' However much it irked them, most small
businessmen at least tacitly accepted the trade union
definition of worker-middle class relations. When Fred
Burnham, proprietor of a local coal and grain company,
attempted to organize a merchant boycott of The Artisan
after being placed on the unfair list, he found few
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supporters and had to come to terms with the CLU.
To conclude, in the decades after I900 the family
living wage doctrine came to comprise the core element
in a mature culture of Catholic trade union respecta-
bility. A product of the dialectical relationship be-
tween the Church and its working class laity, the
culture engendered a non-revolutionary class con-
sciousness among Catholic workers by fusing the accumu-
lated experience of past struggles with their most
tenaciously held cultural assumptions. It would serve
as a guide post to Catholic workers for decades to come.
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Company: A Case Study in Business History," Smith
College Studies in History , vol. XXXVII ( 1951 ), 59-60.
-''^E. Lovering to J.A. Burke, li^ Apr. I916, vol.
PD-10, LMP; SR. 9 Aug. 1918; J.A. Burke to E. Lovering,
7 Jun. I9I8; vol. PD-13, LMP.
^°J.A. Burke to T. Parsons, 31 Mar. 191^, vol.
PD-11; J.A. Burke to E. Lovering, 23 Aug. 1917, vol.
PD-12; J.A. Burke to E. Lovering, 7 Jun. 1918, vol.
PD-I3, LMP. In 1913 » the Farr Alpaca Company announced
a similar changeover. SR, 8 Feb. 1913
.
following table on geographical and Job mobi-
lity among selected groups of Holyoke workers, 1905-1915*
is based on data taken from Holyoke city directories. To
improve its accuracy the I907 and I910 directories were
also consulted.
Ir ish Paper Workers
191 72 {36%)
French-Canadian Paper Workers
170 {25%)
French-Canadian Textile Workers1^ mi
,
313 97 (31^)
31^
20 l^araara K. Hareven, Family Time and Industrial
Time; Ihe Relationship Between the Factory and Work
In a New Enpcland Industrial Community (i\ew York;
Cambridge University Press paperback edition. 1982).
85-119. 189-218. 21+7-2/+8.
21SR, 22 Sep. 1916; 30 y\pr. I9I8; 6 Dec. 1919;
J. A. Burke to E. Loverlng, I3 Dec 1917, vol. PD-12;
J, A. Burke to E. Levering, 2k Dec. 1919; S. Loverlng
to J. A. Burke, 3I Dec. 1919. 2 Jan. 1920, vol. PD-15.
22
Ryan, Church and Socialism
. 7^-75, 1U6-1U8.
^
'^Artisan
, 18 Aug. I9II; 25 Aug. I9I6; 28 Apr.
1916? U- Aug. 1916.
2U
Ibid., 13 Apr. 1917; 11 May 1917; 22 Mr. I9IP;
lU SeD. 1917; 10 Jan. 1919; 21 Nov. 1919; 5 >^ar. 1920.
25sR, 7 May 1906; 23 Jul. I906; HT, 12 Nov. I906;
Artisan
, 27 Jan. 1913; ^ Jul, 1913; 1 Aujr. 1913; 5 Dec.
1913. The platform of the Sprlnprfleld vrage earners'
club Included demands for the public ownershlD of utili-
ties, the "recognition of all labor organizations," and
an anti-trust plank. SR, I5 Sep. I906. While all
sources agree that White Initially obtained the mayor-
allty through Whiting's sponsorship, there Is some ques-
tion concerning the degree of Independence he later car-
ved out for himself. Compare, for example, SR, 20 Kov.
1913 with The Artisan , 12 Feb. 1915.
26rbid.
, 29 Nov. 1912; 7 Dec. 1917; 29 Nov. 1918;
SR, 15 Dec. 1919.
2?Artlsan, 19 ADr. 1918; 2 Aug. I9I8; 1^ Mar. 1919;
28 Mar. 1919; 29 Sep. 1909; 10 Dec. 1909; 8 Jul. 1910;
30 Oct. 191^; 16 Jun. 1909; 11 Mar. 1910; Ryan, Church
and Socialism
,
15-3^. In a debate with Morris HlllqiJit
the socialist leader, Ryan observed that one of the most
compelllnp- features of Marxism was its "prophecy of
'increasinp- misery.'" If it could be shown that the
material conditions of workinp; class life were steadily
iraprovlnpr, argued Ryan, "you make the class strufrcrle.
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perhaps not a 'polite social function.' but a shambattle." Hillquit replied that the "socialist ex-pectation of success is predicted not on a theory ofprogressive pauperization of the workers, but on the
ever growing improvement of their condition" and con-tended that Ryan had drawn upon a "somewhat debatable
passae-e from Marx." Hillquit's rebuttal was well
taken, but did not alter Ryan's conviction that social
reform and the procrressive improvement of the material
conditions of workinfr class life constituted the most
effective means of bluntinfr socialism's aDpeal. Morris
Fillquit and John A, Ryan, Socialism; Promise or
Menace? (New York: The MacMillan Company, 191?), lUl,
23«. Further discussion of Catholic anti-socialism
can be found in Henry F. Bedford, Socialism and the
Workers in Massachusetts
,
1886-1912 (y\mherst; Univer-
sity of Massachusetts Press, 1966), 181-219; Marc
Karson, American Labor Unions and Politics, I9OO-I918
(Carbondale: Southern Illinois University Press, 1958),
212-28^; and especially David Montgomery, Workers
'
Control in /America ; Studies in the History of Work.
Technology, and Labor Struggles (New York: Cambridge
University Press paperback edition. I979). 76-8I. who
in the course of his analysis notes how the living wage
doctrine functioned as a particularly effective feature
of Catholic anti-socialism,
^^Artisan
, 2? Feb. 191^; 6 Mar. 191^. In Ryan's
debate vrith Hillquit, the latter 's contention that
"marriage should be dissolvable at the will of the part-
ies themselves" occasioned some of Ryan's least temperate
remarks. Hillquit and Ryan. Socialism
,
I72-I7U,
^^Hyan, Church and Socialism
, 22} Hillquit and Ryan,
Socialism, 65^5; Ryan, A Living Waye , 31. 113-11^^, 129.
T^^JEJ Catholic_Mirror7~Tv, Zr^(Feb. 192^0, 23-2^. At
St. Jerome 's , Father Parkins declared that ir "dire dis-
tress there is no ownership" during the course of a sermon
attacking the arrogance of wealth. HT, 27 Aup, I906.
Harrington Moore offers a useful analysis of the m.anner In
vrhich an implied social contract governs class relations
in Injustice; The Social Bases of Obedience and Revolt
(White Plains, NY: M.S. Sharpe paperback edition, 197^),
15-31.
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....
2U Mar. I909; 22 Avt . I9O8; I3 Jan.1911; 2limv. I9I6; Hutner, "Farr i\lmca Company." 57-72.Ryan s view of work slowdowns followed from his beliefthat a social contract should s:overn industrial rela-
tions
: "By all means, let labor be urjred to do an honestday s work. y\lso let capitalists and emuloyers be urpred
to refrain from taking excessive interest and excessive
profits," Catholic Mirror, IV, 1 (Nov, I923 ) , 19.
^•'•Artisan, 2U Mar. 19 09,
32rbid,
, 16 Feb. 1912; 2li May. 1912; 11 Nov. I9O8;
ItJr Apr. 1909; 16 Sep. I9IO; 15 Mar. 1912; 5 Sep. I913;
23 Feb. 1912; 10 Nov, I9I6; 2i^ Nov. I9I6; 2 Mar. I917,
CONCLUSION
In closing, I would like to comment on a few as-
pects of the foregoing that merit further examination.
The first concerns the most evident lacuna in the pre-
sent work: the absence of any sustained analysis of
working women and how the family living wage doctrine
affected them. That it reinforced cultural traditions
that circumscribed their lives goes without sayine,
3y definition, the cult of masculinity which buttressed
the doctrine excluded and subordinated women. But
these observations are hardly sufficient. As the cutter
women who initiated the I903 moer strike showed by
questioniner the manhood of less militant co-workers,
working women did not regard the ethic of manliness with
humble awe , but were quite capable of turning male bra-
vado to their own ends. The incident points up the need
to keep in view the complex and dynamic nature of inter-
sexual relations among workers - or any other social
prroupincT for that matter.
In a recent study of workinp- women, Leslie Woodcock
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Tentler has argued that women's work experience only
served to reinforce a psychological dependence on fam-
ily and the domestic role. By casting women as home-
makers and childbearers
, the family living wage doctrine
can scarcely be said to have lessened that dependence.
Yet as Susan Porter Benson has observed, Tentler 's dis-
missal of the "spontaneous, disorganized" job actions
of women wage earners was premature in that she failed
to er-olore the consciousness that supported them. In
her own work, Benson found that salewomen develoued a
vigorous shop-floor culture based on a "keen sense of
themselves as workers and as women." The family living
wage doctrine by no means precluded the formation of
such a culture. The striking rag workers who sought a
living wage demonstrated that women workers could em-
ploy the doctrine to their own benefit. Although the
sources do not tell us if the women made the doctrine
part of a broader work culture, it remains noteworthy
that they viewed it as som.ethlng other than a life
sentence to domesticity.-^
This is not to denisrate the activities of workinc:
class housewives or ignore what the doctrine meant to
them. In Jane HumDhrles * apt Dhrases , they functioned
as "executors of consumption" and "administrators of
the wage," while conducting a ceaseless struggle to
maintain the family's standard of living. In this
role, the doctrine appealed to them no less than It
did to the male breadwinners who headed such house-
holds. The doctrine further affected them, as Humph-
ries suggests, by sharpening their awareness of work-
place Issues - a matter of no small significance given
their Important role In socializing the young. In
short, the living wage doctrine affected women as work-
ers and housewives In ways that go far beyond the manner
In which It limited their lives. And any further study
of the subject should employ a conceptual framework
broad enough to show who how women actively engaged
the doctrine as well as how It reinforced cultural
2
sanctions restrlclnt their activities.
Another question left unexplored in the present
work concerns what happened to the culture of Catholic
trade unionist respectability after 1920. Its develop-
ment during the previous half-century revealed that it
was no static formation. There is no reason to believe
that it became so thereafter, especially given the
tumult engendered by the Great Depression. Fow they
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did it evolve in subsequent years?
One starting point for such an investigation is
Pius Xi's encyclical, Quadragesimo i\nno
. which he
issued in 1931 to commemorate the fortieth anniversary
of Rerum Novarum
. The Pope began by stressing the
interdependence of capital and labor and condemning
both socialism and the "liberalis t ic tenets of the
so-called Manchester School." In a discussion of wapres
,
he not only endorsed the family livinc- wacre
, but went
even further by sufcgestinp: that the wajre contract be so
modified that workers would share "in the ownership, or
the management, or the profits." He also recommended
the establishment of "vocational prroups , " organizations
that would bring together capital and labor in a given
industry. Pius was vague as to how the groups would
function and how power would be divided between the
managers, owners, and workers who would comprise them,
but he clearly intended that workers be accorded some
measure of managerial authority.^
For y\merican Catholic spokesmen the idea was not
entirely new. As early as 191^ » in >ils debate with
Morris Fillquit, Father John Ryan had asserted that he
looked forward to "the direct ownershii) of the greater
part of the instruments of production by the workers
themselves by such methods as copartnership schemes
and cooperative societies." Ryan later incorporated
the proposal in his draft of the Bishops' Program of
Social Reconstruction
, and in 1923 he criticized Samuel
Gompers
•
call for an Economic Congress because it con-
tained nothing "so specific as the Pastoral Letter's
further recommendation that the workers gradually
should obtain 'a larger share in the ownership of the
land upon which, and the tools with which, they labor.'"
i\fter the publication of Quadra t^e s imo Anno
, numerous
other Catholic leaders joined Ryan in asking that work-
ers be given a greater measure of control over their
work lives
.
Among the Catholic labor leaders who took up the
call for a greater measure of workers * control in indust-
rial policy making were John Brophy and Philip Murray,
both of whom admitted to being influenced by the labor
encyclicals. The vrartirae demand by Murray and other
union bosses that industrial councils be established
carried over into the postwar period, as unions sought
to shape decisions on personnel matters, Job content,
and other production issues. One CIO official remarked
that unions "must be conceded the right to bargain
respecting all functions of management." But. as David
Brody has written, "That day has not come." Capital
staunchly resisted all union efforts to encroach upon
managerial prerogatives and developed a strategy that
Involved giving labor regular wage Increases Instead.
"Give the unions the money." said one General Motors
executive, "the least possible, but give them what It
takes. But don't let them take the business away from
us." In Brody 's words. It "proved to be an Irreslst-
able formula." Organized labor shelved attempts to
secure greater povxer and authority In American Industry
and traded control for cash.^
The subsequent evolution of a Catholic working
class culture could not escape being Influenced by these
events. The increasing popularity of worker control
schemes among Catholic spokesmen and labor leaders In-
sured as much. And any study of the matter must attempt
to determine the degree to which Catholic workers em-
braced such proposals. Even more Intriguing are the
ways In which the manipulation of different elements of
the developing culture may have reinforced tendencies
that resulted In the postwar wage compromise.
Catholic spokesmen never saw any conflict between
the family living wage and worker copartnership
schemes. In the case of John Ryan, worker control was
a logical extension of the living wage demand: both
supported man's natiiral right to full personal develop-
ment. Yet Catholic spokesmen also viewed worker con-
trol plans as a means of mitigating class struggle.
When It became apparent that such proposals promised
to Intensify rather than diminish class conflict,
Catholic leaders seem to have silently acceded to capi-
tal's dissociation of the two demands. The most Im-
portant questions on the matter again Involve the rank
and file. Did they also accept the dissociation? Did
the ostensible attainment of a family living wage pacify
them? Or had worker control Issues become so deeply
Ingrained In the culture that many felt betrayed by the
wage compromise? These are Important questions and
should concern not only historians, but all who believe
that workers must play a fundamental role In social
change
.
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APPENDIX Om
Listed below are the names and positions of the
thirty five manufacturers examined in chapter two,
and the sources employed to construct the profiles.
The following abbreviations have been used both here
and in appendix two
:
3RHC - Biographical Review of the Leading Citizens of
Hampden County, Massachusetts
En of Ma - Encyclopedia of Massachusetts
HPL ScDbk - Folyoke Public Library Scrapbook
FPL LP - Folyoke Public Library Local File
FT - Folyoke Transcript
Name Position Sources
Julius F y\T5pleton President, Riverside ^'?L Scpbk
Paper Company 21:53
Henry J. Beebe Treasurer, Beebe and BRHC ,
Webber (Woolen) 828-830
Company
Jared Beebe President, Farr
Alpaca Company
BRHC
,
828-830
George A . Clark Treasurer, Newton
Paper Company
HPL Scpbk
20:88
Chauncey L. Cove 11 President, 3RFC ,
Massassoit Paoer Co. '-^12-^1-13
Daniel P. Crocker Treasurer, Crocker
(paper) Manufacturing
Commny
FPL Scpbk
3:8
Jone!' S. Davis Acrent, Lyman Mills ^'PL ScTDbk
^:73
3ii2
Name
Georcre R. Dickinson
Herbert Farr
Orrick F. Greenleaf
William J. Grover
C.H. Heywood
Charles C . Jenks
John S. KcElwaine
Donald MacKintosh
John G. KacKintosh
Timothy Merrick
Joseph Ketcalf
Daniel H. Newton
James H. Newton
Fos ition
President, Georpre R.
Dickinson Paper Co.
Treasurer, Farr
y\lr)aca Company
President, ^'olyoke
Paper Company
Agent f Hadley Thread
Company
Treasurer, Holyoke
Paper Company
President, Whiting
Paper Company
Treasurer, Valley
Paper Company
President, D.
MacKintosh and Sons
(dyers
)
Treasurer, D.
MacKintosh and Sons
(dyers )
Treasurer, Merrick
Thread Company
Treasurer, Farr
iMpaca Company
President, Massachu-
setts Screw Company
President, Franklin
Paper Company
Sources
BRHC
,
lF^7
FPL Scpbk
18:52
HPL ScDbk
1:11-12
FT, 28 Jun.
1889
HPL ScDbk
1:^-5
En of Ma
,
HPL Scpbk
^:85
BRHC, ^9^-
W?t HPL
Scpbk 20:50
En of Ma ,
2 :12-25
FPLScDbk
Fn. of Ma ,
1:337^33H
HPL Scpbk
25:65-66
HPL LF
Name Position Sources
John C. Newton
Koses Newton
Joseph C. Parsons
George W. Prentiss
Vice-President
,
Chemical Paper Company
President, Newton Paper
Company
Treasurer, George v;,
Prentiss and Company
(wire manufacturing)
HPI. Scpbk
17:558-559
HPL ScDbk
28:57
Treasurer, Parsons Paper BRHC
,
Company 359-360
BRHC
,
Jam.es Ramage
John Ramage
Edward C. Rogers
Robert H. Seymour
V/illiam Skinner
President, Chemical
Paper Company
"^/'ice-i^'res idert , Franklin
Paper ComDany
Treasurer, Massassoit
Paper Company
Treasurer, ITenry Seymour
Cutlery Company
President, William
Skinner (silk) Manufac-
turing Company
HPL PF
HPL ScDbk
22 'Ji9
BRHC
,
^2l^6
HPL Scpbk
17:190
HPL Scpbk
20:16-17
William S. Syms
Edward C. Taft
Joel S. Webber
William Whiting
Nathan H. Whitten
Treasurer, Syms and Dud- HPL LF
ley Paper Company
Treasurer, Albion Paper BRHC , 360
President, Beebe and
Webber (Woolen) Comnary
Treasurer, Whiting
Paper Company
President, ^'olyoke
Nachire Com.Dan
y
Warren H. Wilkinson Treasurer, S^rincfield
Blanket Company
BRHC, 6l8.
Fi9
BRHC, 2 52'
2 53
BRHC, iL27
BRHC, 133
13^
y\FPENDIX T/JO
Listed below are the names and positions of
members of the Holyoke middle class examined in
chapter two, and the sources employed to construct
the profiles.
Name
y\nderson TMlyn
James F. Allyn
Lewis F. Bosworth
Sdwin Chase
Henry A . Chase
Roswell F. Crafts
V.V. Flafrp;
y\llen FipTP-inbotham
Position
Realtor; Co- proprietor
,
m.eat market? "''^ice-
Fresident,
-olyoke
Savings Bank
Realtor; Co-proprietor,
meat market; Director,
Folyoke National Bank
Proprietor, L.F. Bos-
worth (brickyard)
Proprietor, E. Chase
and Sons (lumber)
Sources
^'rL LP
HPF LF;
HPL ScTDbk
1 :4
HT, 28 Sep.
1881
HT, 30 Sep.
TH82
Co-proprietor, E. Chase 3RHC
,
and Sons (lumber) 52 0-521
Landlord; Vice-president BRHC,
Kechanics Savings Bank 5^13-61?
Co-proTDrietor
,
Wic-fz;in
and Flap-ff ( lumber ) Co
Merchant; 'Property
Manaprer
^•T, 21 Apr.
TP? 5
BRFC,
2W^2 50
Pt'^isrht F. Ives Realtor; Director,
Holyoke National Bank
BRFC,
301-302
3^5
3^6
Name
Robert B. Johnson
V/illiam S. Loomis
Position
Ireasurer, Holyoke
Savings Eank; President
Holyoke National Bank
Sources
KFL Scpbk
^7:126; 17;
635
Realtor; Treasurer, HPL Scpbk
Holyoke Street Railway 2:11^; 26:
Company; Vice-President, 93, 96
Holyoke Savinp:s Eank
Philander Moore Grocer; Director, Hadley Sn of Ma
,
Falls National Eank 1:6-7
Rufus Mosher
^/illiam Nash
Realtor
Wholesale butcher;
Director, Holyoke Na^
tional Eank
H^L Scobk
1:5-6
HPL Scpbk
17 :101
Levi D. Perkins Wholesale butcher;
Director, Holyoke
National Bank
HT, 16
Dec. 1895
William S. Perkins
E.J. Fomeroy
Realtor; Director,
Holyoke National Bank
Grocer
3RHC,
299-300
HPL Scpbk
16 :67
Charles B. Prescott Treasurer, Mechanics HPL LF
Savine-s Bank; Postmaster
Charles W. Ranlet President, Hadley Falls HPL LF
National Bank
Lemuel Sears Produce dealer; Director En of Ma,
City National Eank 1:32-33
j/\ustin L. Shumway ^^ry proods dealer FPL Scpbk1P:93
ThitinsT Street Merchant HT, 3 ^^f^'TH78
Name
Luther A . Taber
John Tllley
Fos Ition
Jeweler
Furniture
dealer
Sources
HPL ScDbk
22:6
HPL LP
Marcienne F. White omb Landlord BRHC, 8Ul-8kZ
Catholic Middle Class
David F. Coghlan
John Delaney
John Dillon
Maurice Lynch
Proprietor
,
Coghlan 's Steam
Boiler Works
Contractor
Contractor
HT, 28 i\pr.
1891
HPL LF
Realtor; Liquor En. Ma ,
1: ^3-^5
HPL Scpbk
20:6-7
Daniel 0*Connell Contractor En of Ma ,
1:1U5-1U6
/

